


“What I love most about this book is that Ed Cyzewski is not presenting us

with a litany of information and then requiring us to ditch our cell phones at

the side of the road and leave our technological society behind. What he’s

asking us to do is open our eyes. Open our eyes to what social media is doing

to our young people. Open our eyes to what screens are doing to us. And

remember—remember that true discipleship, true relationship, and true

spiritual formation are found in the quiet places, the still places, the merciful

places.”

—SHAWN SMUCKER, author of Once We Were Strangers

“I am among the blip-sized generation who eagerly anticipated being assigned

an email address ending in .edu—the key to the magical world of Facebook in

the early 2000s. Social media has been a continual source of entertainment and

education for me, and it wasn’t until 2016 that I began to question the amount

of time I was spending on these sites—let alone why I was spending so much

time on them. Ed Cyzewski (whom, ironically, I met through Facebook) has

been an invaluably wise guide as I’ve started down the path of being

intentional in my engagement with social media. Reconnect is a deeply

practical, beautifully written invitation to consider anew how best to cultivate

a life of connection to God and neighbor.”

—MEGAN WESTRA, pastor and author of Born Again and Again “Ed
Cyzewski winsomely demonstrates how our uncritical use and overuse
of digital media malforms us. In his beautiful description, it ‘blinds us to
the brilliance of God.’ I, for one, don’t want to blind myself to God’s
brilliance, to God’s life. Here, Cyzewski is the best kind of guide; he
practices what he preaches. What’s more, he doesn’t leave us stranded
by merely pointing out the wrong. He leads the way by practically
showing us how to make things right with God, ourselves, and the
world. This is all serious business—and this book is sorely needed in
this moment—for the sake of our individual and collective soul!”

—MARLENA GRAVES, author of The Way Up Is Down



“As an author and public speaker, I am constantly wondering how to engage

with social media and the people around me in a healthier way. Ed Cyzewski’s

book, which so wonderfully displays the kindness that he embodies every day,

offers us an invitation to lean into our technological world while staying

tethered to discipline and simplicity through soul work and contemplative

spirituality. If you desire to engage with the world but don’t want to be

constantly distracted by it, this is a beautiful book with important insights for

all of us.”

—KAITLIN CURTICE, author of Glory Happening

“Ed Cyzewski is a deep soul, making sense of living in the modern world. In

this book, he takes on the digital tsunami that has swamped our lives and the

spiritual damage it creates. ankfully, Ed guides us in the way out. He shows

us how to remain rooted in what matters most, even when we must be clicking

and swiping. His distinction between digital and spiritual formation alone is a

game changer. Highly recommended.”

—BRADLEY WRIGHT, professor of sociology at the University of
Connecticut
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FOREWORD

n September of 2013, I walked away from the bottle. It’d been a long season

of over-imbibing, of drowning the acute pain of a sick child in too much

gin. But in a Methodist church lobby in Austin, Texas, the Epiphany found

me, shook me awake, and told me it was time to face the world undrunk. And

face the world undrunk I did, at least for a season.

Weeks passed. en a month. en another. A year was in the rearview

mirror, and the scent of juniper berries and quinine was little more than a faint

memory wafting across my hippocampus. It was the anniversary of my liquor-

free life. Congratulations to me. Right?

In that long stretch of those teetotaling months, a sort of pride set in. I

wasn’t drinking to dull the pain anymore, and I’d rediscovered the divine love

that reordered my thirsts. But did that mean I was full-on sober? If I was, how

come I seemed to turn to the unholy trinity of distraction—Facebook, Twitter,

Net�ix—at the end of any anxious day? Why was I so often distracted from

the voice of God in the real world around me?

Was it possible that I was digitally drunk? Yes, indeed.

Is it possible I still am? Perhaps, but don’t tell my priest.

We live in the age of technological heroin, a day where the pushers in

Silicon Valley have created digital drugs as potent as any narcotic. Social media

—its equal parts feast, famine, fear, ego, and spectacular debacle. e content

(at least the non-advertisement content) and means of delivery are designed to

chemically hook our brains. You know this to be true. Don’t you? No matter

how much you swear off it, don’t you always end up back on the social media

sauce? I do. Why? Because the tech giants know their craft. ey know how

one noti�cation grabs attention, how it hooks us, how it sets the brain on �re,

how it makes a simple promise: is tweet, this post, this “like” brings the �x.



—Seth Haines, author of e Book of Waking

Up and Coming Clean: A Story of Faith

I’ve given into this �x over the years, and if there’s anything I can say with

some certainty, it’s this: ere have been seasons where I’ve been spiritually

formed more by social media than by the Spirit of divine love. Drunk on social

media, I’ve fallen headlong into worthless arguments, idiotic debates, and

scorching political dumpster �res. I’ve been blocked by a Christian money

guru who reckoned me a troll (rightly, perhaps) because I called him a

prosperity theologian. (Dave, if you’re reading this, I’m sorry.) I’ve spent

countless hours scrolling the feed when I could have been sitting in silence and

solitude. I’ve given countless hours to a medium that can’t give me the thing I

need most: connection with divine love.

In Reconnect, Ed Cyzewski offers the tool I’ve needed for years. In these

pages, he does more than rail against social media and digital manipulation

(though he does his fair share of gentle railing). He offers more than the proof

that we’ve been hijacked by a band of psycho-savvy tech wizards (though he

does that, too). Here, Ed offers a well-formed Mertonian argument; namely,

the digital distractions of our modern age often operate as noisy distractions

from divine love. And once that barrier is exposed, he shares the deepest truth:

“e goal of spiritual formation is to remove these barriers that obscure and

restrain the present life of God in us.”

Reconnect is a book I could have used in my early days of “sobriety.” It

might have shown me that laying off the sauce is not the same as true inner

sobriety. It might have shown me my need for more holistic healing.

As you read this book, ask yourself whether you’re a digital addict. Ask

yourself whether your brain has been hijacked by the whizz kids out west. Ask

yourself whether you’ve allowed the digital life to form you more than the

divine love. If you have, turn tail and follow Ed back to the formation that

comes with a more analog life. Learn to reconnect with the physical world

around you. You won’t be sorry.



 

 

A MANTRA TO RECONNECT:

Protect your time. 
Prioritize one-on-one interactions. 

Restore your spirit with daily silence.
 

 



Here is an unspeakable secret: paradise is all around us 
and we do not understand. It is wide open. The sword 
is taken away, but we do not know it: we are off “one 

to his farm and another to his merchandise.” Lights on. 
Clocks ticking. Thermostats working. Stoves cooking. 
Electric shavers filling radios with static. “Wisdom,” 

cries the dawn deacon, but we do not attend.

—THOMAS MERTON
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Introduction

am not a monk, but I try to learn from them. Some days I compare myself

to a particular monk, one I saw in a documentary a few years ago. It usually

doesn’t go very well.

e documentary In Pursuit of Silence shows a monk standing on the edge

of a �eld, solid and unmoving, his feet planted on the ground. He barely shifts

his gaze as he looks out over the �eld, where a solitary tree keeps a lonely

watch. His hands are loosely clasped behind his back; his movements are slow,

deliberate, and at peace. He has nowhere to be, nothing to accomplish. In the

cut used for the documentary’s trailer, he appears to have nothing useful to do.

In fact, the monk’s utter and complete “uselessness” is about all I can see—

and that’s not a slight. According to Brother Paul Quenon of the Abbey of

Gethsemani, the monastic life is a “useless life.”1 is monk standing in the

�eld is jarring in his unhurried simplicity. He appears fully committed to, well,

standing around. He reminds me that some people have made the space to

accept being present in the moment—full stop.

My family and I live near a �eld that’s a bit like that monk’s �eld. It’s

bordered by roads that roar with cars, trucks, and the occasional motorcycle,

but it’s quiet enough, still enough, and earthy enough to provide a measure of

solitude. I try to �nd time for this �eld several times each week. More often

than not, I walk the path through an arboretum that adjoins the �eld.

Yet as much as I try to be like that monk while I’m there—to �nd a

measure of peace and silence and even uselessness—there remains a utility,

pace, and purposefulness to my walking. ere’s no standing still, no drinking

in my surroundings, and certainly no uselessness. My time in the �eld has a

point. I have goals. I am trying to let go of thoughts, to beat back anxiety, to

recover from draining days of parenting, to silence my soul, to reach out for



God, to exercise. I’m trying to reconnect with whatever I’ve lost in the rush of

each day in the crush of information that streams through my computer and

smartphone. My time in the �eld feels a lot more like emergency triage than

like a monk’s pleasant, joyful reverie with the beauty of his surroundings.

What keeps me from enjoying the silence of a �eld?

Why does standing still like that monk seem impossible?

Are uselessness and presence and solitude things we have lost? Should we

try to regain them?

We live immersed in distraction, stimulation, and affirmation in part

because we are plugged in to technology. We never have to be alone with our

thoughts. We never have to stand still without something to hold and �ddle

with. We can access unlimited information on the Internet and continual

interaction on social media. Our phones give us constant access to this �ood of

information and socialization.

Our high-tech, plugged-in, social media world appeals to us because its

many conveniences, social connections, and efficiencies appear more important

than its dark side of compulsive usage and exacerbation of a range of mental

health challenges, from discontent to depression—a dark side we can easily

downplay or dismiss. However, as professor and author Cal Newport observes,

“We added new technologies to the periphery of our experience for minor

reasons, then woke one morning to discover that they had colonized the core

of our daily life. We didn’t, in other words, sign up for the digital world in

which we’re currently entrenched; we seem to have stumbled backward into

it.”2 While anyone could understandably use technology to keep in touch with

a long-distance friend or to share information more efficiently, social media

and smartphones go beyond that. As Newport says, “ese technologies as a

whole have managed to expand beyond the minor roles for which we initially

adopted them. Increasingly, they dictate how we behave and how we feel, and

somehow coerce us to use them more than we think is healthy, often at the

expense of other activities we �nd more valuable. What’s making us

uncomfortable, in other words, is this feeling of losing control.”

Consider a typical Saturday afternoon when I took my boys, seven and �ve

at the time, out to the farmers’ market for a bunch of vegetables they’d never



eat while begging me to buy a sixty-dollar �ower pot. With vegetable-laden

canvas bags in tow, we headed to the real highlight of the morning: the local

cafe that serves great cinnamon buns, even better coffee, and chic juice boxes.

e kids ran to the back for the large checkerboard, and we started a never-

ending checkers game with our drinks and “breakfast” at hand. Both boys were

deeply concerned about preserving their checker pieces, and there were

approximately forty-seven times when I could have been tempted to check my

phone for new emails, hockey articles, hockey tweets, or social media

noti�cations. In fact, checking my phone was a common part of our Saturday

mornings at one time, when I would turn the boys loose with baked goods and

a game and check my phone every three minutes—or less. Finally, I realized

that I needed to cut myself off from my compulsive phone usage while with

my kids. First, I deleted all social media apps from my phone. en I added a

usage tracker called Moment. Finally, I realized that I just needed to leave the

phone in the car to break the habit once and for all.

Our digital devices and social media apps are limiting our ability to

concentrate, to have conversations, to eat dinner with our families or friends,

and to practice spirituality because they distract us, eat up valuable time, and

train us to crave stimulation, affirmation, and passive amusement. Screen time

estimates range between one to four hours per day for most smartphone users.3

at doesn’t even include time spent on a computer. Spending that many

hours of our waking lives each day looking at our smartphones in addition to

other screens is bound to affect us, and mountains of research studies suggest

that it is.4 One study led by psychologist Larry Rosen tracked how often high

school students opened their phones daily and found that “participants had

gone from unlocking their phones about 56 times a day in 2016 to 73 times a

day in 2018.”5 Once we’ve connected to our digital devices, social media apps

and sites like Twitter and Instagram are designed with in�nite scrolling so that

we’re never truly done reviewing posts, while YouTube autoplays the next video

and the next and the next. From hindering our ability to concentrate to leaving

us feeling sad or isolated to stealing our time with binge-watching or in�nite

scrolling, technology promised to make us more efficient and connected but

comes with a steep price. e costs to our mental health, relationships, and



spirituality warrant reconsidering our exuberance over the moment a guy in a

black mock turtleneck introduced the �rst iPhone.

While I may take a walk next to that rustling �eld or pause to glance up at

the sky with a vague awareness of God, the truth is that I have a digital device

in my back pocket or the stroller, if not in my hands, that has been designed to

be irresistible, compulsive, and consuming. I began using it because I believed

I could do good things with it, but its many steep costs make it hard to do

better things for my mental, relational, and spiritual health. When I manage to

leave my various screens behind on their charging shelf at home, I try to look

at the �eld down the street from our house for a moment when the sun sets

each evening. e glowing pink, red, and yellow colors of the sunset are just

about the holiest thing I can �nd in this world. ere’s something about that

time of day, the brilliance before the fading, the majesty of a day ending no

matter what transpired, and the inevitable letting go as night quietly overtakes

everything. On clear evenings, I try to spend a few moments looking up at the

stars, but more often than not, I only look at the stars on the nights when I’m

taking out the garbage.

Why can’t I manage to routinely step outside for a star-�lled night without

being prompted by a full garbage can?

You may feel this tension as well. I suspect that being present in the

moment feels so challenging in part because I live each day plugged in to my

smartphone and computer, engaging with social media and accessing

unlimited information. I have unlearned stillness and silence. e dopamine-

driven joy of a new message noti�cation from a friend or the buzz of

affirmation offered by social media can pull me out of just about any moment.

As I experimented with deleting apps from my devices, setting up social media

blocks, blocking Internet access altogether on my phone or computer, and

extending the time of these blocks from thirty minutes to �ve hours or more at

a time, I saw how digital technology drained my attention and time.

is hasn’t always been my approach to digital technology. I was an early

adopter of blogging and social media, immersing myself in Facebook in

particular at the urging of my �rst publisher’s publicity department. I have

kept in touch with some dear friends via social media over the years, and I



clearly recall initially marveling over the ease of using social media apps on my

new smartphone and tablet. I could access my network of friends, colleagues,

and experts anytime I wanted! Soon I began to access that network all the

time. Before too long, I wasn’t just connecting with my friends constantly. I

was spending my days worrying and fuming over the latest outrage, debate,

threat, or controversy I found on social media. A single disconcerting tweet

could send my anxiety, never stellar to begin with, into a tailspin.

e more I examined my use of these devices, the more I noticed how they

fragmented my attention for my family and friends, decreased my ability to

focus on work (or anything else, really), trained my brain to crave stimulation

rather than the silence of prayer, and depleted the amount of time I had for

enjoyable activities such as gardening, reading, or running (maybe use air

quotes around “enjoyable” for that last one). All the good things in my life—

from spiritual practices to time with my family to meaningful work and leisure

projects—suffered because of my devices and social media use.

Our devices and social media have the power to shape us into a particular

kind of people: distracted by many thoughts, reactive, compulsive, and

impatient. Many of us are beginning to ask ourselves, Is that the kind of

people we want to be? And if not, what can we do about it?

THE NEED FOR RESTORATION
No one picks up a smartphone with the intent of making their life more

difficult or fragmented. We’re all trying to cope with the challenges of life, to

feel better, to make connections with people, to help others, and to get our

work or daily tasks done a little more efficiently. Digital technology makes big

promises in all those areas, and most Americans are immersed in it because of

those promises. Smartphones and social media are now major �xtures of our

days. Among American adults in 2019, 28 percent were online almost

constantly (more than “several times a day”) and 45 percent went online daily.

Among the 86 percent of Americans who had a smartphone or other digital

device, 32 percent were online almost constantly.6 When it comes to general

media use, such as watching television and using mobile phones, Americans

spend an average of eleven hours per day consuming media.7



Even if we know that heavy smartphone usage is one of the forces in our

lives that’s consuming precious hours every week, many users either remain

unaware of just how much time is lost or simply don’t know where to start

cutting back, since smartphones have become essential tools in our lives,

carried around for every moment.8 Rates of depression and anxiety drop and

overall happiness and well-being increase when we cut back on our use of

smartphones and social media.9 But limiting technology use may have

signi�cance beyond simple improvements to well-being. Our ability to be fully

present for spiritual practices may be deeply limited by the ways technology

impairs our ability to focus or to be still during a short period of solitude.

Silence and solitude have long been essential aspects of Christian spirituality.

We could list the solitude of wilderness encounters with God, prophetic

ministries grounded in the wilderness, the teaching of Jesus to pray in solitude

where only God sees us, the desert mothers and fathers who disengaged from

the controversies of their time to seek God without hindrance, and the history

of monks and nuns pursuing prayer in silence. We may well say that losing the

ability to be alone may mean losing an essential part of Christian prayer and

other spiritual practices. Prayer, meditation, and quietly waiting on God thrive

in stillness, silence, and patient discipline—three things that digital formation

counters with noti�cations, stimulation, and immediate grati�cation through

feedback loops.

Longtime blogger Andrew Sullivan may offer some of the most pressing

warnings about immersing ourselves in today’s digital technology.10 Rather

than enhancing his real life with online interactions, he realized that he had

traded his real-life interactions for online connections. He writes,

 

I realized I had been engaging—like most addicts—in a form of denial. I’d long treated my online

life as a supplement to my real life, an add-on, as it were. Yes, I spent many hours communicating

with others as a disembodied voice, but my real life and body were still here. But then I began to

realize, as my health and happiness deteriorated, that this was not a both-and kind of situation. It

was either-or. Every hour I spent online was not spent in the physical world.11

 



In other words, we are training ourselves to exist in an alternate reality. While

that alternate reality can certainly augment the real world in important ways, it

can ultimately become a trade-off, keeping us from being fully present in our

bodies and in the present moment.

Disembodied technology can devastate incarnate spirituality. How can we

experience “God with us” if we aren’t even aware of ourselves in the present

moment?

Perhaps spiritual formation can coexist alongside the demands of digital

formation, but technology of every kind is designed to take over and to destroy

its limits. French philosopher Jacques Ellul, author of the 1954 book e

Technological Society, worried that human dignity was suffering from idolizing a

mechanized, technical society rather than using machines within humane

boundaries and goals. Concerned that governments and corporations would

exploit people through complex machines and mechanized systems, Ellul

shared that technology created a way of thinking and interacting with the

world that is mechanized in its outlook,12 an approach Ellul called “technique”

that values “absolute efficiency” above all else, posing a threat to the priorities

that could lead to the �ourishing of humanity.13 While machines are an

example of this commitment to efficiency that Ellul describes, this approach to

the world becomes a mind-set for everything. Ellul clari�es his thinking by

noting, “Wherever a technological factor exists, it results, almost inevitably, in

mechanization: technique transforms everything it touches into a machine.”14

As a result, the efficiency of the process becomes more important than what we

see in the �nal results or in the cost to humanity. As long as the efficient

process is “sound” and “elegant,” such as the sleek and easy-to-use design of an

iPhone, we don’t have to look too hard at its downside.

At a time of extreme optimism about the promise of technology and science

to solve the world’s problems, Ellul experienced �rsthand the destruction

brought by machines in the Second World War as he participated in the

French resistance and then witnessed the faith that society placed in

technology throughout the postwar years. A dedicated Christian who was

immersed in Bible studies, home church meetings, ecological advocacy, and

work with juvenile youth, Ellul urged his generation to turn a wary eye to the



negative changes brought by unlimited optimism in technology. As Ellul saw

some of his contemporaries struggle to respond constructively to the

exploitation of people by machines and complex systems, he urged a smaller,

more local approach to activism and is credited with coining the saying “ink

globally, act locally”—a hopeful path forward that we’ll revisit in the �nal

chapter.

While there are endless opportunities for maintaining relationships over

long distances or promoting a business on the cheap through smartphones and

social media, the nature of digital technology today extends beyond its helpful

utility. Technology is intentionally designed to be addictive and immersive. It

endlessly pushes toward greater efficiency and speed—enhancing its appeal as a

competitive edge. Technology is supposed to be hard to put down because

fresh, endless posts are waiting with a simple swipe up, feedback is provided in

measured doses, the next video is always ready to go, and noti�cation pings

ensure you never have to miss anything ever.

Our social media feeds are more likely to show us combative, extreme, and

divisive content because such posts drive engagement that gets more responses

and comments. As much as I try to avoid divisive discussions on social media,

I usually don’t have to scroll far before I see reactions to the latest outrage, such

as a celebrity pastor’s bad take on politics, sexuality, or abusive church

leadership. It doesn’t help that some entities have gamed the system with

dubious posts that are boosted by trolls or automated bots programmed to

promote certain content. It’s true that we can �nd colleagues, customers,

friends, or family on social media, but we may be losing something valuable as

we immerse ourselves in these distracting means of “connection” that could

also hinder these same relationships. If we fail to take the design and impact of

digital devices and social media seriously, we may lose the ability to be present,

to focus, to be comfortable in silence, to maintain control over our emotions,

and to value solitude.

If I were asked to describe what spiritual formation looks like, I might say

that it involves patience, focus, silence, solitude, stillness, community, and

regular practice. Centering prayer helps us release distracting thoughts with a

prayer word so that we can become present for God. Whether practicing



centering prayer or silent breathing in solitude, the experience of

contemplative prayer, which is the interior work by the loving presence of

God, is typically associated with a measure of stillness and awareness of God in

the present moment. Consider a few descriptions of Christian spiritual

formation and healthy spiritual practices and how they may be diminished by

technology and social media:

Renovaré, an ecumenical Christian group that nurtures spiritual formation,

offers the following de�nition: “Spiritual Formation is a process, but it is also a

journey through which we open our hearts to a deeper connection with

God.”15

In Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, author M.

Robert Mulholland writes, “Spiritual formation is a process of being

conformed to the image of Christ for the sake of others.”16

eologian Howard urman writes, “We must �nd sources of strength

and renewal for our own spirits, lest we perish. . . . First, we must learn to be

quiet, to settle down in one spot for a spell.”17

Author Cynthia Bourgeault simpli�es our transformation in centering

prayer to this simple practice:

 

Resist no thought

Retain no thought

React to no thought

Return to the sacred word.18

 

Words such as journey, process, and quiet are all frequently mentioned in

conjunction with spiritual formation, and yet technology has trained us to

choose the quick hit of affirmation or connection, the ideas put before us in

the present, and short-term stimulation and interaction over the long-term

bene�ts of silence. As technology, media, and social media occupy such large

chunks of our lives every day, it’s understandable that we struggle to make

space for prayer, let alone to focus on prayer and other spiritual formation

practices. e habits and expectations of technology and social media run

directly counter to the practices and slow growth processes that make up the



bread and butter of spiritual formation. We need to stop feeling guilty or

hopeless about any struggles we may have in this area. We have a lot working

against us.

Most of us don’t experience spiritual transformation in an instant. It’s a

gradual, lifelong process. ere may be �ash-bang conversions or “deliverance”

moments that send us leaping forward, but even then, we may feel that we are

generally moving forward at a barely perceptible pace as we are shaped by

God’s in�uence in our lives. e process of spiritual transformation is often

slow and rarely spectacular, taking place in the mundane habits and choices we

make each day.

e trouble today is that we’re typically carrying the single most powerful

tool for a very different kind of formation in our pockets. Our homes are

dotted with digital devices that demand our attention and promise things we

previously never could have imagined possible. Using them feels good—until it

feels too good and we cannot stop inviting them into our lives, even carrying

these devices into holy moments and sacred space. Digital formation is

training us to interact with others, with information, and even with spirituality

in ways that are often detrimental and at the very least inadequate.

A few years after Jacques Ellul sounded his warning about optimism for

technology and its possibilities for causing harm among those who were not

powerful or wealthy, a monk in America harbored his own concerns about the

ways machines could limit human �ourishing, let alone interfere with prayer.

omas Merton, a Trappist monk and bestselling author of e Seven Storey

Mountain, happened upon Ellul’s e Technological Society in the 1960s and

praised it as prophetic, logical, and full of �recrackers—the ultimate Merton

compliment.19 As Merton compiled his re�ections on the challenges facing

humanity in his groundbreaking book Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander, Ellul’s

in�uence shines through: “Technology has its own ethic of expediency and

efficiency,” writes Merton. “What can be done efficiently must be done in the

most efficient way. . . . Even the long-term economic interests of society, or the

basic needs of man himself, are not considered when they get in the way of

technology.”20 While I had been reading Merton’s writing about prayer for

several years, such as New Seeds of Contemplation and oughts in Solitude, the



despair of social media, the stakes of current events, and my struggle to turn

away from both prompted me to read Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander with

fresh eyes. Long before engineers wired the digital devices we have come to rely

on today, Merton saw how destructive modern technology could become for

our souls, let alone our ability to pray, if we failed to see technology’s in�uence

with clarity and place appropriate boundaries around it.

Merton adopted a high view of humanity as God’s beloved creation and

encouraged his contemporaries to seek the well-being of their neighbors in all

facets of life, including the use of technology. Merton was less concerned about

efficiency, speed, or the cost-saving measures of technology because he spent so

much time examining its impact. Rather than serving reason, humanity, or

God, Merton believed the following about modern technology: “Becoming

autonomous, existing only for itself, it imposes upon man its own irrational

demands, and threatens to destroy him.” Merton was not opposed to

technology in all its manifestations; he even �ew to Asia to meet with other

religious leaders. (Ironically, Merton died on this trip because of technology

after accidentally electrocuting himself in ailand.) His concerns addressed

the practical experiences of people, let alone the monks seeking to pray at the

Abbey of Gethsemani as tractors roared in nearby �elds. ese machines made

the monastery more pro�table but dramatically changed the kind of work the

monks did, as well as the atmosphere of the abbey. How would this change to

manual labor alter the way he and other monks prayed?

As digital formation takes root, we may lose touch with God’s life-giving

presence that can shape our lives and reconnect us with the kind of �ourishing

and freedom God intended for each of us. Seeking a path forward through the

distraction and confusion that technology brought to my spiritual practices, I

found that Merton, aided by the insights of Ellul, could offer a good deal of

wisdom for us as we seek a humane path through the buzzes, noti�cations, and

altercations of our technology-driven times. If the makers of digital technology

are largely driven to advance their devices and apps without the well-being of

users in mind, Merton and Ellul offer a clear-eyed, Christian response that will

help us preserve space in our minds and daily schedules for prayer and silence



before God. However, if they are going to help us, we need to �rst understand

the scale of what we’re up against.

IT’S NOT JUST UP TO YOU
e focus of many Christians at the time of this writing has been on personal

responsibility, habits, and setting better boundaries for their smartphone and

app use. e book e Tech-Wise Family is an example of this approach that

aims to empower users to make better choices—and does an excellent job of

laying out the social media landscape for families while providing helpful

solutions, ones that our family also uses. However, self-discipline is only one

way to gain control over our device and app use. Looking at the full

complexity of technological formation can reveal the ways our apps and

devices, by their design and usage, keep us hooked and even override our best

intentions. Judith Donath, author of e Social Machine: Designs for Living

Online, commented, “Keeping people in a continual state of anxiety, anger,

fear, or just haunted by an inescapable, nagging sense that everyone else is

better off than they are can be very pro�table.”21 We aren’t up against neutral

technology tools that merely help us accomplish particular goals and only have

a dark side because of our errors or poor habits. We’re up against a variety of

challenges: a wider effort by digital technology companies to hack our minds

and desires, information on social media that manipulates us, and a consumer

culture that values selling products which lead to comfort and indulgence, all

while facing the age-old challenge to develop better habits and make better

choices with our time. Personal choice is part of the puzzle, but we are bound

to fail if we don’t consider the design, purpose, and ad-driven ecosystem of

digital technology and social media in planning our response.

Our self-control is a limited resource that can wear out like a muscle. As we

encounter addictive devices and apps that trigger our desires for connection,

accomplishment, and affirmation, we’ll lose almost every time if we aren’t

prepared for the full onslaught coming our way. Sure, we can make better

choices as the day begins and the sweet aroma of coffee drifts from our

kitchens. However, it’s much harder to resist the appeal of our screens and

social media at the low points in the afternoon or in the tired, waning hours of



the day. Even with our best habits in place, we may need stronger

countermeasures to resist the daily tug of social media. In fact, I would argue

that we need to take more drastic and intentional steps to counter the designs

of engineers who are using the best of technological innovation, persuasive

design research (yes, there is such a thing), and habit-formation techniques to

capture our attention.

I have no intention of telling people to stop using their phones completely,

to use a �ip phone, to dumpster dive as resistance to the consumer economy,

or to replace social media with letter writing. Rather, I want us to restore an

element of free choice in our use of technology, speci�cally creating more space

to choose things that are good for us (and others), like spiritual practices and

serving our neighbors. If you don’t know how an app is designed to capture

your attention and keep you hooked, are you really making a free choice when

you feel compelled to pick it up, struggle to put it down, or live in fear of

leaving home without your phone? Are we truly aware of how our ability to

pay attention and to focus is being impaired by our smartphone and social

media use? Our current situation is such that it’s hard to choose prayer or to

practice spiritual disciplines in part because of how technology has trained and

rewired us.

e Christians in my circles are especially prone to beating themselves up

over their failure to regulate their use of technology. We tend to be an

optimistic, bootstrapping religious subculture that believes in the power of the

individual to rise above challenges. Our notions of sin and personal

responsibility can sometimes make it difficult for us to speak about harmful

systems, addiction, or manipulation. While social media and smartphone use

fall under the category of behavior addictions rather than substance addictions,

we are mistaken if we underestimate how powerful behavioral addictions can

be. Digital technology’s formative in�uence is so troubling because it

capitalizes, literally, on our good desires for connection, relationships, and

personal expression.

ere is a more holistic and realistic approach that I hope to forge, taking

seriously the designs of digital formation while suggesting ways to develop

habits that make space for God and others. e more we are formed by digital



technology, the harder it will become to muster the focus and time for spiritual

practices. However, if we are informed and intentional about our digital device

use, I believe that we can make space to reconnect with God in deeper, life-

giving ways.

For Christians living in a world of digital devices and social media, our

primary concern isn’t efficiency, speed, or even expanding our in�uence and

connections. We are �rst and foremost concerned with our identities as

beloved children of God, created in God’s image and blessed by Christ

becoming incarnate among humanity. Our souls are renewed because of the

presence of Christ in our lives—the vine that we are connected to as branches

that wither when relying on ourselves or any other source of support. Anything

that draws us away from the vine will leave us fragmented and disconnected. If

we have any hope of reconnecting with the life of Christ, our vine and our

sustenance, we need to see how technology itself, even if we intend to use it for

good ends, prevents the �ourishing of humanity.

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
Consider your relationship to silence and stillness. Choose one way to
add a few minutes of silence each day. For instance, drive to work in
silence.
 
What makes it hard to experience silence and stillness?
 
If you could change your use of a smartphone or social media in one way
right now, how would you change it?



 

 

When you look at how much money Facebook and Google
and YouTube print every day, it’s all about building the
user base. Building engagement was important, and they

didn’t care about the nature of engagement. Or maybe they
did, but in a bad way. The more people who got angry on
those sites—Reddit especially—the more engagement you

would get.

—ELLEN PAO, former CEO of Reddit



I

ONE

The Goal of Digital 
Formation

deleted Facebook from my phone and my tablet. I blocked the Facebook

news feed on my computer. I limited my combined time on Twitter and

Facebook to less than twenty minutes each day with the StayFocusd extension

on my browser.

Yet on my birthday, I wanted to keep up with the happy birthday messages

from friends, family, and colleagues, so I installed the Facebook app on my

tablet for the day, checked on the well wishes, and then started scrolling down

for updates from friends, interesting articles, funny memes, and informative

videos. It was just like old times.

While I cleaned up after breakfast, my son waited for me to help with a

Lego project. After stacking the dishes precariously on the drying rack, I took a

“quick break” to watch a video in my feed. My son, still waiting in the other

room, �nally called out, “Daddy, why aren’t you coming to help me?”

I deleted the app and haven’t put the app back on my  

tablet since.

Sure, Facebook helps us see what other people are up to, but perhaps it is

too optimistic to say it “connects” us. Did I make any connections as I scrolled

through the twenty or so updates on my tablet while my son waited in the

other room? What happened to my connection with my son while I was

“engaged” on Facebook? Had I drawn closer in a signi�cant way to anyone in

my circles of friends, family, and colleagues while scrolling through my news

feed, or had I whittled away ten minutes that could have been given to my son

with focused attention? I’m not so sure that I am a better, more connected



person because of the phone in my pocket that instantly opens a world of

social media apps and communication options like texting.

Why have I felt the need to continue removing apps from devices, to place

strict limits on my social media use, and to guard my time so strictly? Is it

merely a matter of my own weaknesses? Or am I trying to counteract

something that goes beyond my desires and habits?

We don’t necessarily need to wade through research studies or the expert

opinions of psychologists to prove that devices and social media apps are

designed to become invasive, habit- 

forming, and compulsive—if not a behavioral addiction at times. Many of the

people who design digital technology and social media have publicly stated

that their products are designed to be toxic, addicting, and manipulative,

depriving users of choice and free time through habit-forming feedback loops

where the reactions and noti�cations become the rewards to keep using social

media. Digital devices and social media certainly can’t “control” the people

who use their products, but they can dramatically change how people feel and

what many people think, say, and do.

Formation and manipulation has always been the goal, regardless of any

upsides that digital technology offers.

Some former Silicon Valley executives and engineers have become

whistleblowers about the harm their devices cause. A signi�cant number of

them have formed the Center for Humane Technology

(www.humanetech.com), an organization that both exposes the dark side of

digital technology and offers humane design alternatives. Every feature, from

the colors of apps to the ways noti�cations are revealed to the social feedback

loop of social media and other apps on smartphones, shares the ultimate goal

of capturing attention for as long as possible. ese former insiders believe that

technology isn’t designed with human �ourishing in mind, but rather is

designed to form us into regular, if not compulsive, users for the sake of

collecting data1 and pro�ts by training us to always have a reason to use our

devices, invading every still and quiet moment of our days.2 e goals of

technology formation are often at odds with spiritual formation, which thrives

in stillness and quiet.

http://www.humanetech.com/


Shane Harris, the founder of the Center for Humane Technology and

formerly of Google, shared that a smartphone with social media apps becomes

like a slot machine in your pocket, forever promising a quick �x of good

feelings from a noti�cation, a new video that’s ready to go, or a friend’s update.

Leah Pearlman, the cocreator of the red noti�cation button on Facebook,

literally had to stop using Facebook because the red noti�cation button was

too appealing and became linked to her self-esteem and daily moods (as of this

writing, these noti�cations appear as a red bubble on top of a bell on the

Facebook home page). Although Pearlman knew how the noti�cation works,

she realized how dependent she had become. “When I need validation—I go

to check Facebook,” she said. “I’m feeling lonely, ‘Let me check my phone.’ I’m

feeling insecure, ‘Let me check my phone.’ . . . I noticed that I would post

something that I used to post and the ‘like’ count would be way lower than it

used to be.” Pearlman didn’t hesitate to use the word addiction in assessing

herself: “Suddenly, I thought I’m actually also kind of addicted to the

feedback.”3

e phones we carry and the apps we use on them are not charities

designed to make the world a better place. ey exist to make money for their

companies, and they offer free services to collect data that can later be

monetized, tracking which websites you visit, where you live, and which

activities you prefer. Before the birth of our �rst child, I never considered my

“good fortune” that all these incredible promotions and coupons for diapers,

baby clothes, and nursery furniture miraculously showed up just when we were

shopping for items in his nursery. Making a pro�t is certainly companies’ right,

but let’s not kid ourselves about their ultimate designs or the means they use.

eir chosen way to collect more data and to increase pro�ts is to make apps

and devices as irresistible as possible. If I feel a constant need to check my

phone or tablet for noti�cations, information, connections, or messages, it’s

likely that at least some of the time I’ll stick around to scroll through updates,

view a few ads, and perhaps even click through a few links and begin a kind of

rabbit trail that will almost certainly be less rewarding than initially imagined,

leaving me likely to keep checking back for more updates. At the very least,

I’ve provided some data to the company to be used for future ads.



Despite these concerning trends about social media and digital devices,

there are bene�ts. I have learned so much through the writings of activists on

Twitter about racism, immigration, and the experiences of people of color in

America. Facebook groups have kept me in touch with many of my writing

colleagues when it would be challenging to correspond and interact so easily

over email or, shudder, phone calls. e bene�ts of social media and my

smartphone prevent me from a complete digital blackout, but that only drives

home the urgency of placing boundaries around digital tools sooner than later.

Our challenge today is that we have more opportunities to have more

connections with more people and to communicate in more ways and with

more access to more information, to the point that we may be undermining

our goals of intimate relationships and meaningful activities. ere are many

good things to gain from social media, but because social media and digital

devices are designed with different goals than our own, we may end up

ful�lling the wishes of engineers and executives rather than our own. Can we

use social media in a way that maximizes its bene�ts without undermining our

own goals of spiritual formation and intimate relationships? It’s certainly

possible to pursue a kind of “digital minimalism” that preserves space for

spiritual practices and real-life relationships, but only if we learn how social

media is designed and how it in�uences the ways we interact with each other.

THE BENEFITS ARE THE BAIT

We don’t have to look far to �nd the bene�ts of digital devices and social

media:

Instagram presents itself as a tool for visual expression.

Facebook assures us that it’s connecting the world.

Twitter claims to be the fastest way to �nd out what’s going on.

YouTube shares useful videos and entertainment.

Snapchat offers consistent connection with friends.

ere is a measure of truth to these claims. I follow quite a few artists and

photographers on Instagram. I keep in touch with distant family, friends, and

colleagues on Facebook. I learn a great deal from activists, journalists, and



experts on Twitter. My kids love a good hockey highlights video on YouTube.

I’ll have to take Snapchat users at their word . . .

Speaking personally, social media is pretty great for an introverted writer

who has colleagues and readers scattered all over. I have developed and

maintained important relationships and sold plenty of books thanks to social

media. If anyone has a reason to praise social media and the digital devices that

make social media and other apps even easier to use, it’s someone like myself. I

am quite happy writing in the back corner of a cafe, drinking the cheapest cup

of coffee, and occasionally sending out social media posts for “book publicity.”

In my family, we make FaceTime calls on our tablet with distant family

members, and each week we post pictures from our phones to shared photo

groups to keep grandparents, aunts, and uncles in the loop about our kids.

When I need to �x something, YouTube helps me make it less bad before

calling a legitimate repair professional for help. It would be incorrect to say

that these devices and apps are a net loss. ey wouldn’t be so pervasive and

readily embraced if they didn’t offer immediate and visible bene�ts. e

problem is that we remain unaware of the true purpose and design that drives

their darker sides. Even worse, when we experience the negative aspects of

these devices and apps, we tend to blame ourselves for not being disciplined,

determined, or wise enough to click away, to turn off the phone, or to put the

tablet down. ese apps and devices are incorrectly considered neutral tools

that will make life easier and more efficient, and so we make the mistake of

believing we only have ourselves to blame if we misuse them.

Such optimism about technology �ltered down to us from the people who

also had the most to gain from it. e founders of technology argued that their

products would make our world more connected and would empower more

people to gain more access to knowledge. While this optimism has been true in

part, Ellen Pao, former CEO of Reddit, writes about the idealism and the

homogeneity that surrounded the early days of the Internet and social media in

general:

 

I think two things are at the root of the present crisis. One was the idealistic view of the internet

—the idea that this is the great place to share information and connect with like-minded people.



e second part was the people who started these companies were very homogeneous. You had

one set of experiences, one set of views, that drove all of the platforms on the internet. So the

combination of this belief that the internet was a bright, positive place and the very similar

people who all shared that view ended up creating platforms that were designed and oriented

around free speech.4

 

e truth is, information has never been more accessible, but fake stories

and misinformation have also never been so pervasive or so targeted at the

individuals most inclined to believe them.5 Our family and friends may be

extremely accessible on social media, but we are also at greater risk of

arguments and divisions over news stories and social issues. We can access

unprecedented information, but are we too distracted and unfocused to

process it? We can share our work and creative pursuits on social media, but

these same tools become time-draining distractions that offer an escape from

reality and the challenges we face each day—the very things that may inspire

our artistic and creative projects. We have wonderful new ways to share

messages with many people, empowering previously overlooked voices, but

those same platforms are also infected with angry users lacking empathy, as

well as with trolls and bots who unleash harassment in unceasing waves. It’s as

if every bene�t we can list for digital technology or social media is paired with

a steep cost.

Teens report signi�cant anxiety over getting enough shares and likes on

their photos, and since every gathering is meticulously documented, those who

aren’t present experience a sharp pain of missing out. For instance, one teenage

user of Instagram shared, “I’ve had friends who have posted pictures they love,

but when they only have 50 likes in the �rst hour within posting it, they delete

it and say ‘just wasn’t getting the likes I thought it would.’”6 Psychologist Jean

M. Twenge shares that behaviors and emotional states among teens reached

alarming, unprecedented lows starting in 2012 when smartphones became

pervasive and ownership surpassed 50 percent of the population. Twenge had

never seen such a change in any generation, dating back to the 1930s, and as

she merged interviews with teens and research studies, she could only conclude



that smartphones have been severely harming mental health—which is exactly

what the whistleblowers from Silicon Valley are telling us.7

At the root of our struggle to use social media and smartphones well are the

very good qualities that make us human, relational beings created in God’s

image. We crave socializing, interaction, acceptance, and the simple joy of

knowing we belong. However, social media and our weak digital connections

can trick us into thinking that these connections are the real thing (or can

promise more meaningful interactions than what’s possible) and provide

incentives to invest in digital connections at the expense of in-person

interactions. Clinical psychologist and sociologist Sherry Turkle asks, “What if

one of the things that technology wants is to exploit our disappointments and

emotional vulnerabilities? When this is what technology wants, it wants to be a

symptom. . . . Like all psychological symptoms, it obscures a problem by

‘solving’ it without addressing it.”8 Digital technology can supplement in-

person connections and help maintain relationships over long distances, but

the longing we feel for community, acceptance, and interaction is a craving for

something beyond what we can �nd on a screen. Our devices and social media

apps are best designed to supplement belonging to a group or �nding support

in a time of loss or struggle, not to stand in for the real presence of community

and friends who can love and affirm us.

e problem with inhumane technology is that it exploits real needs and

real pain with half measures and inadequate solutions that fail to address the

root needs of community and belonging in our lives for the sake of collecting

data and attention to turn a pro�t. Turkle warned in the early days of social

media and smartphone technology that our enchantment with technology

comes with a price. “We transgress not because we try to build the new but

because we don’t allow ourselves to consider what it disrupts or diminishes,”

she writes. “We are not in trouble because of invention but because we think it

will solve everything.”9 In a short time these digital upstarts have presented

themselves as indispensable regardless of the cost. For a more extreme example

of technology’s limitations, when a friend of ours suffered a medical

emergency, her family used social media to share updates and to organize a

fundraiser. However, that couldn’t replace the people who showed up at her



family’s home to drop off meals, to provide childcare, and to take care of

household projects. e in-person relationships were the most important, even

if social media had its place. When it comes to our overuse of social media and

smartphones, it’s valid to ask whether technology truly serves us or whether we

�nd ourselves serving technology to our own detriment.

After observing the impact of social media throughout the world, we have

good cause to ask whether optimism about digital technology needs to be

challenged more robustly. Injecting a measure of cynicism into the

technological optimism of the 1960s, where some even developed plans to

deliver mail via rockets amid fears of nuclear war,10 omas Merton wrote,

“We do not know if we are building a fabulously wonderful world or

destroying all that we have ever had, all that we have achieved!” He went on to

add about the misplaced optimism given to technology, “Man is all ready to

become a god, and instead he appears at times to be a zombie.”11 Such words

could have been written today about the ironic twist of digital technology and

social media that promise more freedom while entangling us to the point that

some fear life without their phones.

is feeling of dependence can give way to despair or resignation (or both)

to the in�uence of smartphones and social media. Beyond the bene�ts that are

clear to see, the smartphone has become an essential item in modern life that

many of us believe we can’t live without. What started as fun gadget that could

make life easier and more convenient by blending a variety of tools together

like a Swiss Army knife has turned into a kind of hostage situation where we

feel bound to endure the device’s negative impact lest we lose connection with

our loved ones and friends.

is is where technology companies stand to really make some money.

YOU VERSUS A THOUSAND ENGINEERS

In 2007, psychologist B. J. Fogg taught a class in the Stanford Persuasive

Technology Lab, where he merged his studies in habit formation with digital

technology. He developed a behavior model (www.behaviormodel.org) that

http://www.behaviormodel.org/


teaches that our habits come from the convergence of three forces: motivation,

ability, and prompt (or “trigger”). If you can easily do something and you’re

motivated to do it, a simple prompt will result in action.

Several members of his class began designing third-party Facebook apps

that attracted such high levels of engagement that they were soon selling

banner ads for a signi�cant pro�t. Students from his class went on to found

Instagram (Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger) and to take positions at

Facebook, Google, and Uber. Although Fogg’s technology and habit research

had been used for positive ends, such as peacemaking, enjoying nature, or

quitting smoking, its uncritical application to social media is, at best,

consistent with the misplaced optimism for online connections at the time.12

While Fogg’s method may also serve as a useful way to opt out of digital

technology formation, the merging of technology and psychology is a crucial

piece of the puzzle for understanding the challenges posed by social media and

digital devices. Consider that social media users are already motivated to use

these apps to connect with people and to be affirmed among their peers. e

ability of an app is kept simple by engineers who have made them user-friendly

and designed algorithms to make it easy to keep up with what appears most

important or engaging. Noti�cations prompt app use by sending regular pings,

pop-ups, and little red bubbles to remind users to return to the app, which

they’re already motivated to use for connection.

e red bubbles are especially critical for keeping users hooked. “Red,”

write P. W. Singer and Emerson Brooking, “is the color of agitation and

psychological arousal, the mere glimpse of which can lead to a spike in heart

rate. It feels good to make red things go away. Because noti�cations are

purposefully vague until touched, following them can feel like opening a

present.”13 Merton wrote, as if predicting the approach and impact of social

media, about the con�uence of technology and the consumer economy, “It is

by means of technology that man the person, the subject of quali�ed and

perfectible freedom, becomes quanti�ed, that is, becomes part of a mass—mass

[humanity]—whose only function is to enter anonymously into the process of

production and consumption.”14 We now have the insights of psychology and

technology working together to design apps and devices that are extremely



difficult to resist because, for their creators, more consumption is always good

for business.

Among the students in Fogg’s class, Tristan Harris went on to enjoy a

successful career at Google before raising alarms about the ethics of design

being used to manipulate users. Harris shared in an interview how YouTube

manages to hook us, even if we try to limit ourselves:

 

I’m just going to watch this one video and then somehow, that’s not what happens. You wake up

from a trance three hours later and you say, “What the h*** just happened?” And it’s because you

didn’t realize you had a supercomputer pointed at your brain. So when you open up that video

you’re activating Google’s billions of dollars of computing power and they’ve looked at what has

ever gotten 2 billion human animals to click on another video. And it knows way more about

what’s going to be the perfect chess move to play against your mind. If you think of your mind as

a chessboard, and you think you know the perfect move to play—I’ll just watch this one video.

But you can only see so many moves ahead on the chessboard. But the computer sees your mind

and it says, “No, no, no. I’ve played a billion simulations of this chess game before on these other

human animals watching YouTube,” and it’s going to win. . . . So it’s not that we’re completely

losing human agency and you walk in to YouTube and it always addicts you for the rest of your

life and you never leave the screen. But everywhere you turn on the internet there’s basically a

supercomputer pointing at your brain, playing chess against your mind, and it’s going to win a lot

more often than not.15

 

e autoplay feature on YouTube resembles the way that shows on Net�ix

automatically load so that viewers never have to stop bingeing on a show.

Considering Fogg’s approach to habit formation, the motivation for

entertainment is present, the ability to watch the next show is already possible

once you start viewing a series, and the prompt’s trigger is pulled if you simply

sit still. Harris understands both the human and the technological dynamics at

play to keep YouTube viewers hooked. If companies won’t back away from

covertly using them, he hopes to at least give viewers enough information to

make better decisions while challenging companies to make their technology

more humane.



is idea of endless content possibilities isn’t con�ned to YouTube. For

instance, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram each use an “in�nite scroll” feature

that serves up an endless stream of new images, updates, and videos. ere is

no bottom, no option to �ip to another page if you follow enough people. e

process is slightly different from one social media company or app to another,

but the ultimate goal is to always increase the time users spend on the app. Aza

Raskin, the creator of the in�nite scroll feature, shared, “Behind every screen

on your phone, there are generally like literally a thousand engineers that have

worked on this thing to try to make it maximally addicting.”16

More importantly, we also need to look at what kinds of data these

companies are collecting from us and what their ends are. While no one wants

to deprive a company of a chance to turn an honest pro�t, certain practices are

worthy of scrutiny. In an internal Facebook document leaked to e Australian

newspaper, executives bragged to advertisers that they could detect when users

felt depressed. Certain words, photo colorations, and angles were all associated

with depression and other mental health issues. Teens who admitted that they

“feel worthless” were among those noted by the social media giant. Did

Facebook have the best interests of its users in mind, or was it seeking to

exploit psychological vulnerabilities for the sake of pro�t?17

Such forays into mental health are nothing new for Facebook. A 2014

report found that it had manipulated the news feed of over 693,000 users to

alter their moods.18 is was done without their consent or even knowledge.

How many Facebook users and their loved ones were in�uenced by this

experiment in manipulation? While Facebook may offer legitimate

opportunities for interaction and connection, it may also alter your mood and

take valuable time from in-person relationships. Regardless of what we bring to

our online interactions, there’s also a near guarantee that we’ll become angry or

distraught by something we �nd on social media. As it turns out, extreme

views and con�ict are also really good for business if you’re in the social media

and digital device industry.

THE BEST FIGHT WINS



Depending on your point of view, there is nothing worse or better than

watching a video of someone make a giant ice cream sundae while you exercise.

For one point of view, ice cream undermines the health bene�ts of exercise;

however, some, like Matt Inman of e Oatmeal comic, believe in running so

that they can eat anything . . . like cake.19 I’m in the former camp, so I found

it a bit grating when my gym aired two months of the same interview at the

same time with the same ice cream shop owner on the televisions next to the

running track. Your guess is as good as mine why someone set the television to

the same exact show for so long. e interview was part of a series called e

Business of Going Viral, featuring absurd food marketing strategies such as

colorful bagels, towering burgers, and sizzling waves of melted cheese on a

plate. I got a good look at those ridiculously large sundaes that had ice cream,

whipped cream, and toppings erupting out the top and streaming down the

sides.

e segment showed customers snapping pictures of these monstrosities—

and that, of course, is why this owner made absurdly large sundaes. My

beloved childhood Happy Ending Sundae from Friendly’s restaurant doesn’t

cut it in the world of viral advertising and social media. We all know what it’s

going to look like, so why bother snapping a sel�e of yourself as you’re about

to dig into a rather ho-hum (but still delicious) sundae? Now, double the

amount of ice cream, shoot sauces anywhere you please, empty out the can of

whipped cream, cover it all with a box of cereal, and whip your phone out for a

quick #foodstagram before half of it cascades to the �oor. at is viral

marketing.

Ironically, an insightful study of extreme and divisive views on issues such as

healthcare and racism shared via social media also noted that even food

pictures had become “extreme.” It turns out that the research completely backs

up the savvy strategies highlighted in that series about large ice cream sundaes.

Embracing the pun for all it’s worth, who wants just vanilla on their social

media feed? We want the oddly unusual, the strongest statements, the brilliant

clapback that “destroys” the other perspective, or the burn from the hottest

take. ose hoping to attract attention have every incentive to take the low

road, to push extreme perspectives, and to pick as many �ghts as they can bear.



e content that gets the most engagement is often related to some kind of

emotional reaction or con�ict, and our own comments and shares may only

fan their �ames.20

Social media doesn’t just make division more likely; the way it rewards

popular content and engagement makes it almost inevitable. In sports, a radio

personality may argue that a team’s star player is actually a bum who should be

traded. In politics, someone may argue that women aren’t as effective in elected

office as men. In religion, a pastor may argue that presumed Christians who

disagree with his views aren’t actually Christians after all. Whether these people

believe what they’re arguing becomes irrelevant in the �urry of responses and

attention that surrounds their “bad take.” e priority of many popular social

media users is to stand out, and the best ways to stand out are to post often

and to post something unique or unusual. e lazy but effective way to be

unique or unusual is to operate on the extremes, the space where people say, “I

can’t believe he just posted that!” While it’s certainly easy to draw a crowd by

starting a �ght, enough people are starting �ghts that those who want to stand

out need to start �ghts in the most extreme, and noticeable, manner possible.

is is the central strategy of some politicians and political parties today

that can control news cycles by endorsing the most extreme policies, fanning

the �ames of the worst rhetoric, and attacking the most vulnerable in the most

brazen ways possible.21 Politicians who rally their followers with chants of

“Build the wall!” are not inviting us to think rationally and constructively

about the refugee, migration, and asylum challenges of our times. ey are

fostering a combative siege mentality among the people who support their

policies while baiting their opponents with a new extreme statement.

Communication professor Robert Kozinets writes, “e algorithms that drive

participation and attention-getting in social media, the addictive ‘gami�cation’

aspects such as likes and shares, invariably favored the odd and unusual. When

someone wanted to broaden out beyond his or her immediate social networks,

one of the most effective ways to achieve mass appeal turned out to be by

turning to the extreme.”22 Kozinets found that “smartphones and web

applications were increasing people’s passions while also driving them to

polarizing extremes.” He adds, “e basic engagement mechanisms of popular



social media sites like Facebook drive people to think and communicate in ever

more extreme ways.”23

Nation-states and corporations are investing in trolls (someone who

deliberately attacks others or disrupts conversations online) and divisive

�gures, in�ltrating both sides of already divisive issues to drive a larger wedge

into society and create more instability and division. e Army of Jesus

Facebook page was created and managed by a foreign nation to sow division

among Christians during the 2016 election,24 while a Twitter account posing

as the Tennessee Republican Party was also a complete fabrication by a foreign

nation.25 In the wake of a controversial police shooting, trolls then entered

into legitimate discussions and activism in order to sow chaos, creating

accounts such as the @blacktivist Twitter handle.26 It’s not just that activists

were being targeted and harassed by trolls. ere were trolls posing as activists

who sought to divide and polarize the activists from within their ranks. Some

trolls even used their deceptive social media accounts to plan protests that

people attended as either participants or counterprotestors.27 Of course the

planners were nowhere to be seen at the events themselves. Even for those who

weren’t following these fake accounts, many thousands of social media users

were also exposed to ads run by these troll-backed accounts.28 At the very least,

social media platforms were not willing to face this problem, even denying it

when overwhelming evidence pointed to the contrary.29 It was only in 2018

and 2019 that social media companies became more proactive in removing

fake accounts sowing disinformation and division.

Venture capitalist Roger McNamee, who has deep ties to Silicon Valley

leaders, including Mark Zuckerberg and Cheryl Sandberg, noted that brands

had recognized the impact of social media on their customers. As McNamee

put it, one brand essentially told Facebook, “Your platform’s too good. You’re

basically harming our customers. Because you’re manipulating what they think.

And more importantly, you’re manipulating what they feel. You’re causing so

much outrage that they become addicted to outrage.” e dopamine we get

from outrage, noted McNamee, “is just so addictive.” In his estimation, social

media companies are “basically trying to trigger fear and anger to get the



outrage cycle going, because outrage is what makes you be more deeply

engaged. You spend more time on the site and you share more stuff. erefore,

you’re going to be exposed to more ads, and that makes you more valuable.”30

e starting point of anger may be genuine con�ict, a manufactured

con�ict, or the regular ebb and �ow of reacting to media online, but the result

is that emotional triggers are a key factor in keeping us hooked on social media

and our devices. Whether we want to follow up on a con�ict, to catch up with

friends, or to simply have a bit of distraction to disconnect from boredom or

the low points of the day, technology and social media are hardly neutral forces

in our lives. ey have their own agenda that extends well beyond keeping us

connected.

TECHNOLOGY IS NOT NEUTRAL

From what I know of the Christian subculture in America, we tend to think of

technology as a neutral tool that can be used for good or for bad. For instance,

a hammer is a simple tool that can be used to pound a nail or to pound a

�nger—not that I would know anything about the latter. e former is a good

use of the tool, while the latter is a bad use of the tool. e positive or negative

effects of the hammer, assuming it’s constructed well, rests completely in the

hands of the user.

Running with this example to an absurd extreme, let’s imagine that a

hammer is a tool much like a smartphone. Imagine that the brand-new

iHammer has a particularly sleek and pleasing design that is marketed as the

true tool of a real professional seeking to gain an edge in the quest for upward

mobility. e type of hammer you buy is deemed to be a vital factor in how

you present yourself to others—the iHammer is presented as the best, most

professional-looking hammer on the market. It even makes it easier to use all

your other tools. However, to the surprise of many customers, the new, sleek

iHammer prompts many of its owners to carry it everywhere. In fact, they can’t

stop thinking about hammering nails into things, because it feels so good to

use it, and they need to tell their friends about it. ey need to hammer nails

�rst thing in the morning and often stay up late at night hammering things.



ey can hardly have a conversation because they’re always hammering nails

into things. While the presence of the iHammer was originally praised as a step

forward for a society of “handy people” always ready to �x something, negative

reports of extreme iHammer activity begin to surface. Restaurants even report

that iHammer users have left tables full of hammered nails, forks, and even a

spoon in one ambitious case. e iHammer users admit that they sometimes

go a little overboard, but add that hammers are extremely useful tools.

Hammers build houses, after all! Never mind that houses built with an

iHammer are often over budget and a painter’s worst nightmare because they’re

practically covered with nails.

As absurd as this scenario may be, it’s not too far removed from our current

situation, where many argue that digital devices and social media apps are

neutral tools even though depression, suicide, and anxiety rates skyrocketed

just as these devices became pervasive in society. Former designers, executives,

and venture capitalists who know the devices and their strategies intimately

have been sounding the alarm for years about the downside of digital

technology for users. While we have no choice in living with digital

technology, we also should be realistic about the kind of world it has created.

Our society is changing dramatically because of technology, thanks to both

its efficiencies and de�ciencies. While Merton was resigned to the

technological future, he also offers a compelling statement about what we

should prepare for:

 

ere is no escaping technology. . . . It isn’t just that we have got a lot of machines. But that the

entire life of man is being totally revolutionized by technology. is has to be made very clear. We

are not at all living just in an age where we have more tools, more complicated tools, and things

are a little more efficient, that kind of thing. It’s a totally new kind of society we’re living in.31

 

Technology is shaping us and our society whether we realize it or not. Besides

the designs of technology, we need to clearly see the changes brought by digital

formation before we can suggest ways to counteract it with practices that can

help us reconnect with God and with each other.



. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
With B. J. Fogg’s three steps for developing a habit in mind, consider how
they relate to your own digital device and social media use. There’s
typically overlap between each category:

•  What motivates you to use social media, a smartphone, or both? (For
example, keeping in touch with friends and family, professional
networking.)

•  What makes it easy for you to use social media, a smartphone, or both?
(For example, I carry my phone with me everywhere, and social media
is the first thing I see on my screen.)

•  What prompts you to use social media, a smartphone, or both? (For
example, whenever I’m bored or tired, it’s a good distraction.)

 
If you would like to cut back on your smartphone or social media use,
consider these questions:

•  How can you remove motivation to use it as o�en?

•  How can you make it harder to access?

•  How can you replace social media and smartphone prompts with
prompts to do something else?



 

 

We are the prisoners of every urgency. In this way we so
completely lose all perspective and sense of values that we

are no longer able to estimate correctly what even the most
immediate consequences of our actions may turn out to be.

—THOMAS MERTON



I

TWO

How Digital Formation 
Changes Us

f I placed a new, brand-name smartphone on the table and said, “is is for

you,” I wouldn’t have to say much else to persuade most people to grab it

and run.

No one needs to make a case for the bene�ts of technology. From

smartphones to social media apps, we are surrounded by people who use them.

We certainly wouldn’t spend so much money on smartphones or invest so

much time in social media if we didn’t believe we were getting something of

value from them. Yet when we pause long enough to look at who we are

becoming and how we are spending our time, there are real concerns about the

ways social media and smartphones are affecting our lives. ey are shaping

our lives in ways that many of us aren’t even recognizing. Perhaps we could

bene�t by listing our reasons for using a smartphone and other digital devices

and then listing how we spend our time with them each day. Do our original

intentions match our current usage?

In a larger view of technology today, our digital devices are a symptom of

our attachment to efficiency, moving faster, doing more, and always developing

better processes to break new limits. e words of Jacques Ellul about our

commitment to efficiency and turning everything into a kind of mechanical

process ring through in omas Merton’s writings about technology. Merton

argues, “We are concerned only with ‘practicality’—‘efficiency’: that is, with

means, not with ends. And therefore we are more and more concerned only

with immediate consequences.”1 For a simple example, we could compare the

efficiency of a car with the slower speed of taking a bike on a path. While the



car appears to be the obvious choice because it’s faster and more efficient,

riding a bike will give the longer-term bene�t of exercise and some mental

space for restoration. Each step toward speed and efficiency comes with a cost

that needs to be assessed. Philosopher Dallas Willard famously told pastor

John Ortberg that he must “ruthlessly eliminate hurry” from his life in order to

be spiritually healthy.2 If our goal is to become efficient, to move faster, and to

get more done, we may be cultivating a mentality that is training us in the

exact opposite direction of spiritual health.

at isn’t to say that efficiency is necessarily always wrong or bad for us.

Rather, we fail to see the downside or costs of adopting more efficient means,

such as smartphones or social media, to do things faster, with less stuff to carry

around (like calendars or maps), and in less time. We also presumably can do

things “better,” but that drives us right to the heart of the matter. Are efficiency

and increased speed always better? As is the case with traveling by car, the faster

we move, the more likely we are to crash—and the more destructive the crash

will be.

As noted earlier, psychologist Sherry Turkle has studied the changes brought

by smartphones since their advent. After conducting extensive interviews with

teenage smartphone users in the early part of this century, she found that many

could not resist checking their phones while having a conversation, even if they

recognized that doing so would be rude. For devices and apps that promised to

make us more connected, more efficient, and more practical, they had trained

teens to take actions that weakened relationships and missed important

connections that were right in front of them—a very inefficient thing to do! In

fact, smartphones and apps have created an expectation for constant

stimulation. Turkle writes, “We enjoy continual connection but rarely have

each other’s full attention. We can have instant audiences but �atten out what

we say to each other in new reductive genres of abbreviation. . . . New

encounters need not be better to get our attention. We are wired to respond

positively to their simply being new.”3

A study from the University of Pennsylvania isolated a causal link between

social media and loneliness and depression. e study included young adults

ages eighteen to twenty-two and monitored their use of Facebook, Snapchat,



and Instagram. For three weeks the control group maintained normal usage,

while the experimental group limited themselves to ten minutes per platform

each day. After evaluating screenshots of app usage and assessing the impact on

fear of missing out, anxiety, depression, and loneliness, the researchers

concluded, “Using less social media than you normally would leads to

signi�cant decreases in both depression and loneliness. ese effects are

particularly pronounced for folks who were more depressed when they came

into the study.”4 e study concluded with the following assessment: “It is

ironic, but perhaps not surprising, that reducing social media, which promised

to help us connect with others, actually helps people feel less lonely and

depressed.”5

e nature of our usage is a major factor, since social media mixes the good

with the bad. Social media use is not a single stand-alone predictor for

loneliness, but it can exacerbate the bad things quickly and it doesn’t solve as

many problems as we expect.6 In addition, the quality of social media use tied

in with a particular goal may have a lot to do with how we feel after using it.

For instance, “in a survey exploring the social media patterns of 1,781 young

adults, individuals who logged in for a half an hour per day felt less lonely

compared to individuals who logged on for more than two hours daily.

Further, participants who logged in nine times weekly felt less isolated when

compared to respondents who checked over 50 times per week.”7

Is it possible that those who log in more often are also seeking to make

connections in ways that simply aren’t possible, while those using it less

frequently have stronger in-person ties and see less of a need for social media in

their lives? In addition, while social media may be useful for accessing

information, such as the time, date, and location of events around town, it

may also exacerbate a sense of missing out, personal inadequacy, and distance

from others. A few posts that receive little engagement may prove dispiriting or

a private message that goes unanswered may be devastating for those already

feeling the crush of loneliness.

While I can certainly get the “attention” of more people at one time on

social media or make immediate connections via my smartphone on the go



anytime, such an efficient power comes with many inherent �aws. When

posting on social media, I’m rarely getting anyone’s full attention. My post is

just one of the hundreds (if not thousands) of pro�le updates that others may

scan in a given day—if the algorithm shows my post in the �rst place. While

I’m making a weak connection with some people, especially if they leave a

comment or a reply, I can make myself believe that these weak connections are

actually a substantial interaction that’s part of a relationship marked by

presence, empathy, and emotional investment.

We don’t have to look far on social media to �nd people with sparkling

homes (who usually try to sell us cleaning products), parents with perfectly

behaved children (and who are promoting an exclusive online parenting

community that we can pay to join), or experts who have �gured out all the

problems we can’t solve (who also happen to be selling online courses loaded

with bonus content at an incredible value). e more time we spend on social

media, the more likely we will feel inadequate, isolated, and alone, missing out

on the fun that others are having.8

Digital technology can make certain tasks faster and more efficient, but

without awareness, limits, and intention, the harmful aspects of smartphones

and social media can prove too great a cost—especially when mental health

issues are taken into account. Former Google employee Tristan Harris writes,

“Millions of us �ercely defend our right to make ‘free’ choices, while we ignore

how our choices are manipulated upstream by menus we didn’t choose in the

�rst place.”9 Our capacity to focus, our ability to be alone with our thoughts,

and our identities are all at the mercy of our screens that are peppered with

posts and noti�cations. is habit of stimulation, interaction, and interruption

is limiting our ability to be fully present for others and for spiritual practices,

but there are also issues that spill into our social connections. Society itself is

being shaped, or fragmented, by digital technology and social media. As bad as

this may seem, even if we’re not done considering the bad news, all is not lost.

Christianity has the deep roots of tradition and the spiritual practices that can

help us respond in constructive ways to the fragmentation and distraction

fostered by social media. Hang in there. We will get to some solutions soon



enough. However, we �rst need to get a better handle on the ways social media

and digital devices are changing society.

THE DIGITAL FORMATION OF SOCIETY

In 2013, Justine Sacco boarded a �ight to South Africa as the senior director of

corporate communications at the Internet brand company IAC. By the time

she set foot at her destination, she had become the target of social media

outrage and had been �red from her position. How she went from a highly

valued communication professional to social media pariah in less than twelve

hours offers a concerning glimpse into the dark side of social media.

I remember seeing Sacco’s tweet and sharing the surprise and outrage of so

many others. Sacco tweeted, “Going to Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS. Just

kidding. I’m white!” While the public outrage increased with every retweet and

criticism of Sacco’s apparent racism, someone launched a hashtag,

#HasJustineLandedYet, and that helped the public spectacle of her shaming

become a global phenomenon.

Shortly after her �ight arrived, Sacco learned that she had been �red

because of her tweet. Her coworkers were horri�ed at the thought of working

with her; her company ran from her PR disaster; and the rest of the Internet

could rest easy that a terrible racist person had been put in her place. I would

suspect that some of the folks who look like me also felt a sense of relief that

we wouldn’t have to interrogate our own roles in addressing racism, since we’re

at least not as racist as Justine Sacco—she’s what a real racist looks like.

However, we’d all made a signi�cant error.

About a year after the incident, the New York Times followed up on Sacco’s

story to learn her side of things. Sacco asserted that she believed no reasonable

person would take her tweet literally. She shared:

 

To me it was so insane of a comment for anyone to make. . . . I thought there was no way that

anyone could possibly think it was literal. . . . Unfortunately, I am not a character on ‘South Park’

or a comedian, so I had no business commenting on the epidemic in such a politically incorrect

manner on a public platform. . . . To put it simply, I wasn’t trying to raise awareness of AIDS or



piss off the world or ruin my life. Living in America puts us in a bit of a bubble when it comes to

what is going on in the third world. I was making fun of that bubble.10

 

With this perspective in mind, I had to consider a new explanation for her

remark: Sacco thought she was making a sarcastic remark among a small circle

of followers who knew her. However, the public nature of that remark opened

the possibility of it being interpreted in ways Sacco claims she never intended.

ere is certainly a lot of room for debate about whether her intended effect

even among a small circle of friends was appropriate or helpful, but Sacco had

no intention of broadcasting ignorant, racist remarks to the world. Without

context, facial expressions, or voice in�ection to convey sarcasm, it’s easy for a

social media post to take on a life of its own. We can easily forget about the

humanity of others involved, reacting only to what we see and often following

the cues of others rather than asking for more context or insight.

Adding to our challenges as a society, bad news travels much faster and

sticks in our minds much better than good news on social media. Fear and

polarization can take hold easily, sowing division and discord among groups

that would otherwise �nd ways to coexist without suspicion of the other.

According to its creators, social media is supposed to bring people together.

For a time, it looked like it might even work on impossibly large scales:

democracy activists used social media in the early 2010s to organize the Arab

Spring protests calling for democratic governments in places such as Tunisia,

Libya, Egypt, and Syria. However, social media analysts believe that groups

quickly polarized and divided as social media created the perfect storm for

political division and chaos. One study concluded:

 

Social media challenges democratic consolidation by accelerating and intensifying dangerous

trends such as polarization, fear and dehumanization of rivals. e speed, emotional intensity and

echo-chamber qualities of social media content make those exposed to it experience more extreme

reactions. Social media is particularly suited to worsening political and social polarization because

of its ability to spread violent images and frightening rumors extremely quickly and intensely

through relatively closed communities of the like-minded.11

 



Once enough people react publicly to an event, it’s hard to take a careful

step backward for reconsideration. While social media in�uencers “win” the

attention battle by being the �rst to report on or respond to a jarring or

emotionally charged story, that can put the truth in the back seat. Clicks,

shares, and other measures of engagement can begin to matter more than

whether an event happened, or whether our analysis is correct. P. W. Singer

and Emerson Brooking argue in LikeWar: e Weaponization of Social Media

that on social media, “Fact is a matter of consensus. Eliminate that consensus,

and fact becomes a matter of opinion. Learn how to command and manipulate

that opinion, and you are entitled to reshape the fabric of the world.”12 While

the average social media user isn’t fabricating news stories or trying to gain

in�uence through posting divisive content, we are all exposed to this divisive

and fragmented ecosystem. We may even become deceived or worried by some

of this content. Users who go on social media to share about their family or to

read the insights from experts could end up angry about an ignorant

statement, distracted by a quirky video, or concerned about a politician’s

policies before fully grasping the complexities, implications, or basic facts of a

situation.

Social media isn’t designed to promote the most accurate or the most

carefully assembled information. On social media, a study that offers a careful,

measured assessment of its �ndings will always lose out to the emotionally

charged spin-off article from a partisan site that twists the study’s �ndings to

con�rm the suspicions and bias of readers—thus ensuring that the average

person is more likely to miss the original study. ere is no denying that we

want to �nd the inside edge on information or the story that is being

suppressed by the establishment because we feel like we’re part of something

special and signi�cant. I have often had to reckon with that feeling in my own

evaluation of news stories on social media. Once a compelling narrative

engages our emotions, it’s hard to shut down the desire to be the �rst to share

it and to win the respect and attention of our social media followers. One

former Facebook executive, Chamath Palihapitiya, framed this matter in stark

terms: “e short-term, dopamine-driven feedback loops that we have created

are destroying how society works. No civil discourse, no cooperation;



misinformation, mistruth. . . . is is a global problem. It is eroding the core

foundations of how people behave by and between each other.”13

is isn’t to say that social media is the sole cause of social division. Rather,

it makes division more likely because of the way it rewards certain

in�ammatory behaviors and emotionally charged accusations. As we are tossed

about in the highs and lows of social media today, we would all bene�t from a

careful assessment of its downside and why so many of its creators, engineers,

and executives are warning us about its dangers. In fact, if social media and

digital devices were so good for us, we would expect the innovators behind

these tools to immerse their children in these devices designed to make the

world more “connected.” e reality may surprise you . . . or given the ground

we’ve covered so far, it may not.

HIGH-TECH LEADERS AND THEIR LOW-TECH KIDS
If saturating our society with digital devices and social media access is going to

make our world a better, more connected place with all kinds of bene�ts for

education, information, and networking, then we would expect technology

leaders to immerse their children in their products and to pioneer the use of

their apps. We would expect the children of every Apple employee to have an

iPad, and we would surely expect these parents to immerse their children’s

schools in the very best, most cutting-edge technology available. e

technology giants have sold computers, iPads, and other devices at a discount

to schools for years. If the companies are willing to pass up some pro�t for the

sake of educating children across the country, then surely their employees

would want the same technological advantages and bene�ts for their children,

right? Would the people who got ahead because of digital technology risk

leaving their children behind in an economy that relies on technological

innovation?

On the contrary, many of the people who design our technology and social

media keep their children far from it or severely limit their access. Apple

cofounder Steve Jobs famously said in an interview that his kids didn’t use an

iPad and that technology was very limited in his home.14 Microsoft founder

Bill Gates likewise instituted strict technology use boundaries with his



children. Several of the private schools serving many children of leading

technology innovators are completely free of technology for children under

eleven years old.15

Does that send up any red �ags for you?

Wouldn’t the creators of digital devices expect their children to be the most

important endorsement of all for the bene�ts of their products? Can you

imagine taking your children to a restaurant where the chefs would never feed

their own families or an amusement park where none of the employees would

let their children on the rides?

As it turns out, the leaders of technology companies are being extremely

prudent in their parenting and schooling decisions. Former Facebook vice

president for user growth Chamath Palihapitiya has some strong thoughts on

how Facebook is harming society and how he handles it with his children: “I

can control my decision, which is that I don’t use that s***. I can control my

kids’ decisions, which is that they’re not allowed to use that s***.”16

Palihapitiya’s strong response is no doubt based in part on the mental health

statistics related to younger social media users. Depression, anxiety, and suicide

rates among teens and young adults bumped up noticeably once smartphones,

tablets, and social media began to be integrated into childhood.17

e Independent reported the following technology trends among children:

“Research has found that an eighth-grader’s risk for depression jumps 27%

when he or she frequently uses social media. Kids who use their phones for at

least three hours a day are much more likely to be suicidal. And recent research

has found the teen suicide rate in the US now eclipses the homicide rate, with

smartphones as the driving force.”18 No one is arguing against the right of a

company to meet consumer need and to make a pro�t from it. My contention

is that technology and social media companies are having a profoundly

negative impact on human �ourishing, and that they fully know it, protect

their children from it, and yet continue to develop features to make their

products difficult to resist and almost compulsive to use, regardless of the harm

done to their customers.



e warnings from mental health professionals, coupled with the actions of

social media executives and whistleblowers like Tristan Harris, Ellen Pao, and

Palihapitiya, should give us pause. Speaking most optimistically, social media

and digital device companies are not spending enough time considering the

damage of their products on users, given that they treat their children’s

technology use far differently than that of their customers. In the worst-case

scenario, they have chosen pro�t over the well-being of society.

As of this writing, social media and technology companies have not

responded in a cohesive or hopeful manner to these charges about their

products—although small changes have been made, such as the Screen Time

feature on iPhones that offers a weekly report on app use and the time spent

on the phone in general. Considering that many whistleblowers are coming

from the ranks of tech companies, we’re hardly dealing with conspiracy

theories or individuals leveraging false accusations for the sake of publicity or

getting a payday from a trumped-up lawsuit settlement. ese are serious

charges that can dramatically affect our mental, physical, and spiritual well-

being.

Beyond the design and intent of social media apps and digital devices, there

is another factor: content. Speci�cally, some makers of content, from articles to

videos to images to tweets, know how social media is designed to work and

how it’s changing society. ey are playing the system to reach their goals

regardless of the in�uence it has on individuals or society. Our concern isn’t

just with the design of social media apps themselves. We also need to become

aware of the content that we consume on social media each day—speci�cally

where it’s coming from and the goals of its creators.

SOCIAL MEDIA NEWS GIVES US THE BLUES
Anxiety became my regular struggle in the year after the 2016 U.S. election.

Time and time again, I returned to the stress of social media and the ongoing

commentary on the news it offered. As I sought out the opinions of experts on

social media, I inevitably exposed myself to despairing, angry, or combative

commentary that sent my anxiety through the roof. As each new crisis

appeared to unfold, I engaged further with the news and experts to �nd out



what was going on. Over time, this exposure to con�ict and despair took its

toll, and I found myself needing to limit my exposure to social media, to say

nothing of spending less time on my phone. Each week I set new boundaries

around my social media use, noticing how raw emotions of fear, outrage, and

despair sometimes shifted according to what I saw on my screen.

is cycle of outrage and fear is the kind of thing that I couldn’t quite put

my �nger on as a one-time event or news story. Rather, I traced my stress, fear,

or anxiety to accessing news and troubling trends in current events through the

social media ecosystem. Consider this: Across the board, psychologists reported

a dramatic increase in stress and anxiety after the 2016 election,19 and the

future of the nation was a signi�cant source of stress for 63 percent of

Americans in a 2017 survey.20 is wasn’t just among immigrants, people of

color, or Muslims, all of whom were targeted by alarming policy shifts and

extremist groups who became a far more visible part of the political right. is

increase in anxiety and depression also occurred among white people who

weren’t directly targeted by many of the concerning policies. It certainly didn’t

help that news executives were incentivized to push the most disturbing and

fearful stories, since their ratings increased as anxiety over the news

skyrocketed. One executive at CBS shared the following about covering the

divisive 2016 election: “It may not be good for America, but it’s d*** good for

CBS.”21

Where was this anxiety, stress, and depression coming from? Arthur C.

Evans Jr., chief executive officer of the American Psychological Association,

offered the following conclusions based on his analysis of the APA’s “Stress in

America” survey: “With 24-hour news networks and conversations with

friends, family and other connections on social media, it’s hard to avoid the

constant stream of stress around issues of national concern. . . . Understanding

that we all still need to be informed about the news, it’s time to make it a

priority to be thoughtful about how often and what type of media we

consume.”22 We could say, “e news cycle is responsible,” leave it there, and

probably get the picture partly correct. However, we’re consuming news

content throughout the day on our smartphones and on social media, and we



might also consider that this form of access and interaction with news may

leave us more worried and distracted. In other words, it’s not just the news but

how the news is presented and how it is consumed on social media and

omnipresent smartphones.

As of 2018, 47 percent of Americans relied on social media as a convenient

way to access news, with only 21 percent hardly ever accessing social media for

news. While television remained the top source of news, as of 2018, 20 percent

of Americans used social media as their primary news source, which was only 6

percent behind radio news (26 percent) and 4 percent higher than newspapers

(16 percent).23 Relying on social media for either the sourcing of news or

commentary on news immediately injects large numbers of reactions to each

story. In addition, social media users should be highly critical of the reliability

of the news outlets sharing articles on social media. In fact, the fake news

stories shared on social media by creators with the intention of making a quick

buck, sowing division, or smearing someone’s reputation travel signi�cantly

faster and wider than true news stories.24 Adding to the complexity of social

media’s impact, a lot of the content being promoted and shared can be traced

to automated “bots,” programs designed to post speci�c content as if they were

real people. For instance, in a study of tweets during a period in 2017, 66

percent of the content shared on Twitter was linked to bots;25 another study

estimated that 9–15 percent of the accounts on Twitter were bots,

programmed to in�uence what trends each day.26

Even if we don’t believe that bots or trolls are changing how we read and

interact with news on social media, social media is still a challenging place to

interact with news stories. Suppose for a moment that we visit social media

and see a link to a credible news story that may be concerning, but the person

sharing it offers a doomsday commentary. is person may have no expertise

on the topic at hand, yet the reaction itself, highlighted with an alarming red

siren emoji, may punch us in the gut and trigger an emotional response. In

fact, several others may follow up by commenting with comparable gloom and

desperation. It is quite likely that these responses don’t match the true stakes in

the news story, but will we even read beyond the headline and seek other



experienced perspectives to help us put the story in context? is is before we

even ask whether the news story itself is credible, well-sourced, and accurate in

its analysis. Have we considered other points of view? Once we sense the threat

of this story, we may spend the rest of the afternoon with a sense of panic and

unease.

In another scenario, we may visit social media sites and see several friends

reacting to a news story about a pastor’s divisive comments. ese are credible,

trustworthy people whom we believe to be sensible and discerning. However,

today they are angry about a sensational report they’ve just read on a news site

you’ve never heard of. Several friends share this story, and it includes quotes

and reactions from the main actors involved in the disturbing comments.

Perhaps their responses are warranted? However, the more you review the

website, which uses an official-sounding newspaper title with a word like Post

or Courier in it, the more questions you have. e quotes shared from the

pastor are short, and are not even complete sentences in most cases. Even more

concerning, no other major news outlet has reported on this pastor’s

comments. Should you trust this sensational site even though every person in

this story has acted in ways that you �nd believable, if not how you expected?

Once anger, fear, or anxiety has been triggered through an interaction on social

media, we may have a �ght-or-�ight reaction. Suddenly, because we are angry,

fearful, or anxious, all we can see is a threat—regardless of the story’s credibility

or the expertise of the various accounts reacting to it.

It’s difficult to face how effectively social media manipulates our emotions

and our analysis of news. When pairing social media with a concerted

campaign to persuade people in their thinking, it is the ideal tool for injecting

emotionally charged videos and images to persuade people, to sow doubt, or to

encourage despair. We are most vulnerable when we believe that we are too

savvy or sophisticated to avoid this manipulation. omas Merton recognized

that in a democratic society, especially one where so many of the poor and

vulnerable have a great deal on the line, voting citizens needed to be

thoughtful and well-informed. He worried that mass media in the 1960s had

already become a kind of affliction that prevented deep thought and clear

decisions. If automatic reactions are a threat to the stability of society, then



social media may be one of the most potent tools around for sowing outrage,

despair, and plenty of other negative emotions. Adding the power of social

media to our partisan political and media climate has ful�lled Merton’s

concerns about politics and media:

 

Action is not governed by moral reason but by political expediency and the demands of

technology—translated into the simple abstract formulas of propaganda. ese formulas have

nothing to do with reasoned moral action, even though they may appeal to apparent moral values

—they simply condition the mass of men to react in a desired way to certain stimuli.

Men do not agree in moral reasoning. ey concur in the emotional use of slogans and political

formulas. ere is no persuasion but that of power, of quantity, of pressure, of fear, of desire.

Such is our present condition—and it is critical!27

 

e negative results of social media up to this point in history have been

tribalization, manipulation, and the ampli�cation of emotionally stirring

stories that may or may not be true. If the past ten years are any indication of

what’s coming in the future, that push to extremes may only grow worse as

technology opens new possibilities for manipulating videos and news stories.

FAKE NEWS AND MISINFORMATION

If social media thrives in the crucible of strong emotions, compelling

narratives, and extreme viewpoints, then we shouldn’t be surprised that they

have become information warfare and propaganda battle�elds. While many of

us adopted social media in order to learn more about what’s going on with our

friends, to connect with our family, and to share updates from our lives, these

networks are now polluted with deceptive stories and sophisticated, highly

compelling disinformation campaigns. Moving forward, there is one

assumption that will serve us well: we have all been deceived at some point on

social media.

We need to make this assumption because it is most likely true for all of us,

and it will help us face the complexity of this issue that will call for wisdom,

humility, and compassion. Even as we face the truth about the deceptive stories



and pro�les on social media, we should never think that we are somehow

above the reactions of the masses. ere’s an art to crafting viral social media

content, a dark art especially for the purveyors of made-up news stories. P. W.

Singer and Emerson Brooking, the authors of LikeWar, suggest that social

media content thrives if it can fuse together the following elements: narrative,

emotion, authenticity, community, and inundation.28 e narrative must be

simple. In fact, politicians are using simpler vocabulary and slogans because

they travel particularly well in the social media environment.29 When the goal

is stimulation, emotion, and a particular action or inaction, substance isn’t

necessary. However, these deceptive campaigns are sophisticated, and they

target both sides of the political spectrum, pushing them to their extremes. At

times they may appear small in scale, but we shouldn’t overlook their

cumulative effect. Technology pioneer and now social media critic Jaron Lanier

argues the following:

 

It’s important to understand the nature of the problem. e effects of social media manipulation

are slight at any given time. But slight changes applied consistently and carefully can have big

effects. An initially minute compound interest can turn into a big reward for a patient investor. In

the same way, slight but predictable changes to the behavior of a population can be gained

through adaptive algorithmic adjustments to social media expectations.30

 

We are all quite likely to fall for deceptive information campaigns or to

fruitlessly engage with divisive trolls at one point or another. I’ve even

unintentionally interacted with them.

My social media mentions are generally low on drama. While I’m certainly

committed to posting primarily about removing our obstacles to prayer, I

sometimes wade into the justice and equality issues of the day, aiming to

provide a constructive Christian perspective (but you win some and you lose

some). However, a number of Twitter users replied to me with anger, outrage,

personal insults, and unhinged comments when I waded into online

discussions about immigration, the evangelical advisers to the president, and

the plans of the vice president to speak at my alma mater’s graduation

ceremony.



e change was stark and noticeable. Suddenly, people showed up to insult

me, to accuse me of self-promotion, and to dismiss the idiocy of my

comments. Some commenters linked to images and “news stories” that

allegedly proved that violent gangs were pouring over the borders of America

or that religious freedom in America was hanging on by a thread. e pro�les

of these accounts, if they even had any pictures or information, appeared to

focus only on politics. Many had long strings of random numbers as their

Twitter handles and American �ag emojis. At �rst I just assumed some people

had odd ways of setting up their social media accounts. However, as I learned

more about bots that are programmed to target speci�c trends and trolls who

only attack their opponents on social media, I realized that I had been targeted

by some combination of bots and trolls who sought to silence and minimize

my views. In reacting and replying to them, I had been taken in by one of the

many deceptions on social media.

Why do fake stories, fake accounts, and misinformation work? It’s often

because we react to the headline or the reply without considering the pro�le in

question, carefully reading the in�ammatory story, or comparing the story

with other credible sources. Once our emotions are triggered, we are ready to

take action. To my surprise, I still haven’t won an argument with a computer

program.

Most importantly, it’s shockingly easy to uncritically accept what we �nd on

social media. is is a major factor when it comes to fabricated news stories

and the accounts that push them, even if scrutiny reveals that those accounts

are obviously bots or trolls. Con�rmation bias is a powerful force online, as

“we’re more likely to notice stories of acts that �t what we already believe (or

want to believe).”31 If we’re already inclined to react in a certain way, we may

well be naturally drawn to news stories that back up our conclusions rather

than call them into question.

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology found that

throughout the life cycle of 126,000 tweets that were rigorously fact-checked,

the false stories spread about six times faster than the true stories.32 During the

2016 U.S. election season there were literally thousands of accounts churning

out millions of fake social posts in service of a variety of agendas.33 Fake stories



actually dominated on Facebook in the three months leading up to the 2016

election, and a study of 22 million tweets found that real news stories couldn’t

compete with the number of shares of misinformation, polarizing stories, and

conspiracy-fueled conjectures.34

Even more disturbing is the �nding from a Stanford study that more than

80 percent of middle school students couldn’t determine the difference

between an ad and a news story. Meanwhile, most high school students

struggled to discern whether manipulated images were genuine, were unlikely

to click through a link to evaluate a source’s credibility, and even when

comparing the credibility of organizations, often struggled to �gure out which

was more reliable.35 Students immersed in social media aren’t prepared for the

onslaught of deception and misinformation that could very likely leave them

worried, angry, or deceived. It is not hard to have these fabricated news stories

in view while reading Merton’s words:

 

Democracy cannot exist when men prefer ideas and opinions that are fabricated for them. e

actions and statements of the citizen must not be mere automatic “reactions”—mere mechanical

salutes, gesticulations signifying passive conformity with the dictates of those in power.

To be truthful, we will have to admit that one cannot expect this to be realized in all citizens of a

democracy. But if it is not realized in a signi�cant proportion of them, democracy ceases to be an

objective fact and becomes nothing but an emotionally loaded word.36

 

Whether those stories are fabricated by someone looking to make a quick

buck37 or by a hostile nation, fake news is often designed to either rally people

to anger or sow despair.

I have most certainly been manipulated and deceived by social media. is

may have resulted in despair, outrage, or a few extra shares. It can be

humiliating, infuriating, and angering to �nd out that you’ve been “fooled” on

social media. However, it’s a mistake to believe that only “fools” are fooled. We

are dealing with highly sophisticated campaigns that are targeting our

preexisting fears and desires. We shouldn’t be surprised that we have all likely

fallen for some form of misinformation or manipulation.



If we are going to recover from the deception, fear, and division that has

�ooded our digital devices and apps, we need genuine grace for others and

humility for our own limitations. In fact, the image of a “�ood” of

information, good, bad, or distracting, offers a helpful ending point for our

look at the impact of social media on individuals and on society.

INFORMATION OVERLOAD

While the Internet started with the promise of wide access to all the

information in the world and an equal platform for all ideas to thrive, it has

also created a perfect storm of information overload. Writing in the 1960s,

Merton knew about newspapers, magazines, books, the radio, and a few

television stations and concluded, “e greatest need of our time is to clean

out the enormous mass of mental and emotional rubbish that clutters our

minds and makes of all political and social life a mass illness. Without this

housecleaning we cannot begin to see. Unless we see we cannot think.”38

We now have twenty-four-hour news, the never-ending deluge of social

media updates, and a steady stream of email that we unleash if we sign up for

enough websites. e in�nite scrolling feature on most social media sites

makes it possible to always �nd something else, and there will always be a big,

bold BREAKING NEWS headline on news websites demanding our attention.

Back in the early 1980s, philosopher Jacques Ellul noted that a deluge of

information had already resulted in people struggling to determine what was

relevant to them and making the error of choosing sources according to

personal preference: “e point that always seems the most important is that

the individual is becoming incapable not only of differentiating between true

and false information, but differentiating between the information which has a

real effect on his life and that which is irrelevant. e enormous quantity of

information . . . ere is not time to read it.”39

anks to this far-reaching access to online content, we can always �nd

something to be happy about, something to be sad about, and something to be

angry about. Disasters and injustices around the world are available for us



around the clock, and it doesn’t take long to experience despair and to desire

an escape from the suffering in the world. While the equal access of the

Internet for everyone brings many bene�ts, sifting through the deluge of

information and disinformation is quite another matter. We can wear ourselves

out by immersing ourselves in the suffering of others or nurturing our anger

over the injustices of our time. at isn’t to say that the solution is “ignorance

is bliss.” at is hardly the point! Rather, we must �nd a way to remain aware

of and engaged with the people around us and informed about the important

issues of our times without losing our grounding and stability in God’s

presence. is brings up a vital distinction that is often lost in our time of

information overload and emotional reactions on social media to the twenty-

four-hour news cycle. Is remaining emotionally enraged and constantly aware

inspiring us toward meaningful action that could lead to human �ourishing

and the bene�t of our neighbors?

Most importantly, there are groups and resources that can help us remain

engaged in the issues of our time, aware of current events, and directed toward

meaningful action rather than impotent rage. After the 2016 election, I

struggled to channel my roller coaster of emotions in a positive direction. Most

days I struggled to even think straight as the deluge of bad news sent my mind

spinning. I wasn’t much help for anyone, let alone myself and my family. As

my wife and I discussed what to do, we settled on supporting a few groups

who addressed justice and equality among the vulnerable. I also became more

involved in serving at our church, which is well connected to many of the

social service agencies in our town. Some days, with talk of war and climate

change topping my list of stress sources, these steps felt like tossing pebbles at a

raging tsunami. However, I could function better each day rather than bearing

the crippling weight of despair and anxiety. I was beginning to disconnect

from the despair and rage machine of social media so I could reconnect with

the people in my community and organizations dedicated to meeting the

speci�c needs of our time and place.

One professor found himself in a similar situation, and he engaged in a full-

on blackout of news and social media for an entire year. He and a friend also

found a measure of hope and direction by supporting groups that were



engaged in the issues he judged most pressing. Most notably, he managed to

maintain a wider perspective of events rather than being immobilized by the

highs and lows of the daily news cycle. He noted after his experiment, “Getting

depressed. Yelling at the TV. Complaining with friends. Tweeting about how

mad we are. We spend so much time consuming news . . . that we don’t have

any energy or emotion left to do anything about it.”40 Each person will require

different boundaries according to their mental and emotional needs. My

concern is that we can be immobilized by the ongoing deluge of rage, anxiety,

and fear that streams toward us each day through social media and our

smartphones. It’s hard enough to process the news each day without a caption

along the lines of “G, D”

Stepping back for a moment to review the terrain we’ve covered, we’ve seen

that social media and digital devices are designed to be extremely engaging,

compulsive, and even addicting, in the sense of behavior addiction. Social

media is designed to reward content that drives engagement, but it ends up

rewarding the most combative and divisive content. Social media companies

value engagement over all else and have no incentive to remove fake news or

potentially harmful content. Psychologists and researchers have found links to

deteriorating well-being and mental health among those with increased usage

of social media.

Digital technology is training users to expect quick hits of connection,

engagement, and affirmation, limiting the ability of users to focus on in-person

interactions. While most users report increased distraction thanks to their

phones and social media, the impact goes far beyond that for individuals and

society. For Christians, social media and digital devices are capable of

profoundly harming our spiritual health, especially how we spend our time,

what we think about, and where we derive our identity from. Now that we

have a handle on digital technology’s wider impact on individuals and society,

let’s consider how this speci�cally shows up in the practices of Christian

spirituality.



. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
Consider your reasons for using a smartphone or other digital devices.
Then consider how you spend time with them each day. Do your
intentions match your current usage?
 
Take note today of how social media affects your mood or emotions. Is
there a particular story or comment that you found especially
distressing?
 
Consider the most negative interaction and most positive interaction
you’ve had in the comments on social media. How can they inform your
future use?



 

 

It seems that our remedies are instinctively those 
which aggravate the sickness: the remedies are 

expressions of the sickness itself.

—THOMAS MERTON



I

THREE

How Digital Formation 
Hinders Spirituality

n her extensive interviews with teenagers, Sherry Turkle found that for

youth, setting up their �rst social media pro�les had become a rite of

passage. Many also described it as a moment of profound crisis. e pressure

to present a suitable image of themselves in their pro�le pictures and an

engaging description of themselves, coupled with the fear of rejection or

mockery, demolished the joy of interacting with their friends online. Even for

those generally unworried about the response of peers, social media still

prompts us to curate our identity, selecting the “best” parts of ourselves to

share with others. is sets a perfect trap of sorts in terms of spirituality, as we

already have more than enough opportunities to present or live under the

in�uence of a fabricated false self.

When I speak of a false self, I mean that kind of mask or identity we

imagine for ourselves. Henri Nouwen served in both ministry and the

academic world and frequently brushed up against the image he hoped to

project about himself. He wrote in e Way of the Heart about the pressure in

ministry to be relevant and competent, rather than embracing the brokenness

we �nd in silence and solitude.1 Brennan Manning famously called the false

self “the imposter” in his book Abba’s Child, implying that the false self steals

something our true selves should be receiving. Whether we try to project

ourselves as successful, organized, creative, wise, or smart, the false self steals

the security and affirmation we could receive from God. Instead, we are

pressured to maintain and even protect the false self rather than discovering

who we are in God.



Social media provides an opportunity to make the false self more concrete

—at least in the sense that it becomes something you and others can see. It

literally can become an avatar that is projected, and as we become entangled

with our online personas and false selves, it may become quite difficult to

discern who we are in the security of God’s love. As more likes and followers

amass in approval of the false self, we may fear the loss of this steady stream of

affirmation and may do what we can to ensure that it continues to grow. is

isn’t to say that every social media user is at the mercy of a false self. Rather,

social media offers a perfect opportunity to “incarnate” the false self and to

build relationships around it.

Even if we manage to share a relatively authentic version of ourselves and

have an inner grounding in the love and acceptance of God, that doesn’t mean

our connections with others will be authentic or deep on social media. We can

only interact at the levels we reveal. Turkle writes, “Social media asks us to

represent ourselves in simpli�ed ways. And then, faced with an audience, we

feel pressure to conform to these simpli�cations.”2 Many of the students whom

Turkle interviewed admitted that they spent signi�cant time crafting a pro�le

that felt phony, knew many of their friends had done the same, and performed

for their friends in order to get the affirmation of “likes” on social media.3 e

consequences of tarnishing one’s image, whether in real life or on social media,

can be especially harrowing for teens using social media. Instagram, for one,

has become a platform for some of the worst online bullying for image-

conscious teens.4

Are we truly seeing people as they are? Or are we only seeing a projected

image that is meant to appeal to us? omas Merton noted this interpersonal

tension with love when he wrote, “e beginning of love is the will to let those

we love be perfectly themselves, the resolution not to twist them to �t our own

image. If in loving them we do not love what they are, but only their potential

likeness to ourselves, then we do not love them: we only love the re�ection of

ourselves we �nd in them.”5 As algorithms help us �nd people who are most

like ourselves and as social media results in people migrating toward divided

echo chambers, we are at risk of losing touch with the complexity of each other



while also reducing people to simplistic labels based on what they reveal online

about themselves, such as their religious or political preferences.

While there are opportunities for connection, community, and

encouragement via social media noti�cations, those noti�cations can also serve

as a source of insecurity that drives us back to social media for another hit of

affirmation. (By the way, you can easily turn them off under your phone’s

settings—click on “Noti�cations” to customize which apps can send them to

you.) is ready-made, daily affirmation from friends, family, and even

complete strangers can make it difficult, if not impossible, to give up a social

media affirmation hub like Instagram or Twitter—although services like

Facebook, YouTube, and Snapchat offer many similar quandaries for users

seeking affirmation. You could get “amazing feedback” at any moment if you

keep checking, keep posting, and then keep checking. is feedback loop runs

counter to the vision for contentment offered by Merton:

 

In order to settle down in the quiet of our own being we must learn to be detached from the

results of our own activity. We must withdraw ourselves, to some extent, from the effects that are

beyond our control and be content with the good will and the work that are the quiet expression

of our inner life. We must be content to live without watching ourselves live, to work without

expecting any immediate reward, to love without an instantaneous satisfaction, and to exist

without any special recognition.6

 

e feedback on social media is quite immediate, especially if you compare

it to older publishing processes, such as a magazine article. We immediately

know if our ideas, images, videos, or favorite articles resonate with our family,

friends, and colleagues. e elation of that feedback can become addicting. At

the same time, we can also enjoy reading updates, viewing videos, and

browsing photos from our friends, which go on in an endless supply. We have

no end of sources for comparison and envy. e more we �ll our days with the

parade of images and videos on social media, the less likely we are to turn to

God for our affirmation, identity, and security.

If social media creates a crisis of identity, it can also create a crisis of

emotion. As we view the content that is most “engaging” and most likely to



generate a response, we run the risk of living in a constant state of reaction and

interaction. Our minds can become full of thoughts, making it quite difficult

to pray as we process the latest enraging news story or a frustrating interaction

on social media.

TOO REACTIVE TO RECEIVE

Two contemporary teachers of contemplative prayer offer us two helpful, but

quite different, pictures of what it looks like to pray today. Both pictures will

help us consider the in�uence of thoughts and emotions in our attempts to be

present and aware of God.

Martin Laird writes about the movement of our thoughts from reactive

mind to receptive mind to the peaceful awareness of God with what he calls

luminous mind. Many of us begin praying in a state of reactive mind. When I

have been engaged in social media, especially after replying to combative

comments, I have very much felt the burden of reactive mind as I process

ideas, struggle with anger or disappointment, and analyze my overanalyzing.

Laird suggests that reactive mind feels a bit like being trapped in a phone

booth with a bee. We feel agitated, fearful, and on high alert, reacting in the

moment to the perceived threat before us. Perhaps the good news is that the

bee is easily avoided if we know how to depart from the phone booth and

disengage from our thoughts. Nevertheless, if we carry social media with us on

our smartphones and other devices wherever we go, our reactive minds will

have no shortage of material to work with since we have locked ourselves in the

reactionary phone booth—and unlike a certain police call box, this booth is

not bigger on the inside. We’ll remain in the phone booth, swatting furiously

and never seeing the emptiness of these thoughts. In relation to the false self,

Laird notes that those who leave behind reactive mind are also leaving the

thoughts bouncing around that are “generating story upon story to such an

extent that we derived a sense of identity from our tightly-wound world of

thoughts. Or . . . we derived a sense of identity based on what we thought

others must be thinking of us.”7



Reactive mind is also restless, fully given over to the compulsions of our

image-conscious consumer culture. Laird describes reactive mind as a

compulsion to acquire and to make progress toward mastery. “It is . . . shaped

by a culture that feeds on compulsion, consumption, conquest, credit, and

cash,” he writes. “ere is a frightened, defensive quality to reactive mind that

is always at the ready. It is second nature to us and supported by a heavy

momentum that has been generated by a lifetime of going through life merely

reacting to what is going on with us and around us.”8

If Laird’s bee in the phone booth is too distressing, or if you don’t know

what a phone booth is (trust me, they were terrible . . . unless you were

Superman), perhaps omas Keating can help with a different picture that

illustrates the challenges of prayer. Keating suggests that our thoughts come to

mind like an endless series of boats �oating down a stream. We can choose to

remain grounded in the present moment, waiting patiently on God as we

meditate on Scripture or pray in silence. We can also choose to hop on a boat

and take that thought for a ride downstream. Who knows what kind of

turbulence awaits us downstream, and surely some thoughts will be less stable

than others as the currents swirl and shift.

e spiritual teachers of the church have historically taken steps to

minimize their distractions and thoughts. e desert fathers and mothers

moved to the wilderness outside Alexandria, Egypt, and the wilderness outside

Jerusalem to escape the controversies and concerns of the cities. ey practiced

simple prayers while working or in larger gatherings. Whether they were

hermits or community members who practiced regular solitude, they

welcomed visitors and offered instruction to the area churches drawn from the

wisdom they developed from their dedicated time in solitude. Routine time

with the clarity of thought that came from being disentangled from the daily

stream of thoughts gave them wisdom and clarity that the people of their time

highly valued. e more they withdrew from the daily �ow of information, the

more stability they found.

e anonymous Carthusian writer of e Cloud of Unknowing offered

novices a rather militant approach to distracting thoughts at the outset of his

manual for prayer, suggesting that they more or less �ght off distracting



thoughts with a relentless prayer word. Martin Laird notes that this combative

approach may not prove helpful for all people at all times, but it can be

especially useful for those starting out spiritual practices and who �nd

themselves immersed in afflictive thoughts. We could say that this is a kind of

detoxing process that can become less jarring as we settle into the simplicity of

returning to our intention to be present for God and letting thoughts go with

a simple prayer word, such as beloved.9

e ability to access social media, podcasts, news, text messages, games, and

articles anytime on our smartphones means that we never have to be alone

with our thoughts. We are trained to crave stimulation, the little dopamine hit

of affirmation from a noti�cation or new email. ere’s always a breaking story

to consider or a hot take on that story to react against. e more immersed we

are in news, social media interactions, and other forms of media on our

smartphones that can travel anywhere, the more crammed our minds become.

is can make us far more reactive, unaware of the thoughts taking up

residence in our minds. As these thoughts accumulate, our ability to sort

through them is diminished, and our default can become a kind of reactive

stance. Rather than carefully sorting through them and their impact on us, we

can fall into a pattern of more or less swatting at a bee or frantically jumping

from boat to boat.

At the root here is how technology hinders our freedom to think clearly.

While we are free to immerse ourselves in information, somewhere along the

way we can lose our self-awareness and grounding. Merton wrote about the

impact of this on our spiritual receptivity: “Man cannot assent to a spiritual

message as long as his mind and heart are enslaved by automatism. He will

always remain so enslaved as long as he is submerged in a mass of other

automatons, without individuality and without their rightful integrity as

persons.”10

Losing time for a quiet mind, to say nothing of solitude and silence, makes

us more likely to be reactive and unable to process the thoughts in our minds.

Our cluttered minds won’t have much space left for prayer, meditation on

Scripture, or other spiritual practices that could ground us in our true identity

in God. In fact, the reactive, overwhelming nature of social media and



smartphones doesn’t just affect our own inner states. is reactive state also

affects how we interact with one another.

UNITED IN DIVISION

If there’s one thing Christians can agree on about social media, it’s that we

aren’t as bad as those “other” Christians who post things opposed to the

teaching of Jesus—wink, wink. Whatever your theological background,

someone who embodies the worst qualities of an opposing viewpoint likely

came to mind as you read that last sentence.

Of course, as Paul noted, there will be disagreements among Christians. We

can’t say that everyone is right! However, we have never been more aware of

those with different beliefs or actions, and that can fuel more division as we

�ght with each other on social media.

Social media is a terrible medium for a debate, especially about our most

cherished beliefs. We tend to immediately become defensive when we have

made our views public, and it can be hard to really hear others. Our mistakes

could be on display for hundreds, if not thousands of social media users! We

also can’t reliably discern the tone of the comments we receive, let alone judge

how we are coming across to others.

I have seen more than enough online controversies develop among

Christian pastors and writers, but I have also made my fair share of mistakes.

e one that stands out in particular is the time Christianity Today sent me a

complimentary copy of their magazine. Someone in their marketing

department must have �gured that a writer like me would help promote their

current issue. ey literally could not have chosen a worse issue to send me. A

prominent “religious liberty” advocate from the largest Protestant

denomination in America graced the cover, along with a headline insinuating

that he was now marginalized. I almost fell out of my chair. While a man who

teaches that women can’t teach or lead men will naturally end up in the

cultural minority today, this was hardly a matter of a white man in a massive

denomination becoming marginalized—even if the feature article quali�ed this

as “culturally marginalized.” ere are plenty of Christians who live on the



margins of society, but they look quite different from this man, who has

extensive resources and in�uential contacts. I didn’t see how the editorial board

at Christianity Today could make such a bad call, and in the moment of my

reaction, I dropped a hot take on social media.

As you can expect with social media, the comments and replies savaged the

cover. My hot take sparked a raging inferno of insults about the agenda of the

editors, the intelligence of the editors, and even their lack of creativity in word

choice. As much as I disliked that cover, I immediately regretted my posting. I

regretted it even more when the primary editor responsible for the cover

replied to some of the comments—as it turned out, she was a friend of mine

on Facebook.

My �rst major mistake was the assumption that the cover was the work of a

team. It wasn’t. It turns out that this editor, and Facebook friend, was very

much involved in the cover design. While I still strongly disagreed with her, I

realized that I felt justi�ed in my public shaming of the cover because I

imagined a faceless roundtable of editors who were out of touch with those

who were actually suffering on the margins. e reality looked a bit more like

an editor’s judgment call—an incorrect one in my estimation, but still a

decision that deserved discussion rather than turning someone’s work into a

public punching bag. I also felt regret because, while I didn’t miss the

opportunity to attack this particular cover, I also had neglected to say anything

about the many constructive and helpful editions that preceded it—not to

mention the other articles that appeared in the issue itself. is editor had only

seen criticism from me and from many others who left comments on my social

media posts. at isn’t to say that I couldn’t critique that cover without reading

previous issues, but my perspective was limited. At the very least my discussion

could have started in a more constructive place, acknowledging that, based on

their previous work, I shared some common ground and beliefs with the

editors, even if I took a different view about the message on the cover. at

certainly would have offered a more constructive starting place than a barrage

of comments writing off the magazine as garbage and the editors as out of

touch.



Perhaps the most important question we can ask ourselves in our online

interactions, especially among fellow Christians, is what our goals are. Are we

seeking to make ourselves feel better or escape personal scrutiny by calling

attention to the failures of someone else? Do we hope to change someone’s

mind or to at least add a perspective that this person may not have heard

before?

As I apologized to this editor and nursed my regrets about my approach to

social media, I realized that I had primarily succeeded in adding to the noise,

anger, and division among Christians. If I wanted to change the discussion, I

could have adopted a far more constructive approach that invited discussion

while still asking hard questions. In addition, social media may still not have

been the best venue for that kind of discussion, but I shouldn’t have been

surprised that my hot take resulted in an out-of-control �re among my social

media network.

While I’m most familiar with the Protestant and evangelical debates on

social media, I have also watched my Catholic friends attempt to navigate their

toxic debates on social media between conservative and progressive Catholics.

ese divisions have been smoldering for generations, but social media has

offered a perfect environment for them to �ame into life. My Catholic

grandfather railed against the reforms of Vatican II until his dying day, so it’s

no surprise to me that Catholics are divided on social media. Even omas

Merton could write a sharp letter at times, calling one author’s line of

reasoning about emphasizing the active life over the contemplative life “utterly

stupid.”11 Perhaps it’s a good thing that Merton didn’t have access to social

media!

Ed Stetzer notes in his book Christians in an Age of Outrage that correcting

one another online could consume more hours than a full-time job, and

perhaps that kind of reality check can help us reconsider what we are hoping to

accomplish in our online interactions. Perhaps it would help to ask how we

can become more present in our communities, addressing injustice and

inequality while sharing the good news of God’s love, rather than policing

what other Christians believe. If we do engage with each other online, are there

ways we can share our own stories and perspectives that encourage dialogue



and consideration? I have shifted my perspective on plenty of issues and beliefs

over time, but it was always a gradual process in which I was exposed to new

ideas, took time to consider them, and tried them on for size at my own pace.

My own shifts and changes were never in response to hot takes, clapbacks, or

being shamed on social media. While social media and digital technology in

general are a great way to access lots of information and perspectives, they can

unfortunately lead to exile from one another.

TECHNOLOGY EXILES US

e effect of technology often feels a bit like an exile from God, ourselves, and

our neighbors. We can effectively share information on our devices and easily

�nd the opinions of people we care about, but technology can also send us into

a wilderness of the unreal where we aren’t sure whether we’re interacting with

real people or at least the authentic versions of the people who created the

pro�les. We may not even be sure whether we’re sharing our true selves with

others or some fabricated image. en again, even if we are sharing

authentically, we can’t say for sure whether an online connection is a truly deep

connection with others unless we have a way to follow up with a more personal

interaction—even an email, a text message, a phone call, or visit.

And still, others may not even see us as we are. ey may affix stickers to us

that categorize us. Some have spoken of the danger of labeling someone, but I

think that a “sticker” metaphor is closer to what happens to the caricatures we

carelessly slap onto each other on our screens. Someone may think they’ve got

a handle on what every progressive Christian or conservative Christian thinks

and believes, and so they begin placing these stickers on others and cutting

short conversations, let alone their empathy and compassion, on the basis of

these incomplete avatars.

Living in a very conservative state has been a needed challenge to move

beyond my simpli�ed characterizations of others. For instance, I can imagine

that a discussion of climate change would go poorly on social media with some

of my neighbors, as some even have “Friends of Coal” license plates at a time

when our earth is warming rapidly and perhaps out of control. A pastor in our



town quietly con�ded with me that he dare not post on social media about

how badly his family needs the Affordable Care Act, which offers provisions for

his preexisting medical condition. He doesn’t know how they could otherwise

afford healthcare, especially since his church didn’t provide it for him.

What is it about our interactions on social media that keep us from seeing

people with compassion and empathy as they live in fear of losing their

healthcare or of a warming planet? Why are we struggling to have charitable

debates on social media with people we care about?

e answer is that social media is functioning within its limits, but too

many users expect us to somehow overcome this loss of empathy that comes

from weaker online interactions that prevent us from being fully present.

Con�ict is almost inevitable in the online space because it disconnects us from

�esh-and-blood people, from looking into their eyes, reading the expressions

on their faces, hearing their tone of voice. We can focus on the content we post

and how many likes or clicks we get while forgetting about the real people

living with the consequences of our words, videos, or images. I have spent

more than enough time regretting what I’ve posted online, especially when

engaged in a debate or argument. My �rst instinct is rarely the right one in

online interactions, and centering prayer has taught me to recognize when I’m

entering into the wilderness of digital exile, seeing people in part but not truly

interacting with them or helping them know that they are seen.

e good news is that we can make a habit of shifting our online

interactions toward at least one personal interaction each day, such as a

personal message or sharing how someone has helped us grow or learn. We can

make more time for in-person interactions in order to hold on to our empathy

and awareness of others that we’ve lost on our screens.

A study of �fty-one children, ages eleven and twelve, found that a week

spent off their screens increased their ability to recognize the emotional cues of

strangers. ey spent a week at camp together, and at the start and end of the

time, they took a diagnostic assessment of their ability to assess nonverbal

behavior. eir error rate on the assessment decreased by 33 percent.12 Hilarie

Cash, clinical psychologist and founder of a rehabilitation program for video

game addicts, emphasizes the importance of being in the same room with



another person because of the consistent eye contact and the richness of the

interaction. She compares our interactions via screens to eating candy. “It’s a

lot like feeding sugar to a hungry person,” she said. “It’s pleasurable in the

short-term, but eventually they’ll starve.”13

Christians, thankfully, have the single greatest resource available at a time

when so many people are starving for grounded, in-person interactions that

offer more than the weak connections of social media and other digital tools.

Many churches offer people a sacred space where we can be fully present for

one another, make eye contact with each other, and show real love and concern

for one another through prayer or in-person support, leading us out of the

lonely exile of the digital wilderness. ere are few other places available that

can offer the same kind of reliable in-person support where people routinely

show up week in, week out.

Unfortunately, the safe haven of the church is also becoming immersed in

digital technology, both small screens and large screens. In many

congregations, the race to adopt technology is on, and discipleship is becoming

digitized in ways that could undermine the in-person, incarnational promises

of ministry in a local church. How has the church adopted technology for

better or for worse? What kinds of boundaries do we need around technology

in our churches if we’re going to preserve a space to reconnect with God and

with each other?

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
If you use social media this week, take note of how difficult or easy it is to
pray. Are there any correlations between using social media and your
ability to pray?
 
What are the “fruits” of social media and smartphones in your life?
 
This week, spend time with a friend or family member whom you don’t
normally see. How does this interaction shape how you view your week?



 

 

Solitude is the furnace of transformation. 
Without solitude we remain victims of our society 

and continue to be entangled in the illusions 
of the false self.

—HENRI NOUWEN



O

FOUR

Where Two or Three Are 
Texting in My Name

f the many examples of optimism for digital technology among

Christian leaders today, the Church Tech Today website may be the

most optimistic, offering a free guide to its subscribers: How to Go from Zero to

Hero with Instagram. If only my kids knew that Instagram could turn them

into heroes! I confess that I remain a bit skeptical of such lofty promises. While

it’s understandable that a church would use the latest social media technology

to communicate and that communication experts could help them avoid major

mistakes, there is a risk that churches are too optimistic about these tools and

may even view them as neutral tools rather than as potentially disruptive to

ministry or worship gatherings.

How could an Instagram Hero misuse social media in the context of the

church? While the following story takes place before the dominance of

Instagram, it very neatly �ts the kind of usage an Instagram Hero may

confront today.

Around 2011, I joined a group of writing friends in the back row of the

STORY conference, a gathering for creative professionals in Chicago. In those

days the event had a decidedly Christian feel to it, and a worship band opened

several of the plenary sessions. As one of the more emotionally charged songs

reached a crescendo, a guy in front of the stage lifted his arms in a giant V with

his hands open to the heavens. I have no reason to doubt his sincerity in the

moment, and I can’t blame him for what happened next. A guy located a few

rows ahead of us raised his smartphone, framing the man’s outstretched arms



over the sea of people as the band powered through the emotional bridge

before roaring back to the chorus . . .

Click.

e image perfectly caught the power of the man’s arms rising above the

people, silhouetted against the serious worship band carrying on in the

background, no doubt lost in the glory of the moment as the lights splashed

radiance down on the stage.

I know this because a few hours later that image made the rounds on

Twitter and Facebook. e caption read something like, “Incredible worship at

the STORY conference!”

I’m still not sure what I think of that experience, but the least I can say is

that it distracted me from the actual act of worship. I trust that the

photographer didn’t intend that result, even if he did hold his phone up in the

view of hundreds of people. Without necessarily passing judgment, I at least

want to ask whether taking pictures of our worship experiences for social

media is helping us worship in the moment and to what extent we want to

curate an image of our worship experience. It’s true that photography can be a

sort of contemplative art—even omas Merton took up photography, making

peace with at least that small piece of technology. However, when it is time to

enter a sacred space where our minds turn fully toward God, should we carry

our little distraction machines with us?

is is something I thought about as I carried my phone with me as a

substitute for my study Bible while attending a Vineyard church. When we

moved to a new town and began attending an Episcopal church, where the

bulletin mercifully provided the day’s Scripture readings, I lost my reason to

carry my phone with me into worship. e last thing I need during the liturgy

is my smartphone. It adds nothing to the worship experience, and there are

zero invitations to use it during the service. ese days I stash it in our kids’ art

supply bag—which we always have on hand to keep them from crawling under

the pews like ninjas on a secret mission.

To what degree should Christians in a digital culture, where people are

spending signi�cant time online, immersed in their computer, tablet, and

smartphone screens, bring the Christian message onto these devices and even



integrate these devices into their services? In what ways should great

commission thinking send us into the social media space where so many

people are having conversations, sharing information, and casually passing

hours every week? Does the gospel message lose some of its effectiveness when

it’s shared via digital technology? Are we failing to critically examine the

negative impact of technology on Christian community because we are too

optimistic about and fascinated with its potential bene�ts?

With all the mental health, relationship, and empathy development issues

taken into consideration, the implications for Christians are critical. Are we

leaning too heavily on social media or online interactions in general to build

shallow community online? Does our use of social media in a ministry context

keep people at arm’s length? Are we running the risk of minimizing the gospel

into information that others literally download?

For the most part, the legacy of Billy Graham adapting the tools of

technology, such as radio, television, and massive sound systems, has become

the assumed norm, or at least a case study to learn from as many churches,

especially American evangelical churches, bring more screens and technology

into their buildings and apply online marketing strategies to outreach. Every

piece of technology that we cart into our churches and plug into an outlet is

viewed in the same way as Billy Graham switching from street corners to a

stage with a microphone and then adding television cameras. While we may

raise an eyebrow at smoke machines and complex stage lighting setups, there

are other applications that also require more consideration, such as inviting

social media engagement during a service, taking pictures to share from the

service, sharing sermons on YouTube, playing videos during the service, or

livestreaming video of a church service for another location. At the very least,

most of the people attending church these days are carrying their portable

distraction machines in their pockets, their purses, and perhaps even their faux

leather Bible covers—I’ve been guilty. And who wouldn’t carry a smartphone

with a Bible app into church, with all the translations available to boot, rather

than a hefty paper version? It just makes sense, right?

is use of social media has been further facilitated by easy access to Wi-Fi

in many churches today. A 2017 LifeWay Research study found that 68



percent of Protestant congregations offer Wi-Fi for guests and staff and that 84

percent of churches have a website and Facebook page.1 In addition, the Barna

Group found in 2017 that 55 percent of Christians are reading the Bible

digitally.2 Churches are marching into the world of digital technology in order

to read the Bible, to communicate with members, and to reach out to the

community. Technology is already pervasive in our congregations, and the

number of experts offering tips on using technology and social media more

often and more “effectively” far outnumber the experts raising red �ags. It’s

time to ask not only what we stand to gain by integrating technology into the

church but what we stand to lose in our sacred spaces if we don’t critically

examine the impact of smartphones and social media on our congregations. If

our Christian communities are going to help restore us from the fragmentation

of technology and social media, we need to ask whether our worship

gatherings are being undermined by technology in the �rst place.

I’ve been fortunate to attend a church that is relatively low-tech these days.

Even if we did want to integrate more technology into our small congregation,

we have enough low-tech members to keep us from jumping too far toward an

immersion in technology. at is hardly the case for churches that cater to

younger attendees or have been recently planted. I’ve worked in a small church

that clawed and scraped for every bit of cost saving possible—we even bought

generic coffee from the supermarket. Social media is too effective and too

cheap to overlook when you’re sweating the costs and the copyright laws of the

images and song lyrics you project each Sunday. In addition, churches are

challenged to keep up with the times. Expectations for many congregations in

North America are shifting along with the culture, and that means more

technology in our worship gatherings. Today, many evangelical and

nondenominational worship services follow the trends of popular music,

public speaking, leadership, and communication. Technology decisions are

woven into each of these dynamics, and the ever-present desire to remain

relevant and to speak the language of the culture drives these assumptions.

e idea of silence or a low-tech worship experience isn’t necessarily

rejected. It’s just rarely considered. e �rst time a leader set aside time during

a worship service to sit in silence for ten minutes left me completely rattled. I



had no idea what to do with myself. I didn’t even know that sitting in silence

could be “worshipful” or useful during a worship service. I had long missed out

on the idea of sacred space or praying in silence.

Perhaps this idea of praying in silence is so challenging for churches to

prioritize in part because they face signi�cant pressure to become more

connected and tech savvy, not less.

SOCIAL MEDIA–SAVVY MINISTRIES
No one would question a church listing its phone number and service times in

a phone book. e telephone is a form of technology that we use to gather

information, and so a church should make that easy to access. I don’t think it’s

a stretch to view a church listing its service times, community programs, or

other events on social media in the same light. For the most part, a church lists

its events on these services because people can use them to �nd information.

I’m more concerned about the next step that ministries take to increase

engagement, to adopt marketing industry best practices for branding, and to

create an experience, if not a spectacle, online. Besides our concerns about the

invasion of technology into sacred space, we should also raise concerns about

ministry becoming increasingly digitized without careful re�ection on what is

lost.

e two things I keep coming back to in my writing about technology,

social media, and the church are the following:

 

e gospel isn’t merely a message to be marketed.

 

At best, digital technology most often supplements Christian community.

 

e gospel is God’s redemptive rule incarnated among us. When we

proclaim that Jesus is Lord, that message is more than a slogan. It is the �esh-

and-blood reality of God with us. As God is with us, we are linked together

with Christ as our vine. Digital technology can help us communicate or learn

about the needs of others, but will people truly feel that they are a part of a

church if no one shows up to welcome them, break bread with them, or



mourn with them in a time of need? Are pastors assuming that they’ve

“ministered” to an individual, congregation, or the wider Christian community

online when they’ve actually only made a weak connection via social media or

reached more readers through a popular blog post?

For instance, a social media tool like Twitter was originally designed to

simply share information—as in, where a group of friends were gathering to

meet up. It was a bit like a group text. Posting the basic information about a

church service time or a new ministry offering lands right in the wheelhouse of

Twitter’s original purpose. But how much more should churches rely on

Twitter when it comes to ministering to others or building community?

At times, social media has replaced the traditional website for a business or

a church. In the small town where I live, almost every business in town relies

on its Facebook page, to the point that some businesses won’t answer their

phones—but they’ll reply instantly on Facebook Messenger. To what extent

should churches immerse themselves in the social media game of creating viral

content, curating exceptional photo shoots, or presenting a particular image of

their ministry? Bob Carey, chair of the department of communication and new

media at Gardner-Webb University in Boiling Springs, North Carolina, spoke

about the quandary of using social media. “Simply opening an Instagram or

Snapchat account isn’t enough,” he said. “Ministers must study the platforms

and how they work. . . . If Instagram is the chosen platform for connecting

with youth, churches and ministries should understand how hashtags work

and seek to post relevant photos and videos.” Carey even resorted to great

commission language in his description of social media investment by

churches. “I encourage you to count the cost,” Carey said. “It’s going to take

time and effort to do this.”3

I don’t disagree with Carey that we need to consider ways to meet people

where they are and to post in ways that effectively pass along information, but

it’s quite likely that some could take his advice in a way that leads toward a

very steep cost. Churches’ typical approach to outreach, church design,

leadership, and communication has been to treat each practice as a neutral tool

that can be applied without consequence to get the timeless gospel message out

to the masses. e church simply adopts the best industry practices of each



tool and then drops the gospel message into each application. If social media

were a neutral tool, you would just need to learn how to use the tool and its

tricks the way a woodworker learns how to use a chisel. However, the

immersive, compulsive, and addictive qualities of social media and technology

in general can run counter to the mission of the church to share the gospel

message and to create a space for people to love God and to be physically

present for people in need. Churches are being encouraged to get in on the

game of distraction and curation, whether that means adopting strategies from

leading brands, marketing �rms, or social media in�uencers. At what point

does this practice of creating engaging content, adding to the distractions and

noise, or managing a particular “brand” image go too far for the people of

God?

Perhaps I’m splitting hairs here, but I think there is a signi�cant difference

between a church that creates a simple video for their website that shows what

a typical service is like and a church that uses a media team to create high-value

video productions each week in order to drive more online engagement on

Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. Is online engagement the beginning and

the end of the message and the church’s relationship with viewers? While a

video of a service can be useful for connecting with members when they’re out

of town or reaching those who are housebound, are the church’s digital content

strategies working within those targets? I would argue that some are playing

the marketing in�uencer game at a high level, or at least wish they had the

resources to up their game. In addition, there is a big difference between a

church using Instagram to share pictures from an event and a church that

carefully presents a perfectly curated image of relevance and style. e question

is one of delivering style versus substance, of playing the social media game for

keeps versus making in-person connections the primary aim and

supplementing that with technology. e more invested a church becomes in

online content marketing strategies, the greater the risk of losing sight of in-

person interactions in favor of a branded, polished image designed for

maximum engagement. While ministry certainly needs to make some changes

with the times, Christians tend to overestimate what technology can do and to

underestimate its potential harm in undermining ministry.



I’ve been reading many church technology blogs since 2010 and working in

church communications since 2003. I endured the horror of editing church

websites in Dreamweaver and have been involved in decisions about

communication methods for congregations. While churches are often

stereotyped as being behind the times when it comes to technology trends, my

experience is that we’re most worryingly behind in a critical analysis of

technology and media. We have plenty of church-oriented blogs praising the

ability to become a social media superhero and close to zero content warning

about the potential pitfalls of social media or issues that may arise from

adopting a content marketing plan for outreach or community building. I

almost dropped my coffee with surprise when I read a post on the popular

unSeminary blog that challenged churches to not use Facebook ads for their

Easter services, since it is far more important to personally invite a friend to

church than to rely on an ad—an opinion that was spot-on in my view.4

Our uncritical adoption of “best practices” from outside the church to

advance our mission can undermine that very mission itself. Even the layout of

most churches betrays just how much we rely on technology to accomplish our

work for us, orienting everyone around a stage with screens, projectors,

microphones, lights, and sound systems. Christians minister in the tension of a

technology-driven context while sharing a very relational and personal gospel

message where the Spirit is bestowed through the laying on of hands, not the

swiping of a screen. To what degree do we give in to the norms and “best

practices” of our times to connect with people instead of creating an alternative

culture with minimal technology? Do digital technology’s best practices

undermine the church’s best spiritual practices?

A pastor I know once put this tension between our dominant culture and

an alternative church culture in rather striking terms for me. He had arranged

the church “office” to look more like a living room and dining room than a

typical business office space. In place of desks and cubicles, there were

comfortable chairs in the front half of the room arranged in a semicircle and a

large table in the other half of the room. ere were a few �ling cabinets off to

the side and a room in the back with two sections for study, meetings, or

private phone calls, but the emphasis of the primary space was relational,



granting it an almost family-like atmosphere. When I mentioned my

observation to him, he let out a deep sigh and said, “ank you for noticing

that. It’s so important to me.”

Many mornings I walk by a large church office where staff members are

sitting at desks with their eyes glued to their computer monitors. I fully

understand that there are emails to reply to, contacts to make, research to sort

out, and writing to work on. However, has ministry been digitized to an

extreme today, especially as many churches adopt a business approach to their

ministry? Have we worked so hard to produce an experience on our screens in

the sanctuary that we have overlooked the ways this means of communication

and these types of worship experiences pull us away from in-person

relationships?

e bigger a pastor or a ministry becomes on social media, the greater the

pressure to maintain that image and to produce quality content. All manner of

toxic problems can result if the maintenance of the brand image begins to

overshadow other priorities, such as guarding the spiritual health of the pastor

or serving the needs of the most vulnerable members of the congregation or

community. At a certain point, churches who invest in social media will need

to ask whether they are about spiritual formation in a beloved community or

the digital conversion of an audience into fans.

RACE TO DISTRACTION

If we consider what we are lacking in most circumstances because of our

smartphones, it’s silence, freedom from distractions, and interpersonal

conversations. e church can offer the very things that Sherry Turkle urges us

to preserve in society: sacred space with a singular focus. A writer for e

Atlantic summed up Turkle’s prescriptions as: “Abandon the myth of

multitasking for good—it is neither efficient nor conducive to empathy . . .

and instead embrace ‘unitasking,’ one thing at a time.” As Turkle notes with

dismay, “We text during funerals. We text during religious services of all sorts.

When I ask people why they do that, they admit it—they say, we text during

the boring bits.”5 e question is warranted: Should we even have smartphones



in our pockets or turned on when attending worship services? While we can

use smartphones for greater convenience and efficiency, does having members

alert and aware of their phones, say for a childcare update, pull them away

from worship? We have managed to get by with large church meetings for

generations without smartphones. Surely, we can make do without them in the

future.

e deeper philosophical problem is how and if the church should embrace

the culture as a means of reaching it and engaging it on its own terms versus

providing an alternative subculture that can restore something that has been

lost. We see this tension as churches try to attract youth with massive parties

and social events. While there’s nothing wrong with a party, social gathering,

or potluck (provided you’re not concerned about your cholesterol), the scale of

these endeavors in our entertainment-saturated consumer culture could send a

message that the church can give us what we want for amusement while

slipping in some Christian messaging. We at least need to have conversations,

in person preferably, about whether we need more screens with more weak

connection options in our churches or whether we need to consider ways to

offer our communities the resources of silence, focus, and interpersonal

relationships that attendees may be lacking because of their immersion in

digital devices. e church can become a haven to provide an alternative to

digital distraction—using digital communication in a minimal and effective

way when necessary. Rather than trying to compete with companies and

corporations that have more resources, expertise, and staff, churches can depart

the social media arms race and focus on what they do best: personally reaching

out to people who need a loving God, offering a physical space for spiritual

restoration, and reaching out to those who are suffering or struggling.

If we imagine digital formation and spiritual formation as competing forces

in our lives, we may imagine them offering two different paths toward the

goals of abundance and wholeness. Digital formation promises abundant life

by making us more digitally connected with others and eliminating boundaries

in our lives. e more information, the more friends, and the more

noti�cations we have, and the more time we spend on our digital devices and

social media apps, the more “abundant” our lives will be. While we can make



important connections and learn vital information on social media, the true

abundance comes in the form of data for mammoth corporations that convert

that data into pro�t as advertisers sell more things to people who have been

told what they lack and how the right product or app can meet their needs.

On the other hand, spiritual formation tells us that we already possess the

abundance of God’s presence through the promised Holy Spirit. What we

often lack is clarity, focus, or time to become aware of what we already have.

e more distracted we are, the harder it is to take part in the abundant life

God has already given to us. From this point of view, we no longer have to

view ourselves as competitors with the technological society. We don’t have to

master social media engagement to win people over; don’t have to �ood our

sanctuaries with smartphones or turn to streaming video sermons by top-notch

preachers. We also don’t have to go low-tech in every circumstance, but at the

very least, the pressure is off. Our mission isn’t to win the distraction game.

at’s not our strength anyway.

e strength of the church is embodying a meaningful, life-changing

alternative that no corporation can ever duplicate or trick us into creating.

e gift of the church for a world drowning in digital distraction is the

spiritual restoration that comes from God’s always present love.

If the church has one asset going for it, it’s the fact that it offers a physical

space where people reliably show up every week. at physical space does not

need video screens, smartphones, or other forms of technology to accomplish

its purpose, and if every scrap of technology were removed from most church

sanctuaries, the experience on Sunday wouldn’t necessarily suffer or change

that much—at least it shouldn’t.

We could immerse ourselves in more technology with video clips, animated

song lyrics, apps on smartphones, and inspiring photos during the worship

service, or by inviting social media posts during the sermon, but should we?

People are already immersed in technology every day. Rather than trying to do

technology like everyone else and risking the loss of attention, worship, or

meditation, we can choose to go with minimal technology and focus on what

we do best as a community.



Writing before the rise of digital technology, Howard urman noted that a

time of quiet preparation was essential for prayer and held out hope that the

church could provide that badly needed sacred space:

 

Perhaps, as important as prayer itself, is the “readying” of the spirit for the experience. In such

“readying” a quiet place is very important if not altogether mandatory. In the noise of our times

such a place may be impossible to �nd. One of the great services that the Christian church can

render to the community is to provide spells and spaces of quiet for the world-weary men and

women whose needs are so desperate.6

 

Digital formation takes so much from us and may distract us from the life-

giving practices of spiritual formation. If our religious communities don’t help

us value space for spiritual practices, who will?

As we step out of the immersion of digital formation, we have an

opportunity to examine the goals and possibilities of spiritual formation.

While we don’t have to cut ourselves completely off from digital technology,

we will most likely �nd that the goals of spiritual formation tend to run

directly counter to those of technology. In addition, spiritual formation doesn’t

aim to take away the good things of digital technology. Rather, it aims to

reconnect us with the good things God has already given us and intended for

us—these are often obscured by digital technology. As we seek to make space

to reconnect with these good things, let’s consider why spiritual formation is

worth preserving.

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
Take note of how you interact with your smartphone in your religious
community or church gathering this week.
 
When were you most drawn to use your phone during a worship service?
In what ways did this make you more or less aware of others or of the
worship service?
 



Commit to adding more distance between yourself and your phone at
church or while attending a religious gathering, and pay attention to how
that helps or hinders your worship experience.



 

 

At the center of our being is a point of nothingness which
is untouched by sin and by illusion, a point of pure truth,
a point or spark which belongs entirely to God, which is

never at our disposal, from which God disposes of our lives,
which is inaccessible to the fantasies of our own mind or

the brutalities of our own will. This little point of
nothingness and of absolute poverty is the pure glory of

God in us. . . . I have no program for this seeing. It is only
given. But the gate of heaven is everywhere.

—THOMAS MERTON
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onks don’t usually travel into the city in order to have a spiritual

epiphany. Perhaps we imagine them venturing off into �elds or forests,

sitting in lofty stone chapels while chants echo off the walls, or kneeling at

prayer in their austere cells. If anything, people in the city plan retreats to

monasteries to get away from the pressure of daily life and to become more

aware of God. It is no small irony that omas Merton’s most signi�cant

spiritual epiphany occurred in the tree-deprived city of Louisville, rather than

in his beloved woods around the Abbey of Gethsemani.

Merton had longed to become a hermit of sorts, often devising schemes to

withdraw himself from the many noisy jobs that �lled his day in the

monastery. When selected for the task of marking trees in the woods for a

forestry crew, he cheerfully set off in the woods with a hymn on his lips while

the rest of the monks lumbered off to the farm �elds where tractors roared all

day. While the simple austerity of a cell in a community suited most monks,

Merton craved his own hermitage off in the woods where he could pray and

write without interruption. Later in his life he even investigated hermitage

options in Alaska that he could use for part of the year. If anyone liked being

alone to pray, it was omas Merton.

And yet Merton’s most profound recorded religious experience happened in

the heart of Louisville while surrounded by chattering people, sputtering cars,

and looming buildings. While on a trip to run errands, Merton glimpsed the

glory of God in the people all around him: “In Louisville, at the corner of

Fourth and Walnut, in the center of the shopping district, I was suddenly



overwhelmed with the realization that I loved all these people, that they were

mine and I theirs, that we could not be alien to one another even though we

were total strangers.” Having devoted himself to contemplative prayer and

silence before God, he discovered the profound mystery of humanity’s God-

given dignity: “I have the immense joy of being man, a member of a race in

which God Himself became incarnate.” While he glimpsed the beauty of God

in the people all around him, Merton found himself profoundly aware of his

obligation to devote himself to the bene�t of others. e splendor of God in

the people around him left a deep impression on him. As he wrote about his

epiphany, “ere is no way of telling people that they are all walking around

shining like the sun.”1

After this spiritual epiphany, Merton became more outspoken in his writing

about war, pollution, greed, racism, and poverty. Many of his superiors resisted

this shift in his writing, arguing that monks should only concern themselves

with prayer. Walking a �ne line between his perceived obligation to address the

major issues of his time and his vow of monastic obedience, Merton never lost

sight of his commitments to praying in solitude and advocating for justice and

peace. e closer Merton drew to God, the more his spiritual formation led

him to love and serve his neighbors.

SAVE US FROM ILLUSIONS AND DESTRUCTIVE ACTIONS
When Jesus spoke of his ministry, he compared himself to a doctor who came

to heal those who were sick. What kind of sicknesses did he �nd? How did he

deal with them? While I wouldn’t rule out a prayer for healing when it comes

to smartphone addiction, let’s consider the types of heart issues, inner

motivations, and actions that Jesus dealt with so that we can take a closer look

at our own.

Looking at the gospels and epistles, I see two major heart problems that

Jesus and his followers addressed: illusions and destructive actions. On the one

hand, there were people who sinned or who felt distant from God because of

an illusion or false narrative about themselves that Jesus challenged with an

invitation to live by faith and to view God as a loving parent who could deliver

them from the captivity of their thoughts. On the other hand, Jesus and his



followers invited those engaged in destructive actions and systems, which

harmed themselves or their neighbors, to stop indulging themselves and to love

their neighbors as God loved them.

Starting with John the Baptist, he confronted the harmful actions and

systems of the Roman soldiers and the illusions of the Jewish people who came

to hear him preach. According to John, the Romans believed they were the

conquerors who could exploit people, while the Jewish people were convinced

they possessed the right spiritual pedigree, beliefs, and practices to assure

themselves a place before God.

Jesus confronted the illusions of the woman at the well about God and

herself while also inviting her to leave behind her destructive actions.

Jesus welcomed the change of heart in Zacchaeus, who voluntarily stopped

his destructive actions in an unjust tax collection system. He also certainly left

behind the illusions that wealth had given him.

Sadly, the rich young ruler clung tightly to his illusions about wealth, as he

refused Jesus’ invitation to follow him apart from his possessions.

Paul wrote to the Corinthians about their illusions of wisdom and their

destructive practices that alienated the poor among them and led to factions in

their community.

In each case, we see people who have been alienated from God, from one

another, and from their true selves as God’s beloved children being invited

from the darkness of their illusions and harmful actions into the light of God.

If spiritual formation is a process or journey of being conformed to the image

of Christ as we begin to fully experience and enjoy the connection to God’s

love that already belongs to us, then it begins with an invitation. We have a

starting point—you may call it a conversion—where we decide that the life of

Christ in us, imparted through the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, is worthy of our

attention and time. We can choose to begin clearing away space so that the life

of Christ already imparted to us as a free gift can heal our wounds, correct our

illusions, and reconnect us with the present love of God that can heal our

divisions with each other. A common metaphor in Scripture for spiritual

formation is a tree that is tended by an attentive gardener and produces fruit

for the bene�t of many. If we ignore or block the life of God in us and



undermine the fruit that God’s Spirit desires to bring about in our lives, then

we will tragically miss our chance to know the security and peace of God’s love

that can permeate our relationships and actions.

e slow, steady, and patient approach of gardening offers a helpful picture

of the process of spiritual growth. We begin by removing the weeds and

anything else that may block the sunlight or threaten the roots of plants in the

garden. en, after planting, we enter a cycle of watering, weeding, fertilizing,

and supporting the plants as they grow. e harvest is coming, but that time of

abundance and celebration is preceded by the slow and steady faithfulness of

simple daily practices that remove the barriers to growth and fruitfulness in

God.

Howard urman insists that we don’t lose ourselves in this surrender.

Rather, God illuminates what we have always been in God. We lose our

illusions, but those illusions weren’t our true selves. e illusions are certainly

part of our story, and we should remain gentle and gracious with ourselves

rather than hiding in shame, but letting go of them can help us focus more

perfectly on the light of God in our lives, revealing who we have always been.

urman writes, “e dynamics inherent in the surrender become

immediately available to the life of the surrendered person. His life is given

back to him at another level. Literally he loses his life and �nds it. In the

surrender to God in the religious experience there is no loss of being but rather

an irradiation of the self that makes it alive with ‘Godness’ and in various

ways.”2

Most importantly, this freedom in God is a gift that we have already been

given. Taking our garden metaphor one step further, we could say that the

seeds of God’s life are already present within us and need only cultivation and

exposure to God’s light and living water in order to grow—although we have

no guarantee what this “growth” will look like. We aren’t “adding” something

to our lives. We are allowing God’s life already within us to �ourish without

hindrance. omas Merton speaks of this true identity as “hidden in God’s call

to my freedom and my response to him.”3 He adds, “‘Finding our heart’ and

recovering this awareness of our inmost identity implies the recognition that

our external, everyday self is to a great extent a mask and fabrication. It is not



our true self. And indeed our true self is not easy to �nd. It is hidden in

obscurity and ‘nothingness,’ at the center where we are in direct dependence on

God.”4

e goal of spiritual formation is to remove these barriers that obscure and

restrain the present life of God in us. One of the most reliable ways that

Christians have confronted the emptiness of the false self is removing

themselves from the noise and distraction of daily life. Henri Nouwen writes in

e Way of the Heart that “solitude is the place of the great struggle and the

great encounter—the struggle against the compulsions of the false self, and the

encounter with the loving God who offers himself as the substance of the new

self.”5 As we let our narratives and inner chatter fade away, we are left with the

discomfort of our emptiness, relying completely on God to supply something

in its place. Nouwen adds, “e wisdom of the desert is that the confrontation

with our own frightening nothingness forces us to surrender ourselves totally

and unconditionally to the Lord Jesus Christ.”6

e result of facing our illusions and distractions is a kind of purity of heart

that doesn’t come from imposing external rules, living in fear of an angry God,

or forcing obligations on ourselves. e blossoming of the true self as revealed

by God reconciles us to our illusions, even giving us compassion for ourselves.

Spiritual practices such as prayer, silence, meditating on Scripture, or the

mindfulness of the Examen (a daily review of where God may be present and

how to pray) create space for God to replace our illusions and destructive

practices with a purity of heart that �ows from God’s loving presence in us.

Merton speaks of this inner purity �owing from the new self as an inner

transformation: “It means the renunciation of all deluded images of ourselves,

all exaggerated estimates of our own capacities, in order to obey God’s will as it

comes to us in the difficult demands of life in its exacting truth. Purity of heart

is then correlative to a new spiritual identity—the ‘self ’ as recognized in the

context of realities willed by God.”7

Being saved from our illusions about ourselves can help repair some of the

ways our minds become �lled with distractions that keep us from God and the

gracious gifts God gives us. However, our illusions about ourselves are but one



of the many sources of thoughts and narratives that can keep us from the

spiritual restoration God offers us.

REMOVING BARRIERS FROM GOD

Since the age of eleven, I have never loved mowing the lawn. e only thing

worse for my allergies would be sticking my head in a bag of cut grass. Still, I

wasn’t doing myself any favors when I began stewing over the latest social

media or news outrage while mowing the lawn. I have no idea why I afflicted

myself in this way. Although some mental space can be helpful for facing the

toxic or draining thoughts in my mind, mowing became my “angry time”

where I �xated on an injustice or harmful action I heard about in the news.

My angry time became a symptom of a bigger problem: excessive time on

social media had �lled my mind with thoughts that I struggled to process, let

alone trust to God.

Considering that digital formation either �lls our minds with thoughts or

prevents us from facing our thoughts in silence, spiritual formation frees us

from the constant chatter of our thoughts and trains us to let go of them.

Whether we are meditating on the life-giving words of Scripture or waiting in

silence before God, spiritual formation relies on disengaging from the constant

�ow of chaotic ideas that press us toward a reactive mind. In addition, once we

have stepped away from this stream of ideas, we also need to let go of the ones

that we have �xated on.

e thoughts lodged in our minds prevent us from perceiving ourselves and

God’s presence clearly. e more we are engaged in stimulation and ideas, the

less space we’ll have to thoughtfully review our days and to let go of what

Martin Laird calls “afflictive thoughts.” ese thoughts can �ll our minds to

the point that we fail to realize God is present, or we remain boxed in by our

illusions about ourselves or God. By sitting in silence, releasing our thoughts

gently, and creating space for God, we can gain greater clarity through simple

contemplative practices. Laird writes, “Contemplative practice gradually

dispels the illusion of separation from God. rough the medicine of grace,

the eye of our heart is healed by the gradual removal of the lumber of mental



clutter, ‘the plank in our eye’ that obscures the radiance of the heart. is

radiance is a ray of God’s own light.”8

is letting go of thoughts is not a spectacular or brand-new, cutting-edge

spiritual practice. is isn’t the sort of thing spiritual gurus do onstage to the

applause of the crowd. It is an ancient spiritual practice of letting go of our

thoughts and illusions that can blind us to the brilliance of God—even if the

practice often feels quite unspectacular on most days. Howard urman shares

how the unspectacular waiting in silence, releasing each thought as it comes, is

the kind of space that God can work with in our lives: “It is in the waiting,

brooding, lingering, tarrying timeless moments that the essence of the religious

experience becomes most fruitful. It is here that I learn to listen, to swing wide

the very doors of my being, to clean out the corners and the crevices of my life

—so that when His Presence invades, I am free to enjoy His coming to

Himself in me.”9

If smartphones and social media ensure that we never have to wait in

boredom, that we can always �nd a source of stimulation, and that we never

have to be alone with our thoughts, we are training ourselves to fail in spiritual

formation. In fact, our devices are stealing an important element of a typical

prayer experience. Put bluntly, prayer is often quite simple and mundane, and

even boring. It may include incredible encounters with God or moments of

powerful transformation, but the day-in, day-out discipline of prayer is rarely

exciting or even rewarding. Prayer even thrives in the boredom of its simple

routines and practices.

Laird assures us with the following praise for boredom:

 

We do well to recall that boredom is often the work of grace within our practice and a sign of

crucial deepening beyond what our senses can grasp. Since God cannot be grasped in the way

perceptible objects can, boredom serves to wean us away from equating union with God and

feelings of God’s presence as a state of constant peace and recollection. ese feelings are

impermanent, patterns of weather but not the mountain itself.10

 

We can swing between two extremes in our approach to prayer. On the one

hand, some Christians expect the spectacular moment of deliverance or



conversion to carry them from one new level of spiritual vitality to another. To

fail at gaining that dramatic connection with God can only spell failure in their

spiritual practices. On the other hand, some Christians emphasize the

“strangely” part of Methodist leader John Wesley saying his heart was

“strangely warmed” during his conversion experience. Any kind of emotional

experience or sense of the Holy Spirit at work is written off as a trick of the

mind or heart. Some even assert that a spiritual experience is the sign of darker

forces at work. Contemplative teachers remind us that what we think or feel

doesn’t change the reality of God’s presence in our lives, so regardless of

whether we have a spiritual encounter, we can gently release these thoughts

and rest in the quiet hope of God.11

While we can create space in our minds and lives for God, and we can grow

in our awareness of God, we can’t necessarily get any closer to a God who is

already present through the indwelling Holy Spirit. e Holy Spirit is given by

grace, and there aren’t ways to upgrade the dwelling of the Holy Spirit. ere’s

only one Spirit. At times it can seem that some people have a better version of

the Holy Spirit. Rather, we have different spiritual gifts and expressions of

those gifts, but God’s gift of the Spirit does not depend on our emotions or

experiences. God is already present when we pray, but our awareness can

become a battle�eld of sorts.

Prayer is a surrender to God, a consenting to God’s presence, and a great act

of faith. Contemplative teachers often use the word intention to describe our

posture of being aware of and available to God. ere surely are times when we

will become emotional, sense a message of direction from God, or even feel

directed to pray in a speci�c way. ese are excellent, life-giving expressions of

prayer, but we can make the mistake of elevating these moments above the

simple, everyday practice of waiting in silence before God. Both forms of

prayer are a surrender, and we run the risk of missing the opportunities for

growth and formation that come in silence if we expect something to “happen”

each time we sit before God in a time of quiet.

Merton writes in Contemplative Prayer that our great danger in prayer is

that we can begin to examine our minds in search of some kind of stimulation

or result. is temptation becomes all the greater when we have grown so



accustomed to stimulation and results from our activity. We often do things

because we expect them to make us feel different, hopefully better, even if their

promises of satisfaction are �eeting and unful�lling. Author Cynthia

Bourgeault assures us that simple prayer practices such as centering prayer are

far from result-based. In fact, the bene�t of a simple practice like centering

prayer accumulates and grows over time. We are most likely to observe this in

our interactions with others.

 

RELATE WITH COMPASSION AND MERCY

Besides removing ourselves from the many thoughts afflicting our minds,

including those supplied by the social media ecosystem and constant access to

breaking news, our spiritual formation practices can train us to move beyond

our reactive, defensive responses to others. Silence before God can help quiet

our fears and give us the space to let thoughts be without reaction. is can

disarm the thoughts that would typically unsettle us and make us combative

toward others. Martin Laird sees contemplation as a way to remove ourselves

from our self-centered default settings that fear what could happen to us and

to open our minds to the experiences and needs of others. “By learning to

choose what we give our attention to,” he writes, “we open ourselves up to the

possibilities of experiencing a situation with less anxiety and with more

compassion.”12 Rather than existing in a state of reaction, we can let thoughts

be and free ourselves to see the needs, fears, and hopes of others. Besides

preserving our own energy and creating space for presence before God,

contemplation and silence become critical tools for growing our awareness of

and compassion for others around us.

Letting go of our thoughts in contemplation isn’t necessarily the same as

having no thoughts. Rather, Laird assures us that the practice helps us let go of

the thoughts that would pull us away from being fully present with God:

“Returning and returning and returning without a speck of any expectation of

results.” Over time, the fruits of this practice will become apparent: “Practice

gradually trains the attention and grounds us more solidly in our bodies,



increasing our ability to be where our bodies are at any given moment.”13

Laird is making a statement that is as practical as we can hope for when our

screens continually pull our attention away from the solid dirt, �esh-and-

blood, blue skies, wind, and sunshine of our world. As our screens promise us

rewards and connections that disconnect us from our feelings, fears, and the

physical objects right in front of us, contemplation forces us to fully feel our

bodies, to face our fears, and to examine who we are and how we relate to

others.

As contemplative prayer helps us face the fears and anxieties afflicting our

minds, we’ll be empowered to ask where they come from and what they are

based on. More importantly, contemplative practice helps us get to the root of

that which drives so many of the divisive, destructive, and even potentially

violent narratives in our social media–information environment.

“Contemplation,” Laird writes, “liberates us from the seeds of violence in our

own heart, especially from our individual and social compulsions to �nd

someone to blame for the ills that befall us—such compulsions do nothing but

keep us bent over on ourselves, blind to what constitutes a human.”14

e goal of contemplation is increased awareness of and union with God,

so any other bene�t should not become the primary goal. However, as we seek

to liberate ourselves from the formative aspects of digital technology, especially

social media, so that we can enjoy the liberation of spiritual formation,

contemplation becomes an essential piece of the puzzle. While digital

technology trains us to crave stimulation, distraction, and emotional highs,

spiritual practices such as contemplation can train us to crave silence and

presence instead. It is an essential part of settling our minds, grounding us in

truth, and even preparing us for action.

When Merton �rst entered the monastery at Gethsemani, he noted that its

prayers were holding the nation together.15 Something he experienced radiated

out and extended into society for its bene�t and peace. Prayer can do more

than hold us together. It can hold our society together as we grow in

compassion and mercy for each other. at doesn’t stop us from speaking the

truth about deception, racism, xenophobia, or other forms of bigotry. Rather,

by stepping away from the perpetual cycle of rage and anger in the news and



on social media to pray in silence before God, we can begin to see our

neighbors through the compassionate eyes of God and join them in taking

action to change unjust systems or meeting the needs of our communities.

Starting with the peace of our minds that can then �ow out through our

actions, prayer can also connect us with the desires of God for ourselves and

for our neighbors. When we connect with the heart of God for others, we will

�nd a means of loving others, for they are beloved children of God just as we

are. e lines of separation, fear, and anger are challenged by the present love

of God for us and for others. at isn’t to say that developing inner peace and

a capacity for love and empathy will solve all our problems. It’s more likely that

contemplative teachers like Merton or Laird would argue that they provide the

inner stability for peace—we become peaceful, loving people who are then

empowered from within to act for the bene�t of our neighbors, who also bear

God’s beloved image. Nouwen writes, “Solitude molds self-righteous people

into gentle, caring, forgiving persons who are so deeply convinced of their own

great sinfulness and so fully aware of God’s even greater mercy that their life

itself becomes ministry. . . . When we are �lled with God’s merciful presence,

we can do nothing other than minister because our whole being witnesses to

the light that has come into the darkness.”16

Notably, the judgment of Matthew 25 was based on the capacity of people

to see Jesus in the people they served. Jesus will say, “For I was hungry and you

gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a

stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you gave me clothing, I was

sick and you took care of me, I was in prison and you visited me” (Matthew

25:35-36). Preserving each person’s God-given human dignity is far from a

radical idea in light of the biblical witness. If anything, Jesus wants us to take

things a step further. He has incarnated himself with humanity, identifying

with the people around us, especially those suffering the most. As we pray and

seek God in silent solitude, we can become aware of the loving presence of

God in our world and will be more likely to recognize this presence even in the

people around us.

Progressing forward with the aims of spiritual formation, we can see that

being delivered from our illusions, leaving our afflictive thoughts behind, and



growing in compassion will put us in a very different position than that

established by the limits of digital formation through digital technology. A

gentleness and peace will begin to �ow from our lives when we move from

reaction to reception of God’s presence. If we can unplug ourselves from our

devices and apps long enough, we can be shaped by God’s loving presence.

Laird writes, “Receptive mind receives in such a way that it gives. It does this

without trying to, simply because it is its very nature to give.”17 Rather than

adopting a reactive, fearful, and combative posture toward others, we will free

ourselves to see others with greater empathy. As we become aware of the needs

of others, grow in God’s love, and preserve time to become present for them,

we will be in a much better position to serve others.

PRAYER CAN PREPARE US FOR ACTION
If we are creating space for God and growing in our awareness of God, the

resulting change in our lives and the fruit of the Spirit will lead us toward

others. Spiritual formation shapes the actions we take and the people we serve

because the God who shapes us cares deeply for our neighbors. e fruit of the

Spirit is given to us so that it can be shared freely. I have personally felt the

temptation to only view my contemplative practices as relevant for my

relationship with God and mental health. As long as I feel good about God, there

is no need to act further. In fact, serving others is costly and difficult, requiring

awareness of suffering and sacri�ces that I’d rather not make sometimes. And

even if I do engage in meeting the needs of others as a response to my

contemplative practices, it’s not uncommon for some people to tell me, “Stick

to prayer!”

Self-awareness can turn into self-centeredness, and in a consumer society

where anything can become commodi�ed, that is a real challenge in the

contemplative practices of any faith. Writer David Rakoff noticed this when he

attended a Buddhist retreat center for a weekend. While the weekend was

devoted to developing compassion, he noted there had been no mention of

current events or applying the weekend’s teaching to how he interacted with

others. As Rakoff discussed a disturbing event in Albania during a meal at the

retreat center, one person at his table replied, “I’ll say that this gives me agita.



When things get heavy, I can’t eat. Can we talk about something else?”18 I have

found similar temptations when practicing Christian contemplation. While

there is a time for silence and focus on the presence of God, that isn’t an

invitation to limit our focus to merely our own horizons.

Writing about prayer for his fellow monks, omas Merton offered a vision

of Christian prayer that was far from self-indulgent. Rather, it calls for a

surrender and conversion experience where there is a “deep change of heart in

which we die on a certain level of our being in order to �nd ourselves alive and

free.”19 From this surrender and movement toward freedom comes a God-

inspired shift in focus from our own needs to the needs of others. Merton

adds, “I must use my freedom in order to love, . . . directing my love to the

personal reality of my brother [and sister], and embracing God’s will in its

taken, often impenetrable mystery.”20

e silent communion with God that we �nd by faith as we practice

contemplative prayer isn’t a nifty add-on for Christians seeking to bump their

commitment to the next level. It’s not a specialty for the monastic religious

professionals. It’s a simple, deeply rooted practice that belongs to the heritage

of every Christian and can enable the other practices and mission of our faith.

e then archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams shared:

 

Contemplation is very far from being just one kind of thing Christians do: it is the key to prayer,

liturgy, art and ethics, the key to the essence of a renewed humanity that is capable of seeing the

world and other subjects in the world with freedom—freedom from self-oriented acquisitive

habits. . . . To put it boldly, contemplation is the only ultimate answer to the unreal and insane

world that our �nancial systems and our advertising culture and our chaotic and unexamined

emotions encourage us to inhabit. To learn contemplative practice is to learn what we need so as

to live truthfully and honestly and lovingly.21

 

If our spiritual formation practices are being undermined by uncritical use

of digital technology, then we will lose out on the practices of prayer,

meditation, and silence. ese are the daily spiritual disciplines that have

helped Christians remain united with a present God and have empowered

them to live the Christian life. Losing our daily grounding in God’s presence



and the spiritual transformation that the Spirit brings deprives us of the life of

Christ that can make us compassionate, loving, and full of the fruit of the

Spirit for the bene�t of others. If our minds are trained to expect stimulation,

immediate feedback, and unfocused wandering, we can undermine the

stability found in spiritual practices. Since we are surrounded by technology

and the temptation of social media, creating space for spiritual practices will

require some intention and planning. Now that we have a handle on the value

of spiritual formation and its goals, we’ll consider some simple ways to

reconnect with spiritual formation and to resist the distractions of technology.

e ideas in the chapter that follows will help you begin to create space for

spiritual formation practices. en we’ll discuss some practical ways to make

spiritual formation a regular habit and practice in your life while still using

technology in a limited (hopefully very limited) capacity.

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
Which illusion or misconception about yourself is social media most likely
to reinforce?
 
When are your thoughts most o�en disrupted, uneasy, or angry? What do
you think is the most likely cause of those thoughts?
 
How can you respond when you sense that your thoughts are becoming
reactive?



 

 

The closer one approaches to God, 
the simpler one becomes.

―SAINT THÉRÈSE OF LISIEUX



A

SIX

Detoxing from 
Distractions

digital detox means different things for different people and could last

for as little as a day or as long as a full month—some have even gone

for a year. For me, it means avoiding social media, news websites, and excessive

email checking that became habits for any quiet moment in my life. For one

mom I know, it means putting boundaries around the deluge of text messages

she receives from friends each day that fragments her attention for her kids.

For some teenagers I know, a detox means stepping away from the pressure to

get a certain number of likes for an image. Several single adults have

mentioned taking steps to counteract the constant draw of checking a dating

app. In each case, a technology detox reminds us what life can be like apart

from the in�uence of a digital device or social media.

Not all detoxes offer the same insights. One technology writer, for example,

found that giving up his phone for a day resulted in the incredible, deeply

engaging sensory experience of holding coins . . . in his hand . . . and rattling

them into the tip jar after paying for his coffee with cash. If that blows his

mind, my kids would happily tell him about the epic splashes from tossing

change into the fountain at the mall. Rather, we’re after a deeper examination

of our souls with and without technology. For instance, during the early years

of our two oldest children, Facebook became a place I turned to for distraction

when they drained me. at habit didn’t really restore me, and over time,

checking Facebook became more of a regular habit and distraction than an

occasional break. Removing Facebook from my phone and tablet while also

blocking the news feed and limiting my time on my laptop helped detox me



from the daily distraction of Facebook so I could pay better attention to my

kids and seek better restorative habits on challenging days.

START WITH A DIGITAL DETOX

A friend of mine was emotionally exhausted after doing online dating for two

years. She checked noti�cations for as many as �ve sites a day, and she had one

particularly rough week of relational bumps and bruises. Marjorie had taken

“Sabbath” breaks from the apps on Sundays, and even limited use until the

evening hours on weekdays, but she knew in her spirit that more was needed.

With a mixture of hesitation and relief, Marjorie decided to disable her dating

apps for a month. While she missed them at �rst, not having to deal with the

constant demand of winks and likes and messages quickly became a welcome

refuge. When Marjorie did return to the apps, she not only felt refreshed from

the digital detox, but also felt a clearer sense of God’s presence in her life—

with or without apps.

Making any kind of meaningful and long-lasting change to address digital

formation versus spiritual formation calls for a clear and decisive choice. If

digital technology is designed to be compulsive, addictive, and invasive and we

struggle to put our devices down because of their appealing connections, then

we won’t stand a chance without an intentional plan moving forward.

Regaining the freedom to choose how we use social media and digital

technology while cultivating space in our lives for spiritual formation won’t be

easy without some simple, concrete steps in place.

In fact, our situation is particularly urgent because many of us simply don’t

know how deeply we’ve been changed by digital formation. For instance, do

we even know what a moment of silence can feel like when we’re at peace and

rest, or are we at the mercy of anxious thoughts to the point that we feel

dependent on our phones or social media to save us from the discomfort of our

own minds? I remember the agony of spending �ve minutes in silence when I

�rst started practicing the Examen and contemplative prayer each evening.

Getting to the point of sitting in silence for twenty minutes felt like an

enormous test of my willpower at �rst. Before I tried periods of silence,



though, I didn’t really think it would be that hard. However, once I faced my

dislike of silence and stillness, I could �nally begin to ask how digital

technology and social media had contributed to my restlessness and apparent

need for stimulation. Until I stepped away from digital devices and apps, I

couldn’t fully understand how appealing and in�uential they had become in

my life.

e vast majority of digital device and social media users need to consider

their values for digital device usage, to go through some kind of detox, or to

dramatically increase their barriers to social media use. ere is no other way

forward. From the advice of business gurus to spiritual masters, a detox period

is one of the most effective ways to truly gain control over the pull of our

digital devices. at may be disturbing or disconcerting for you to read. I

promise that while this may appear quite hard at �rst, it is a proven path that is

supported by research, spirituality practitioners, and productivity experts.

Whether that means limiting access by deleting social media from your

portable devices, taking evenings or weekends (or both) off from social media,

leaving your phone behind for errands around town, ending phone use at a set

time each evening, or following a more complete fast for a period of time

(whether one day or thirty days), a detox will help you recognize how your life

is better or worse with constant access to social media and digital devices.

Spiritual formation author and speaker Richard Foster writes about facing

the challenge of digital distraction with ascetic practices: “We need a

discerning, life-giving technological asceticism. . . . If we will fast from food

periodically it will help to temper the spirit of constantly grasping for control,

and this will make it easier for us to fast from technology now and again.”1

Productivity expert Cal Newport suggests in Digital Minimalism that the most

effective way to evaluate the impact and usefulness of social media and any

other digital tool or app is to fast from it for thirty days without announcing

your absence. Newport argues that if thirty days pass and you haven’t missed

out on anything vitally important and you �nd yourself having more time for

in-person relationships, personal hobbies, or sustained attention at work, then

it may be worth removing some of those digital tools. If thirty days seems too

big a leap at �rst, consider going off social media for the weekend to see what a



few days feels like. You could also remove social media apps from your phone

for those thirty days and then use a blocking extension in your browser, like

SelfControl or StayFocusd, to set up long-term blocks throughout the day or

limit your usage on social media to set amounts of time. e key, according to

Newport, is to avoid periods of limitation followed by periods of bingeing.

is is why a thirty-day fast is often most effective.

e goal for most of us isn’t to completely give up social media or

smartphones. e goal is to gain an honest assessment of how these tools

enhance or harm our most important relationships, tasks, and spiritual

practices. We won’t be motivated to make healthy changes unless we have

realistic “before” and “after” images in our minds. Once we know how we feel

under the in�uence of digital technology and how we feel apart from it, we’ll

be able to make informed, intentional choices about how much we consume

(or how much we are consumed by these devices!), and then measure its

impact so that we can freely choose how much is good for us. A social media

or digital technology “diet” is used by some to explain a more sustainable long-

term approach, even if a time of detox may help us with a reset.

Researchers for a 2018 study concluded that limiting the use of social

media to no more than thirty minutes a day “may lead to signi�cant

improvement in well-being.” Working with 143 undergraduates, researchers

found that students who limited their use of Facebook, Instagram, and

Snapchat to thirty minutes a day for three weeks had signi�cant reductions in

loneliness and depression compared with a control group that made no

changes to their social media diet. Researchers noticed something else that

happened when students self-monitored their time on social media. Just being

mindful of screen time turned out to be bene�cial. Students showed

“signi�cant decreases in anxiety and fear of missing out,” a side effect of

increased self-monitoring, noted researchers. As one study participant put it, “I

ended up using [social media] less and felt happier. . . . I could focus on school

and not [be as] interested in what everyone is up to.”2 An app like Moment

can track your daily screen time, app usage, and number of phone pickups,

offering updates throughout the day to help you regulate your usage.



Detoxing from social media for set periods of time and setting boundaries

can help us determine what we will choose to include in our lives based on

how it helps or harms us. en we can enjoy social media and smartphones

within set limits rather than relying on impulses and emotional swings, where

social media or digital devices become just one of the ways we numb ourselves

or escape our dislike of silence or boredom. Once we have a handle on our

lives apart from the in�uence of digital formation, we can get to the root issues

that social media and smartphones tend to exploit in our lives.

GETTING TO THE ROOT OF OUR STRUGGLES
I have delayed a closer examination of our reasons for misusing or overusing

social media and our devices because I �rst wanted to get a handle on the

design and aim of technology today. Christians especially can make the

mistake of starting and stopping their examination of digital technology by

looking at our personal responsibility apart from the aims of the makers of

devices and apps. Now that we have a better idea of the ecosystem created by

technology and media, we can face our own reasons for immersing ourselves in

it and work toward greater freedom in determining what we will and won’t use,

as well as which blocks and boundaries will be most helpful.

Most importantly, I want to help us get to the root of our social media use

or misuse. For instance, some people may turn to social media as a way to

connect with people because they feel isolated and want to build a community.

ere could be positive and healthy ways to do this, particularly for individuals

with disabilities or in situations that make it difficult to leave the house. In

addition, someone working through a private struggle or con�dential family

matter may �nd wisdom and support in a private group or the shared

experiences that others post online. On the other hand, some people who feel

lonely could turn to social media regularly enough that it could prevent them

from making deeper, meaningful connections with people in their

communities as they settle for the weaker, less present, and less costly ties that

come through their screens. Seeking connection in the face of loneliness is a

good thing, but social media isn’t always the best place to turn. Rather, it is

often the easiest place to turn, but it doesn’t necessarily address the root need



of being seen, receiving interpersonal eye contact, experiencing empathy, being

hugged, or receiving some other form of personal affirmation.

e times when I am most likely to overuse or misuse social media or my

smartphone are typically when I am stressed out, too busy, bored, or anxious.

Social media on my phone provided a portable escape pod for the times when

I was struggling to remain present in the moment. In the past, social media

offered a pleasurable distraction for a few minutes when I worked at a high-

con�ict workplace. Picking up my smartphone became a habit of sorts

whenever I encountered something disturbing or worrying. Left unchecked,

my social media and smartphone use became a habit that extended even into

the times when I felt calm and balanced. It was the �rst, easiest thing to do

regardless of my circumstances because it had become associated with calm or

escape—even though it primarily offered distraction and did nothing to resolve

the stress of my circumstances.

Getting to the why of my social media and digital device use has helped me

realize that we shouldn’t merely address our usage tendencies with blocks—as

effective as they can be. We need to address the root issues that drive our use

and our overuse. ese are the very things we need to re�ect on, seek support

for in our communities, and offer to God in prayer. It’s not enough to say that

a person who is alcoholic should stop drinking or that a person addicted to

drugs should put aside marijuana. Each of these often serve as coping

mechanisms for unaddressed pain. In particularly challenging situations, the

reasons for substance abuse could range from watching their child suffer from a

serious illness, losing a loved one suddenly, or coping with a form of abuse or

relational turmoil. It’s likely that in most cases our misuse or behavioral

addictions to smartphones aren’t rooted in matters quite so serious.

Nevertheless, if we want to give ourselves the best possible chance to remain in

control of our devices and apps so we can live in the freedom that God

promises, we will need to get down to the root of our behaviors. We can

recognize that we may be more distracted or plugged in than we would prefer,

but it takes ongoing soul work and examination to uncover the driving forces

in our lives behind our usage habits.



While stress, personal trauma, or anxiety may not drive all of us in our

smartphone or social media misuse, wider cultural trends may be at work

within us. For instance, we may be driven to pursue constant connection

because it feels productive and useful for our work. With our digital devices we

can always engage in something that feels useful and productive, even when we

are sitting alone in a restaurant. Howard urman urges us to consider a

different perspective in our pursuit of rest and solitude that is much more

along the lines of the monk standing in the �eld in the In Pursuit of Silence

documentary. urman writes:

 

We must lose our fear of rest. ere are some of us who keep up our morale . . . by being always

busy. We have made a fetish of fevered action. We build up our own sense of security by trying to

provide a relentless, advantageous contrast between ourselves and others by the fevered, intense

activities in which we are engaged. Actually, such people are afraid of quiet. Again, most activities

become a substitute for the hard-won core of purpose and direction.3

 

Stopping and sitting in silence doesn’t just feel bad because it feels

unproductive. Sitting in silence with our own thoughts can also feel terrifying

because we typically face our fears in silence. At the risk of putting too �ne a

point on this, �nally stopping for a moment of quiet can serve as a reminder of

the ultimate moment when we stop and let go of our grip on this life. It’s bad

enough that sitting in silence to pray feels unproductive. It’s worse because we

might have to face our looming existential dread. omas Merton notes, “I

cannot discover my ‘meaning’ if I try to evade the dread which comes from

�rst experiencing my meaninglessness! . . . One reason why our meditation

never gets started is perhaps that we never make this real, serious return to the

center of our own nothingness before God. Hence we never enter into the

deepest reality of our relationship with him.”4

e path forward here isn’t easy. As we face silence and solitude apart from

the buzzing of our phones and the appealing options on our screens, we may

not like what we �nd at �rst. Our busy lives or engagement in technology can

become a mask to cover up the things we’re running from each day. Some of

our dread, fear, and anxiety may call for professional help, while other sources



of anxiety and fear may be addressed if we can open our sources of pain to

God in prayer and share about them with others. In facing my own sources of

pain and anxiety, I have bene�ted from a combination of silent prayer,

journaling, intercessory prayer from my Christian community, spiritual

direction, and professional help.

Whatever your reasons for overusing or misusing your smartphone or social

media for distraction, the goal here is to establish a personal baseline for health

and spiritual well-being. When I feel drawn to overuse my phone or social

media, I know that either I’m most likely in a stressful situation or my schedule

has �lled up and crowded out my spiritual practices. Mind you, I have a pile of

blocking apps and policies that help me avoid overusing social media (more

about that in the resources section in the back of this book), but when

addressing root causes, the times when I’m most drawn to social media or

smartphone use are the times when I need to examine myself. I may be

avoiding a challenging project, worn out by a parenting situation, or stressed

about something I read on a news website. en again, I may be anxious about

something I read on social media. Regardless, turning to social media or

disconnecting from reality by reading a bunch of articles or personal updates

on social media will hardly address the deeper issues in my life that are driving

my activity. Without stepping back for a time of assessment, I’ll continue to be

at the mercy of my root causes and left wondering why it’s so hard to exert self-

control in my life.

We can only avoid the pain and anxiety of our lives for so long before it

shows up. However, once we know what we’re up against, the Christian

practice of contemplative prayer helps us face the disruptions of our thoughts

and then let go of them so we can entrust ourselves to God. is is hardly a

delusion or avoidance. Rather, we can begin to see our thoughts for what they

really are and can then create space for God to work in our lives. rough

contemplative prayer, we can begin to �nd our stability again in the present

love of God for us. is is where spiritual formation can help us begin to grow

into the health and abundance that Jesus promised.

RELEASE DISTRACTING THOUGHTS



Contemplative prayer is the simple and ancient Christian prayer practice of

making space for God in our lives so that we can increase our awareness of the

spiritual work God is already doing in us. Contemplative prayer itself is God’s

work, but we can use silence, breathing, a prayer word like beloved, or a prayer

phrase like “Lord Jesus” or “Lord have mercy” to still our minds before God.

Merton writes, “Prayer then means yearning for the simple presence of God.”5

I like to think of this as preparing a space in my life for God.

Contemplative prayer is a surrender and gentle consent to God, allowing

God to move as God sees �t. Howard urman gets to the heart of this act of

surrender in this preparation work when he writes, “I work at preparing my

mind, my spirit for the moment when God comes to Himself in me. When it

happens, I experience His Presence. When this experience becomes an object

of thought and re�ection, it is then that my mind creates dogmas, creeds and

doctrines. ese are the creations of the mind and are therefore always after the

fact of the religious experience.”6

Centering prayer is one contemplative prayer practice that frees our minds

from distractions and entanglements so that we can increase our awareness of

God’s presence by using a simple prayer word or phrase to center on God

alone. e word or phrase offers our busy, always engaged minds something to

do while we create space for God’s Spirit. Saint Diadochos of Photiki shared

about using a prayer word while working or praying in solitude: “e intellect

requires . . . some task which will satisfy its need for activity. For the complete

ful�llment of its purpose we should give it nothing but the prayer ‘Lord

Jesus.’”7 Since the Holy Spirit already dwells within us and prays on our

behalf, contemplative prayer practices won’t add more of God’s presence.

Rather, contemplative prayer practices can add more of our own awareness to

what God is doing in our lives. We can more fully enjoy and participate in the

life of God that is already in us. Martin Laird writes that “we cooperate with

what grace is already trying to clear.”8 Contemplation addresses the thoughts

that prevent us from fully joining in what God is doing. e more entangled

we become with social media debates, reactions to the news, and ongoing

conversations that take up our time each day, the harder it will be to disengage



from the chatter of the day in order to enjoy God’s peaceful and restorative

presence.

A signi�cant amount of ink has been spilled (and digital device storage

taken up) by books that seek to help us disengage from the chatter of our

thoughts and pressure of our fears that make it so difficult to pray. Many of the

most widely read authors today, including omas Keating, Cynthia

Bourgeault, and Martin Laird, have adapted the teachings of the anonymous

Carthusian monk who wrote e Cloud of Unknowing in the fourteenth

century. Clearing away the clutter of distracting or afflictive thoughts is

nothing new! Christians since the earliest desert fathers and mothers have

struggled to step away from disorienting thoughts in order to become more

fully present for God in prayer. is practice of releasing thoughts has been so

enduring and common for Christians through the centuries because it is a

challenging discipline that remains deceptively simple in its substance. Much

like taking up a daily discipline such as running, it is simple to do but hard to

�nd the daily willpower. If we persevere in it, we will grow in our strength and

ability to let go of our thoughts and remain more fully present and aware of

God. Laird writes the following about the challenges of releasing distracting

thoughts:

 

e practice of contemplation is not an attempt to have no thoughts. is only serves to build up

tension in the body and keep us forever checking to see if we’re having any thoughts. is in turn

increases the momentum of reactive mind and the lifestyles born of it (their numbers are legion).

e practice is returning and returning and returning, without a speck of any expectation of

results (mercifully, results are often kept out of our sight; otherwise we would be forever

journaling about them). Practice gradually trains the attention and grounds us more solidly in

our bodies, increasing our ability to be where our bodies are at any given moment.9

 

If we can see the way that social media can, in a certain sense, pull us out of

our bodies, or the ways that smartphones enable us to disengage from the

reality around us, or how our minds can be at the mercy of the stimuli around

us, our struggles to pray shouldn’t surprise us. As new ideas and con�icts

emerge on our screens, we can enter into the reactive mind that Laird



describes. By resisting the impulse to react, we can move toward what Laird

describes as receptive mind. If reactive mind is like hardened soil that lacks rain

or compost, receptive mind has been softened by the dew, rain, or nutrients of

God’s presence, gradually changing its ability to receive what is placed in it.

Laird describes the fertility of this receptive state as “expanding inner stillness

and spaciousness, intrinsic to awareness itself, which can now emerge more

fully, due to the decluttering process of the practice of contemplation.”10

If our minds and hearts remain hardened by the never-ending pressure of

social media’s never-ending content, and if our minds are constantly reacting to

what we �nd on our digital devices, then we will struggle to receive what God

freely gives us. At the very least, a routine time of reconnection with the

ground of our being—a time away from distracting thoughts—can help us get

a better sense of whether we are living in a state of reaction to the narratives

around us or in a state of reception to the good things God hopes to do in our

lives.

RESET YOURSELF REGULARLY

Early in my career as a writer, Lent was the �rst time I really reset myself and

my use of digital technology. I made it part of my Lenten fast to only use social

media on weekdays from nine to �ve. I had been told by a New York

publishing executive that I needed to market my books on social media “until I

dropped,” so these boundaries felt like a kind of extreme sacri�ce for my career

at the time. For the �rst two or three weeks, I had to stop myself more often

than I can count. Oftentimes I had my computer or phone right in front of

me, and I would tap or click on a social media site, then close it rapidly as I

remembered my fast. However, by the midpoint of Lent, I began to enjoy

reading books on weekday evenings rather than pining after social media. I

didn’t even think about it over the weekends.

In his books Deep Work and Digital Minimalism, productivity expert Cal

Newport rightly worries that a weekend off social media could be followed by

bingeing during the week. Since Newport is concerned with productivity,

limiting social media use between the nine-to-�ve weekday hours may appear



especially bad in his eyes! While I personally removed all social media apps

from my smartphone and use a blocking app on my web browser to limit my

social media use each day, there is value in setting limits that appear personally

viable and offer a taste of disengagement from social media and from constant

smartphone access. A forty-day social media fast for Lent has become a

common practice among many Christians because it offers the bene�t of doing

something hard with the support of Christian community—although the

downside may include losing touch with distant friends whom we message via

social media or those who are sick or housebound who rely on social media, so

plan around that carefully. A set time of disengagement is vitally important to

get a sense of how your spirit, mind, and body feel after you have had some

time in silence away from technology and social media. In addition to Lent, I

now try to avoid social media each evening and weekend.

Since I have often misused technology to escape reality when I’m anxious or

busy, a regular time away from social media and my smartphone helps me

establish a baseline for personal and spiritual health. I am much better at

recognizing when I’ve been stretched too thin because I’m not spending each

day under the in�uence of social media’s steady drip of disconnection from my

emotions or reactive thoughts.

Silence, solitude, and a singular focus are hard to �nd in a technology-

saturated world, but even before digital technology became pervasive, Howard

urman noted the urgency of �nding solitude and silence away from the

pressures of life. He wrote, “We must �nd sources of strength and renewal for

our own spirits, lest we perish. ere is a widespread recognition of the need

for refreshment of the mind and the heart. . . . First, we must learn to be quiet,

to settle down in one spot for a spell. Sometime during each day, everything

should stop and the art of being still must be practiced.”11 ese days, this

time for a reset or renewal has often been replaced by using a smartphone.

Mind you, I often appear a bit odd while sitting in a waiting room or at a café

table with nothing in my hands—just sitting there. It’s unusual to actively

disengage from everything, but if you can retrain yourself to leave your phone

out of sight and to enjoy a little silence without digital stimulation each day,

you may �nd that these times offer mental and spiritual renewal.



Resetting ourselves in silence is a longtime spiritual practice that the desert

fathers and mothers placed at the heart of their daily disciplines. While they

routinely welcomed visitors and wrote letters to support local churches, they

frequently praised the role of silence in spiritual formation. Syrian monk Isaac

of Nineveh shared, “If you love truth, be a lover of silence. Silence like the

sunlight will illuminate you in God and will deliver you from the phantoms of

ignorance. Silence will unite you to God himself.”12

e silence and stability of contemplation delivers us from the draining

in�uence of digital technology. Rather than leaving us isolated or irrelevant, it

can offer us the resources we need each day. omas Merton outlined the

stakes of silent prayer and contemplation in the following way: “To praise the

contemplative life is not to reject every other form of life, but to seek a solid

foundation for every other human striving. Without the silence and

recollection of the interior life, man loses contact with his real sources of

energy, clarity, and peace.”13

With a new baseline for spiritual formation in our lives, we’ll be prepared to

consider lasting changes that can limit the impact of digital formation while

allowing spiritual formation to �ourish. While we have access to life-giving

spiritual practices that can help us reconnect with God and with each other, we

need to make sure they become integrated into our lives. ey’ll never be as

easy to practice or as immediately gratifying as social media or smartphones, so

we need to consider ways to order our lives around the priority of spiritual

formation.

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
What is your reaction to the idea of silence or solitude? Prayerfully
consider why you have that kind of relationship with silence and solitude.
 
Choose one of the digital detox options discussed in this chapter and set
a time to test it out. Here are a few ideas to consider:



•  Fast from your phone (except for answering calls, of course) and social
media a�er dinner each evening.

•  Remove social media completely from your smartphone for a month.

•  For the next week, practice leaving your phone behind or at least in the
glove box of your car when you go out.

•  Fast completely from all social media for one or two days each week
for a month, or choose a week- or month-long fast.

 
Even a weekend off social media is a great start. If you delete social media
apps from your phone, you can always add them back. I encourage you:
Don’t turn the page until you have a detox plan of some sort in your
schedule.



 

 

It does seem to be a luxury to be able to give thought 
and time to the ups and downs of one’s private 
journey while the world around is so sick and 

weary and desperate. But, our Father, we cannot 
get through to the great anxieties that surround us 

until, somehow, a path is found through the 
little anxieties that beset us.

—HOWARD THURMAN
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SEVEN

Get a Habit . . . 
Like Monks and Nuns

erhaps we can’t help focusing on what monks and nuns give up when they

enter religious life and take vows of poverty, chastity, and stability—the

latter is a choice to remain in one place. For instance, a reporter from e

Oregonian asked the monks from the Mount Angel Abbey what they gave up

to join the monastery, what they missed, whether they felt lonely, and whether

they ever had fun. From one monk to another, they had all given up careers

that they didn’t miss and possessions that they no longer required, although

they could all stand to eat a bit more pizza. Whether they enjoyed the solitude

of monastic life or found community among their fellow monks, loneliness

wasn’t an issue. But do monks have fun? One monk, surprised that the question

even needed to be asked, simply replied, “Yes. I have fun.”1

Regardless, each of the monks interviewed shared a deep contentment with

the simplicity of their lives, the boundaries of daily schedules, and the freedom

they had to pray �ve set times each day. We shouldn’t confuse ourselves by

thinking of the lives of monks and nuns as romantic or simple. It can be quite

exhausting and even busy at times.2 However, each of the monks interviewed

by e Oregonian indicated that they were content with the freedom granted

through their limitations.

In an interview with the sisters of the Summit Convent in New Jersey, sister

Mary Catharine noted that she had seen increased interest from young women

who long for the simplicity of monastic life. “With all the technology, I think

they’re just saturated,” she shared. “And they see this life as really radical and

they have a desire for it.” And while there are many reasons to pursue a holy



calling of contemplative prayer and work, she was quick to add, “If God is

calling, you can’t be happy doing anything else.”3 While the sisters miss out on

the luxury of sleeping in on the weekends, they have a joy for life and a vibrant

love for God that inspired photographer Toni Greaves to dedicate seven years

to living in the convent’s tiny guest quarters in order to write a book called

Radical Love about the Summit’s Sister Maria Teresa.

Regardless of what these monks and nuns gave up for the sake of their

callings, the simplicity of their lives and the daily habit of prayer freed them for

what was most important and gave them peace and contentment to enjoy

God’s love.

SOUL CARE FIRST

A few years ago, after facing the way that unhealthy habits can take root and

how hard it is to choose the health of my soul, I wrote a rather honest blog

post with the title “Do You Want to Be Made Well? Probably Not.” I liked the

idea of being healthy and centered in God, but changing my habits and

choices was another matter. Making the health of our souls a priority requires

intention, changes to our daily routines, and facing the ways our existing

habits and routines may be harming us. Social media and smartphones are

especially challenging because they can feel quite good in the moment, even if

the accumulated impact on our souls is negative.

Oftentimes, soul care ends up pretty far down the list of priorities each day.

Even at the start of the day many of us are more likely to check email or social

media rather than grounding ourselves in God’s loving presence. I have often

felt this tug toward email or media right from the start of my day, as if I don’t

even have a choice between distraction or soul care. As the day begins to roll

forward, I don’t want to be at the mercy of my to-do list, current events, social

media outrage, or the latest urgent message in my inbox. My hope is to be

shaped and formed by God rather than by whatever I �nd on my phone �rst

thing in the morning. Choosing silence isn’t easy at the start of the day, and it

doesn’t get any easier. However, do we struggle in part with prioritizing soul



care because we aren’t sure which spiritual practices could be most bene�cial,

how they could help us, or how to �t them into our days?

I don’t �nd it helpful to spend a lot of time discussing ways to block social

media or limit smartphone use without also pointing to the alternative healthy

practices we need and the bene�ts they offer. Rather than putting ourselves at

the mercy of our digital devices, Christians can put their hope in God’s loving

presence, which offers us a solid, grounded space to stand as we enter our day.

ere is a world of difference between beginning the day trusting in God’s

presence and reacting to whatever �ashes before us on our screens. By creating

intentional space in our days, our souls can be nourished and supported by the

Holy Spirit rather than allowing ourselves to be dragged this way and that by

distracting messages, emotionally charged news reports, and never-ending

social media updates. Each of us can recognize what will be most bene�cial

and life-giving for our souls as we make space for spiritual practices such as

silence, meditation on Scripture, or a guided examination that leads to prayer.

e challenge is that soul care has a long-term, cumulative effect on our lives

that is hard to recognize in the short term. Our motivation for soul care is

more likely to increase if we stick with spiritual practices that offer a contrast

to the distractions of social media. In the meantime, the starting point for soul

care needs to be as concrete, accessible, and speci�c as possible if it’s going to

overcome the easier digital habits already in our lives.

I don’t think I would last very long in my opposition to digital formation if

I didn’t have a clear path toward spiritual practices and the freedom and peace

God offers. In fact, digital formation derives so much of its power from our

unintentional, even unthinking, use. If we are just passing time or

disconnecting from a stressful moment, we aren’t really addressing the deeper

needs of our souls and are missing out on better ways to spend our time. In

addition, digital devices and social media apps appear to be good for our

relationships, are easy to use, and can even feel productive for our work. If we

aren’t oriented around something better, digital formation will win hands

down.

What would it look like to put soul care ahead of every other priority in

your day?



For me, it looks like dedicated time for silence, whether sitting, walking, or

running, and praying e Divine Hours each day—a collection of Scripture

readings and prayers arranged for set times: morning, afternoon, evening, and

nighttime. When I plan my day, I make sure there’s at least some time for

silence before God—even if it ends up being part of a run or a trip in the car.

Before the birth of our third child, I typically set aside some time to pray

during our boys’ quiet time each afternoon. Ideally, I also make space for some

spiritual reading, but that can often hinge on naps and children’s bedtimes

these days. However, even a few minutes of reading in bed before the book falls

on my face is better than nothing!

e key to making space for prayer and other spiritual formation practices

is to pick a set time to make a speci�c practice happen. is doesn’t have to be

a major revolutionary goal. I trained myself to sit in silence before God by

starting with �ve-minute sessions each evening. From my morning runs, which

began as brisk walks, to praying the hours before work, there are intentional

and speci�c spots in my day for soul care, such as, “When I sit down to work, I

will pray e Divine Hours �rst.” Having that priority of soul care at that point

in my day means I now feel a bit lost if I forget my prayer book.

God desires to shape you into someone who is at peace in God’s love and

presence. at formation can be lost if we allow other things to crowd out our

attention to God and the care God desires to bring to our souls. Soul care is

easy to neglect because we are surrounded by urgent noti�cations and tasks.

Our schedules can �ll up, and our smartphones and other media devices can

absorb uncounted hours each week. Without regular re�ection, such as a daily

Examen practice or daily journaling, I can neglect spiritual practices and soul

care, letting the small anxieties and distractions of life add up. Over time, they

will take their toll if left unchecked. One of the most effective ways to make

soul care stick over time while resisting digital distraction is to learn a lesson

from monks and nuns about forming regular habits in our lives.

GET A HABIT

“So you’re watching the monks again?”



e ringing bells always tip off my wife when I’m watching the long and

somewhat repetitive documentary Into Great Silence. is two-hour

documentary following the daily routines of Carthusian monks in France

features very little noise, save for shuffling feet on the stone �oors, a monk who

makes goofy noises for the monastery’s cats, and the bells that signal a time for

prayer. e call to prayer scenes are about as unspectacular as you can imagine.

A solitary �gure tugs on the rope to the bell tower while the monks �le into

the chapel. Soon enough, they begin chanting. en, more work, more bells,

more prayers, a meal, more work, and the occasional haircut with clippers.

is isn’t high drama, but it is the place where we can learn about a thriving

prayer practice that is disconnected from almost all digital technology. Most

importantly, these monks have a habit—well, technically two habits: the one

they wear and the prayers that are prompted with the cue of ringing bells and

preserved in their daily schedule and routines.

Monks and nuns usually aren’t the �rst people we consider for an example

of healthy technology use, since the only phones they may use, if at all, are

communal monastery phones. I can’t think of any social media workshops led

by a monk or nun in a monastery off the top of my head. However, they can

remind us what it feels like to work and pray in a state of disconnection from

social media and digital devices. ey have a handle on several valuable assets

for us as we seek to reconnect with God in prayer. Monks and nuns can teach

us a lot about developing good habits for spiritual formation, can model

single-minded attentiveness, and can even remind us what it’s like to live a

relatively unplugged daily life. Habits that lead to the ful�llment of meaningful

goals are the real starting point for a healthy interaction with digital

technology. When pairing habits with spiritual practices, we can develop an

intentional contemplative resistance to digital technology’s goal of forming us

into dopamine-driven noti�cation addicts who crave compulsive, constant

quick hits of stimulation and affirmation. e stability and rootedness of

habitual spiritual practices can ground us against the constant disruption of

technology. If we hope to imitate the happy monk standing in the �eld at the

start of this book, we might ask whether his daily habits have something to

teach us.



If your goal is to step out of the chaos of digital distraction and to then

ground yourself in your identity as a child of God, then your habits can help

you get there. Oftentimes a struggle to pray isn’t a commentary on a person’s

sinfulness. ere’s simply a lack of intentional planning of each day’s priorities

and a neglect of long-term habit formation. Prayer needs a set place in your life

in order to stick. Just as you are nourished by sitting down for three planned

meals each day, you can also become spiritually nourished by praying for three

set times each day. is is a simple habit to develop that has endured in the

church for centuries.

Although a habit-inspired “capsule wardrobe” of interchangeable habits,

hoods, and belts isn’t a bad idea for ultra-minimalist fashion if you ask me, the

most instructive behavioral habits can be learned from the focused structure of

a monk or nun’s day. Most monastic orders integrate work and prayer into

their days. Very few are fully devoted to prayer and silence like the

Carthusians, and even they have to manage tasks such as chopping �rewood,

growing food in the garden, and maintaining their buildings. A convent down

the road from our former home in Vermont sold some pretty spectacular

cheesecakes, which sounds like just about the holiest thing you can make if

you ask me.

Most importantly, our digital devices and social media are already

cultivating habits in our lives. ey have worn a series of patterns into our

brains that govern our behavior each day. Resisting the habits of technology

can be exhausting, as our willpower can be worn out like a muscle.4 Bad habits

can take hold faster than we’d like to admit, and replacing them with good

habits will be a heavy lift at �rst. However, with a bit of planning and

intention, habits become easier to integrate into our lives the longer we work

at them. As noted earlier, while habit expert and Stanford psychologist B. J.

Fogg trained some of the most pro�table members of Silicon Valley’s engineers

and executives in “persuasive design” technology that used human

psychological hacks to make apps and devices hard to put down, his basic

approach to habit formation can help undo some of the harm he has done.

According to Fogg, habits take shape when motivation, ability, and prompts

converge.



Prompts to use technology or to do anything else can be self-imposed. For

instance, when I wake up, I turn off the alarm on my phone, and most often

my next step is to check my email, since the phone is already in my hand. If

I’m waking up at �ve or six in the morning, it’s absurd to think that I’ll do

anything useful with my email. It’s just a habit. Turning off my alarm is the

prompt. However, I also prompt myself to run by leaving my running clothes

and shoes out so I can easily put them on in the morning. Making them easy

to �nd and then put on means I can start running right away. Not dying of

heart disease is one of my stronger motivations—although stress relief and

mental space are also signi�cant sources of motivation for running.

What could a healthy spiritual habit look like for you today? Perhaps think

of how to replace the compulsion to check social media or email �rst thing in

the morning. If email is too irresistible, consider subscribing to a daily email

that offers spiritual reading each morning, such as the daily email from the

Center for Action and Contemplation. If your smartphone is tough to resist at

night, consider a different bedtime reading routine that doesn’t include your

phone, and use an alarm clock instead. If using your phone during the day is

challenging, try prioritizing something positive, like sitting with a cup of coffee

or iced tea in silence after lunch or during a point in the day when you know

you’ll have a little time to yourself. If you need an easier on-ramp for spiritual

practices while using your phone, the Examen, which offers a time of re�ection

on the day and on where God may be present, can prove ideal. It’s even

available as an app, which is how I started practicing it (see apps like

Reimagining the Examen or the Examine App).

A habit is most likely to take root if you have the right kind of prompt in

place, an unmistakable cue that makes it obvious what comes next. For

instance, I aim to stay off social media after �ve o’clock so I can read a book in

the evening if I have any downtime (which hasn’t been often since the birth of

our third kid!). It helped to kick off this habit by picking up a few books that I

was especially interested in reading. at made reading a book in the evening

more desirable and helped the habit stick. I wasn’t necessarily depriving myself

of something, even if I was trying to avoid my phone and social media. I was

making space for something healthy and bene�cial. If staying off your phone



altogether feels like too much of a stretch, consider deleting all social media

apps from your smartphone and replacing them with apps that prompt deeper

re�ection and concentration. While I believe a long-term goal for most of us

should be to use our phones less and be more involved with our neighbors,

exchanging distracting apps for spiritually useful ones can help us transition

toward more regular spiritual habits away from our phones.

I encourage you to pick any kind of simple starting point that will help you

put some spiritual practices in place as easily and immediately as possible. Your

work is cut out for you, but it’s not impossible, and you can make it easy to

start. In fact, as you begin to get a handle on what works and what doesn’t

work for resisting digital distraction and prioritizing spiritual reconnection

with God, you’ll begin to recognize when and where to set boundaries in your

life.

ADD BOUNDARIES WHEN STRONG

Habits are essential for resisting digital distraction and preserving space to

reconnect with God because it becomes harder to make good choices as our

days wear us down. I don’t make good decisions when I’m tired or stressed.

at’s when my self-destructive tendencies, like sloth, emerge. While healthy

habits can keep us on track even when life is draining or stressful, at a certain

point we may understandably run off the rails. From a challenging day at work

to family drama to health challenges to disturbing current events, stress and

exhaustion can leave us vulnerable, worn out, and more likely to make

destructive choices. ere is no doubt that spiritual perspectives must be

considered in a difficult season. I have received prayer for deliverance and

healing from anxiety that has proven extremely timely and restorative. Without

undercutting the importance of prayer, the day-to-day reality of many

Christians is that we can receive prayer in the midst of truly challenging and

exhausting circumstances and still face some of the same struggles and

temptations. Did prayer fail us?

I have found that oftentimes I need to consider my unhealthy patterns in a

time of clarity and health in order to put helpful boundaries in place. In other



words, I can �gure out how to remove myself from sources of distraction,

anxiety, and anger before I’m weak and worn down. I can recognize the

patterns in my life that signal I’m overwhelmed or struggling and then set

boundaries to protect myself. Within these boundaries I’ll remain free to make

better choices for the health of my soul and for my interactions with others.

is is why I aim to prioritize time for silence and re�ection in the afternoon,

even a short time, simply to get a sense of my soul and to consider if I need

more silence and prayer.

e principle here is a bit of a modernized take on the solitude of the desert

fathers and mothers. Bear with me for a moment. Consider that Henri

Nouwen advises us to “fashion our own desert where we can withdraw every

day, shake off our compulsions, and dwell in the gentle healing presence of our

Lord.”5 Perhaps one way to shake off our compulsions and the pull of

distraction in a time of weakness is to set up blocks and limitations on our use

of digital devices and apps. We could use blocking apps, delete distracting apps

from our smartphones, or use timers to track our usage to better preserve the

space we need, especially when life grows difficult and we may be more

inclined to overuse or misuse our devices and apps. If we hope to remain

grounded in God’s love and mercy for our sake and for the sake of others, then

we need to recognize when and how we need to withdraw from the disruption

and fragmentation of technology and social media. is withdrawal is

ultimately for the sake of others. As omas Merton wrote about the third-

and fourth-century desert fathers and mothers, “ey knew that they were

helpless to do any good for others as long as they �oundered about in the

wreckage. But once they got a foothold on solid ground, things were different.

en they had not only the power but even the obligation to pull the whole

world to safety after them.”6

If soul care is our priority, and if we set up habits in order to make soul care

a reality, then boundaries at key points in our days will help us preserve the

healthy practices we’ve set in place. Removing distractions and temptations by

setting boundaries for the day (or week) in a time of strength and re�ection

ensures that we aren’t at the mercy of our emotions or the messages on our

screens. Knowing when to withdraw, whether for a short time or several days,



gives us greater control and freedom each day. Most importantly, we don’t have

to miss out on the bene�ts of connecting over social media if we place healthy

boundaries around our apps and use them with more intention.

Any boundaries we place around ourselves to preserve our souls and our

life-giving habits aren’t just for our own sakes. ey are for the bene�t of

others. Just as Rowan Williams presented contemplation as a spiritual practice

that serves the world, so the boundaries and limits we set should help us

remain grounded in the love of God that guides and empowers us to have

more compassion and love for others. While prioritizing soul care and spiritual

habits over the pull of digital formation may feel like an intervention that calls

for signi�cant personal re�ection at �rst, the long-term fruit will help us bless

others with fewer distractions and hindrances. In fact, once we’ve had this time

of intervention, we may be ready to reconsider the correct place for technology

in our lives.

WHAT WILL BE DIFFERENT TOMORROW?
As we near the end of this journey through digital formation and spiritual

formation, I want to invite you into a kind of �nal scene where much of this

journey’s con�ict is resolved and builds up to a �nal moment of re�ection.

While we still have some practical matters to address in the last chapter about

healthy alternatives to digital technology, this is our moment of integration,

where we bring all the main characters from previous scenes onstage for a

resolution. If this book were a musical comedy (a big stretch here, folks, but

stick with me), this would be the �nal number where all the main characters

parade onto the street in their �nest clothes and sing in the warm glow of the

sun that sparkles on the fountain in the town square and offers vibrant life to

the �owers lining main street. Everyone has passed through the con�ict of the

story, considered a new path forward, and is ready to face a new day. Life will

be different because of what they’ve learned and experienced. Hope radiates as

they embrace in the waning notes of their song.

But what will be different for you and for me tomorrow morning?

Part of our struggle with digital distractions is that they feel almost

inevitable and irresistible. We know they affect us in negative ways, but we feel



bound to them. Even if we know what’s good for us and we train ourselves to

develop good habits, most apps and devices aren’t designed to be used in

moderation. ey’re designed for bingeing and compulsive use. Can we sing

and dance about a bright hope of joy and peace in God’s presence today if the

dark clouds of digital technology and social media apps appear to be looming

on the horizon? It’s insightful to learn about the dark side of social media and

the bene�ts of spiritual formation, but how can we be sure we’ll continue to

reconnect with God and resist the fragmenting distractions of digital devices

and social media?

I don’t think all is lost, but I do think we need a very different mind-set

moving forward if our cheerful optimism is going to have a chance. Even if we

can make long lists of the bene�ts of social media and smartphones in our

lives, we can no longer view them as allies or impartial tools. ey are designed

to become integral parts of our lives that we depend on at all costs, even to the

point of making us feel that we have no choice but to use them. Our response

must be informed and intentional.

If we place the health of our souls �rst and cultivate habits and boundaries,

we can carefully watch how digital technology forms us in contrast to the

results of spirituality. I personally have no intention of giving up on digital

devices or social media altogether, but I can’t see myself ever returning to a

time when I don’t have stringent blocks and limitations on my usage. I name

my speci�c strategies in the resources section “A Starter Guide for Digital

Boundaries” in the back of this book, but the foundational issue is to prioritize

the health of our souls so that we can be present for God and for others and

can take steps and form habits to make that possible.

To put on my parenting hat for a moment, our smartphones and social

media apps have treated us quite badly; they need a lengthy time out; and as

things stand, their creators have not yet earned our trust. Personal restrictions

are essential since, as of this writing, their makers have not made signi�cant

strides in addressing the damage they have done to society and continue to

in�ict on it. While social media and technology continue to loom over our

toe-tapping dance scene at the end of our journey, the good news is that we



have the power to do one thing that no engineer or wily psychologist can ever

prevent us from doing: turn our devices off.

We can choose to turn off our phones, obliterate noti�cations, delete social

media apps, block the Facebook news feed, manage our postings or

noti�cations through third-party apps, switch our screens to gray scale, block

websites or the entire Internet for set stretches, or turn off our wireless routers.

For all the ways that social media engineers and psychologists have worked to

eliminate our perception of freedom and choice, we actually have plenty of

ways to send away the looming threat of social media and technology. Our

celebration and awareness of God’s transforming love doesn’t have to be

crashed by distracting devices. It’s not easy, but it’s well within our reach.

e primary thing that holds many of us back is a fear of being

disconnected from the people we love, the friends we admire, the colleagues

who make us more effective, and the networks of information and media that

make us informed, relevant, and entertained. We fear that we stand to lose so

much if we start blocking social media or turn off the devices that have

convinced us, in roughly a decade, that they are all but essential for human

existence.

Implementing wide, sweeping blocks and boundaries on my social media

and digital device use has freed up signi�cant time for spiritual practices,

personal hobbies, and the relationships that are most important to me. I’ve

found quieter ways to maintain relationships beyond the roar of social media,

and my perception is that I’ve lost no one close to me because of these

restrictions. If anything, I’ve saved some of my most important relationships

by withdrawing from potential online con�ict and conserving more energy for

my family, my in-person community, and distant friends whom I can reach

with more personal and direct means.

Since social media is so easy to misuse and since we live in fear of being

disconnected and left adrift in loneliness and social isolation, I want to leave

you with some ideas of how to use it differently and how to reconnect with

God and with others in ways that either reimagine or avoid the traps of social

media. is is hardly a comprehensive or one-size-�ts-all program for social

media use or avoidance. ese are some hopeful possibilities for what could be



different for you and for me when we wake up tomorrow morning. is is the

place where I hope to leave you when the happy music fades. God’s loving

presence is here for you, but the space you create for God will determine

whether the dark clouds of digital formation will overtake you or whether you

will move forward with intention and purpose toward the spiritual abundance

God intends for all.

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
How can you make yourself more motivated to pray?
For example, set a date for a silent retreat and practice silent prayer
leading up to it, or consider the history of Christians who prayed and
found peace in God’s loving presence.
 
How can you make it easier to pray?
For example, read a book like Open Mind, Open Heart or Into the Silent
Land to learn the basics of contemplative prayer. Or consider ways to
change your schedule to make time for prayer.
 
How can you prompt yourself to pray?
For example, a�er getting dressed each morning, I will sit in silence for
ten minutes; when I drive to work, I will sit in silence before God; or I will
sit in silence before lunch each day.



 

 

Our truest response to the irrationality of the world 
is to paint or sing or write, for only in such response do we

find truth.

―MADELEINE L’ENGLE



T

Eight

Reconnect with 
the Good and Beautiful

he typical Examen practice includes an awareness of God’s presence in

your day, gratitude for the events of the past day, and prayerful

awareness of God’s presence in today’s challenges, as well as your concerns

about tomorrow.

When we added a child-appropriate Examen to evening prayer with our

kids, they expressed gratitude for watching television at the hotel—one month

ago, two months ago, and so on. Television came up every night before

anything. We don’t own a television, so watching television on a big screen is a

big deal for them. However, this time of self-re�ection and prayerful gratitude

and prayer really ran off the rails when they began expressing a fervent desire

for God to bring dinosaurs back to life . . . and to give these dinosaurs the

ability to speak. I can only trace this back to their watching Lego Jurassic World

at a friend’s house. As we ventured further from the concept of gratitude, let

alone reality, they �eshed out the details of this prayer request. ey added that

they wanted God to also make these dinosaurs nice. I mean, why not swing for

the fences at that point? When a friend learned about their prayer for

dinosaurs, she warned them that dinosaurs aren’t nice. Always ready with an

answer for the hope within them, one of my boys countered, “at’s how

prayer works!”

While the daily Examen and prayer time with our boys isn’t quite having

the desired effect yet for anyone involved (those dinosaurs haven’t shown up

yet), we are at least beginning to discuss the importance of practicing gratitude



each day. A daily practice of gratitude helps us see what we have with greater

clarity and offers us a helpful alternative to the daily temptations of

comparison and envy on social media. I incorporate gratitude into my daily

Examen practice, which at bare minimum re�ects on a point of

encouragement, a point of discouragement, and then looks ahead to the

coming day with prayer and trust in God. At the very least it’s a nice

alternative to our advertisement-driven consumer economy that pounces on

our discontent and desire for more by reminding us of everything we don’t have

or desperately need. We can begin countering this invasion of our minds and

our time by making space for daily practices that help us care for our souls,

remain grounded in the present moment, and use our time well for God and

for others.

You could say that Christians, guided by love of God and love of neighbor,

can counter our digital, ad-driven consumer culture with an alternative

Christian subculture that encourages simplicity, gratitude, and awareness of

others. Unfortunately, there’s not a lot of money for people who spend their

time encouraging folks to pray in silence, to keep a gratitude journal, to walk

in the woods, to make art, to creatively meet the needs of our communities, or

to spend more time with people in person rather than scrolling through status

updates online. If advertisers, engineers, and psychologists aim to make their

devices and apps irresistible, then how can we reclaim the freedom of our

attention and exercise the ability to see the goodness and beauty around us

each day?

As a starting point, instead of focusing on the good things other people

have on social media, consider how you can regularly express gratitude for

what you have, sharing this either privately or on social media. Gratitude has

been proven by sociologists to have positive effects on mental health and well-

being.1 Ann Voskamp’s perennial bestseller One ousand Gifts shares her life-

changing story of embracing gratitude as a regular spiritual practice.

ankfulness is an essential element of personal and communal prayer and

worship. We are exhorted in the Psalms to enter God’s presence with songs of

thanksgiving.



As we imagine our public use of social media and technology in the future,

we could begin by asking how we can testify with thankfulness for God’s

presence in our lives, the blessings we’re grateful to have, or the ways we have

witnessed the love of God shine through others. Perhaps our souls and the

souls of others would be most encouraged if we prioritized gratefully sharing

how God has shown up in our lives each day or the things that make us come

alive. Living in greater awareness of the beauty and truth we’ve experienced

will make us more prepared to pray simply because we’ll be aware of what God

has given us.

Mind you, that isn’t to say we should only share about spiritual topics.

Rather, gratitude helps us beware the social media tendencies of viewing others

with envy or sharing about the latest outrage in the news, scandal, or poorly

worded tweet. We will surely wear ourselves out if we only focus on what’s

wrong in the world, and we can rest assured that plenty of people are counting

on gaining attention by being outrageous or cruel in their words or deeds. No

one bene�ts if we primarily �xate on the latest outrage each day—and we may

well drain ourselves of valuable energy and focus for the activism or advocacy

that truly can make a difference in our community!

RECONNECT PERSONALLY, NOT GENERALLY
My small group leader from eight years ago was the �rst person I knew who

intentionally avoided Facebook. He was �rm in his convictions about

abstaining, and he explained it to me like this: “If I really want to get

connected with people, I’ll send a text about meeting for coffee or call them

up.”

He had a point.

As grateful as I am to know what’s going on with my friends, family, and

colleagues through their social media updates, the social media connections

that are most personal and intimate are usually maintained through the

occasional private message or discussions in small private groups. More often

than not, the digital interactions that mean the most to me tend to occur via

email, text message, or a voicemail via the Voxer app. ese are direct and



personal interactions where we mutually value each other by speci�cally

reaching out.

Social media has a way of creating uneven connections between people.

Someone may aspire to connect with a favorite author, a celebrity, or someone

who is perceived as smart, popular, or creative. We may want to be friends with

people who are most likely at their limit for personal social connections and

who may receive similar requests all the time. As a relatively unknown author, I

have felt overwhelmed by the sheer number of connections I have on social

media and the number of friend requests from strangers that never seem to

stop coming. From the standpoint of managing human relationships,

thousands of connections are simply impossible to maintain. I may be loosely

connected with thousands of people on social media. e sad part is that I may

fail to have deeper interactions with the people closest to me if I’m too

preoccupied with a kind of surveillance friendship on social media.

Surveillance friendship doesn’t have the capacity for bearing burdens in the

presence of others, even if social media does make it easier to share funds with

those in a time of crisis. If social media consumes hours of my time each week,

I may not be aware of or have the time to help members of my community

who may be stretched to the limit. It’s no mistake that my blocks and

boundaries on social media coincided with more time devoted to serving in my

church and community.

As I’ve added more blocks to social media, I’ve made an effort to open more

avenues of direct communication with a manageable number of friends. Even

making one or two connections via a text message or a three- to four-minute

voicemail on Voxer each week can leave me feeling more in touch with the

people close to me rather than with my many weaker social media ties. While

I’m not a great note writer, because I put a lot of pressure on myself to capture

everything someone means to me in a three-sentence note, several friends have

shared touching notes that have left me encouraged and more aware of how

much our friendship means.

ese personal connections are vital. I may think I know how someone is

doing because of a series of social media posts, but is that really the case?

Concerns about projecting a false image aside, there’s only so much we may



want to share on social media. Personal medical concerns, stress over work, or a

challenging situation with a child will likely remain beneath the surface of

social media posts. I’ll often only �nd out about those issues if I reach out

more directly and personally. I can only bear the burdens of others if I am

willing to enter into their lives to �nd out about their pain, anxiety, or

disappointments.

When we moved to a new town a few years ago, I wanted to make stronger

connections with the families with children we started meeting. I picked one

morning each week to host a playgroup. It started out somewhat ambitiously

with a few friends and a lunch that we cooked and served around the table. As

we invited more families, we simpli�ed the food options, I strapped down the

sandbox lid so we wouldn’t �nd sand in our kids’ beds, and chaos ensued on

the rainy days when about �fteen kids bounced off the walls of our small ranch

house. I’ll be the �rst to tell you that this group played to a lot of my

weaknesses. I like quiet and order and disliked dealing with the occasional

times when the kids got out of hand. We had to clean and pick up the house,

hide choking hazards, wipe peanut butter off the couch repeatedly, quarantine

any prized Lego projects that our boys didn’t want to see smashed, and then

clean and pick up the house all over again. Despite the work and the

challenging moments, it was well worth it to have that weekly time for in-

person connection. As someone who works online, has family in a different

time zone, and whose nearest colleagues require a two-hour drive that includes

the lion’s den of Nashville traffic, the sacri�ces were worth it. A weekly in-

person gathering was far and away the best thing I could have done to make

deeper, personal connections in our town.

e greatest gift we can give someone isn’t sharing their project on social

media or affirming them with “likes” each time they post something. Our gift

is our presence and complete attention—truly seeing people as they are and

not as we imagine them or even, at times, as they present themselves. at

presence may be as simple as giving a tired parent a cup of coffee or keeping

my phone put away so I can focus on conversations during my church’s coffee

hour. We are saturated by weak connections and shallow brand communities

centered around products and services. If we do spend time on social media,



we will often see the most bene�t from intentionally supplementing the

stronger relationships that begin with in-person interactions.

RECONNECT WITH CREATIVITY

In 2017, I tried something radical that I never would have imagined doing: I

bought an art journal and some charcoal pencils. Struggling with anxiety in the

wake of the 2016 election and the endless �ow of bad news and crises, I

needed an activity that didn’t involve anything digital. I had become so

preoccupied with current events that I had lost a grip on my leisure time—

although my work time suffered as well. It’s so easy to put ourselves at the

mercy of our media and digital devices that we may struggle to know how to

use our leisure time without a screen leading the way. According to

philosopher Jacques Ellul, “If you have to gather people together and lead

them in order to show them what to do, everything is lost.”2 Feeling lost, I

turned to art—more realistically, doodling.

Settling down at a table in one of our small town’s cafes, I opened to a

blank page and stared. As a writer with a pen in hand, the blank page is a

welcome invitation to create. Holding a charcoal pencil in place of a pen left

me at a complete loss. I ended up sketching the cover of a omas Merton

book I’d been reading because I literally couldn’t think of anything else. Over

time, I began sketching the drawings from my kids’ picture books. Good Night,

Good Night, Construction Site resulted in some drawings that proved to be

crowd pleasers, but it stretched the limits of my abilities. Finally, Mo Willems’

series of Pigeon books hit the sweet spot of challenging my minimal artistic

training while making it possible to create something that didn’t look too

awful. Each Sunday for about a year, I added another pigeon doodle to my

collection. After passing the two-year mark of taking up my doodling hobby, I

certainly haven’t created any masterpieces, but it has provided an enjoyable,

unplugged activity. On occasion, I’ve shared images of my doodles on social

media, which have proven therapeutic for some parents familiar with the

Pigeon “genre.” I have since added pastels to the mix, but I haven’t progressed

past still life fruit yet.



Even more important for my mental health, gardening has become one of

my primary and favorite creative outlets. I’ve enjoyed building the frames for

raised beds, setting up a trellis for grapevines, and arranging beds of greens,

kale, and even a mystery seed (sorry, kids, they’re French radishes). One friend

offered the ultimate compliment when our raised-bed garden at our former

home was on the verge of harvest: “is garden design is a work of art!” Even

planting a few pots of �owers on our front porch has proven immensely good

for my soul and mental health, reminding me to create spaces of creative

expression and beauty.

If battling the summer heat or living in an urban setting makes gardening

unappealing or impossible, perhaps singing or playing an instrument could

help you reconnect with creativity, as well as allow you to forge relationships

with people who share your interests. Singing in a group can relieve stress and

is one of the best activities for improved mental health. One study from

Oxford found that creating music in a group is an excellent way to build

community: “Group singing not only helps forge social bonds, it also does so

particularly quickly, acting as an excellent icebreaker. We’ve also shown that

community singing is effective for bonding large groups, making it an ideal

behaviour to improve our broader social networks. is is particularly valuable

in today’s often alienating world, where many of our social interactions are

conducted remotely via Facebook and Twitter.”3

In addition to the experience of singing, music itself can counteract some of

the harm done by digital devices and can counteract the sources of fear and

pain in our lives—even physical pain. In an essay on the bene�ts of singing,

one choir member shared an experience that my friends who sing in choirs

have also con�rmed with me:

 

Music is awash with neurochemical rewards for working up the courage to sing. at rush, or

“singer’s high,” comes in part through a surge of endorphins, which at the same time alleviate

pain. When the voices of the singers surrounding me hit my ear, I’m bathed in dopamine, a

neurotransmitter in the brain that is associated with feelings of pleasure and alertness. Music

lowers cortisol, a chemical that signals levels of stress. Studies have found that people who

listened to music before surgery were more relaxed and needed less anesthesia, and afterward they



got by with smaller amounts of pain medication. Music also releases serotonin, a

neurotransmitter associated with feelings of euphoria and contentment. “Every week when I go to

rehearsal,” a choral friend told me, “I’m dead tired and don’t think I’ll make it until 9:30. But

then something magic happens and I revive . . . it happens almost every time.”4

 

While I doubt that spending an hour on social media each day will help me

or anyone else all that much, there are many reasons to pursue activities that

foster in-person community, allow us to express ourselves creatively, or give us

the satisfaction of completing something challenging that stretches us to the

edges of our abilities. It can be especially helpful to create something we can

see in its �nal form so that we can celebrate what we have made.

While witnessing the transition from low-tech living at his monastery to

high-tech farming and production, omas Merton looked to the practical

craftsmanship of the Shaker communities in America as an alternative view of

production and craft. Minimal digital technology and craftsmanship offer

space both for personal restoration and for spiritual renewal. Philip ompson

writes: “Merton believed we could restore our true selves amidst the

diminishments of the technological world. e restoration would include sane

forms of work, appropriate small-scale technologies, the encouraging of crafts,

a tapping into the restorative possibilities of nature, and learning the lessons of

the solitary. If we pursued these possibilities with wisdom, we could recover

our connection to a divine reality and promote a new balance in our lives.”5

Along the same lines as Merton, Cal Newport, who is a professor of

computer science, praises the value of craftsmanship and artistic hobbies as a

response to digital distractions in his book Digital Minimalism. Whether we do

so for a career or as a leisure activity, we will �nd a great deal of joy and

freedom when we can make something—just about anything—rather than

seeking to de�ne ourselves based on online feedback or interaction.

I countered my anxiety about becoming a �rst-time parent by building a

side crib, following a friend’s plans, of course, that was sturdy enough to

continue using for the rest of our children. I can’t draw a straight line between

my anxiety about parenting versus the restoration that came through creating

that side crib. It simply offered a variety of “treatments” for my overactive



mind by stretching my limited woodworking abilities, providing a concrete

way to helpfully prepare for the baby, and allowing my mind to be present for

God while I worked. Upon completion, I had a visible accomplishment that I

could be proud of each time I stepped into our bedroom. It was certainly more

helpful than the time I walked up and down the steps with a ten-pound weight

cradled in my arms so I could practice not dropping the baby. As proud as I

was of my side crib project (I won’t go into detail about the wobbly storage

shelves project), a family in Vermont may offer the most striking alternative

lifestyle to counter digital formation by fostering a largely unplugged lifestyle.

Robin MacArthur and her husband Tyler Gibbons form the folk band Red

Heart the Ticker. Robin is also a novelist. She and Tyler live on a large patch of

family land up in the mountains of Vermont. I visited their farm while

working on an article about them for Vermont Magazine. ey live in a cabin

they built themselves, room by room. Tyler told stories about where the

kitchen sink and countertops came from, and he could go on about the process

of adding a second story by himself! Just a short stroll down their dirt road, we

sat down to talk in the spacious cabin owned by Robin’s extended family. e

walls in the living room were lined with instruments, many of which family

members had built themselves. On many evenings the whole family gathered

together in the spacious room to play folk songs together.

At the time of our interview, Robin and Tyler had recorded several of their

songs on the property in various barns and rooms that added familiar sounds

to the background of the recordings. Robin’s grandmother spent her last days

in the room that is now their studio, quietly singing the songs from their last

album. While you can �nd Red Heart the Ticker on social media and on

digital music sites, as well as online updates about Robin’s novel, I continue to

re�ect on their creative life that appears alternative, even extreme, to us today.

Should it be the alternative? At the very least, perhaps it shouldn’t be such a

dramatic outlier. As much as I feel intimidated by the thought of building a

house by myself in the wilds of the Vermont wilderness, there are elements of

the ways this family builds things, gathers for music, and maintains a measure

of solitude that could be deeply restorative for people who feel overwhelmed

by the force of digital formation.



If we can’t �nd time to create things apart from our digital devices, are we

in danger of placing ourselves at the mercy of our consumer economy and the

digital ecosystem? At the very least, nondigital hobbies and activities offer our

minds valuable space for examination and re�ection while we work.

RECONNECT WITH BLESSINGS

ere are so many forces using technology and social media to pull us apart, to

sell us things, and to generate emotional responses, it’s hard to know where to

start sometimes. As complicated as this problem is, our way forward can begin

with some simple steps. Besides turning the phone off and putting it out of

sight, we can begin to make space for spiritual formation by making small,

steady changes.

Let’s return to our question: What will be different tomorrow morning? We

could give ourselves the simple goal to pass along a blessing or encouragement

to someone else. Surely we know people who are discouraged, anxious, lonely,

suffering, or fearful. We could show up for someone to bless them with our

presence or help at a time of need. We could bring a welcome light to their day

by sharing a brief message via a note, brief visit, phone call, text message, or

email. Heck, we could even use social media to bless them if that sounds easier!

Whatever you need to do to start out will work, provided it’s personal. One

simple, positive blessing or encouraging word takes only a few minutes and can

disconnect us from the negativity and anger that can sweep us off our feet on

social media. Perhaps it may sound more viable to set up a coffee meeting,

phone call, or lunch once a month with someone who is important to you.

e Psalms are �lled with laments, requests, and blessings, and we can take

a page from the Psalms to speak blessings over people, to lament with them, or

to pray on their behalf. While I’m sure an encouraging post or a blessing on a

social media pro�le would be appreciated and an improvement over divisive

posts, many need speci�c conversations that speak blessings over others,

prayers for times of need, offers of concrete help, or affirmations of God’s

goodness in their lives. If technology isn’t going away, then we can choose how

we use it, to pass on blessings, encouragement, assistance, condolences, and



affirming words. Whether or not we use technology, a simple practice of

blessing others regularly offers a step toward using our time more intentionally

and constructively. We may become more aware of the needs of others, pray

for them more regularly, and exercise more caution and care when we do

engage with social media and other forms of digital connection if we make

blessing a daily habit.

at isn’t to say that we avoid the hard conversations or step away from

advocacy and demanding accountability from governments, businesses, or

in�uential individuals. ere most certainly is a place for that kind of activism

and advocacy. However, do we skew toward an unhelpful negativity and

outrage far more often than is healthy or helpful? What if your goal for the

next week would be to bless someone in your network of friends or colleagues

—whether through words or deeds? Perhaps you could make it your goal to

use social media to intentionally promote worthwhile work that is overlooked,

to thank those who have made the world a better place, or to honor good

people who may go unnoticed and unrecognized.

Information overload in our digital networks is a real problem;

encouragement overload is not. We don’t have to retreat from the hard work of

advocacy on behalf of those who are suffering to reimagine a more

constructive, life-giving approach to our days, especially our use of social

media and technology. As followers of Jesus, who became incarnate among

humanity, personally touched those he healed, and sent his followers to testify

about the life of God among them, Christians have every reason to prioritize

physical presence among others, compassion for those who are suffering, and

using our words to bless and guide others toward God’s transformative

presence and love. Jesus was personal and present in his approach to each day,

and we may surrender too much if we uncritically live hours of each day

through our online pro�les and posts.

We are surrounded by people who may have real, pressing needs or personal

battles weighing on their minds. If we reach out to them with a blessing, we

may also learn about ways we can provide material support or a compassionate

presence. Our blessings can extend beyond the words we share and take the

form of the ministry described in Matthew 25: feeding the hungry, clothing



those in need, welcoming the stranger, caring for the sick, and visiting the

imprisoned.

Digital devices and social media can have their place at times, but the body

and blood of our compassionate and fully present Savior remind us each

Sunday that we need �esh-and-blood connection. e God who is always

present for us desires to reconnect with us and to help us reconnect with others

because there is something better to be found in the tears, sweat, blisters, and

blood of the people right around us. We can’t tap or swipe to make their pain

disappear. We can’t share about their pain on social media and delude ourselves

into thinking we’ve helped them. God calls us to watch and pray alongside the

weary, fearful world.

If we struggle with a lack of direction or feel aimless, losing ourselves in

distraction and digital discovery, perhaps we can look around for the people

who are going through trials, the ones who are desperately looking for

someone to watch and pray with them. ey may be looking for presence or

may crave a blessing. ey want us to look them in the eyes, to absorb their

pain, and to bear it with them. In their hour of trial, we can help carry the

weight of their burdens alongside them. We may also discover along the way

that we are becoming truly free from the afflictions and distractions of our

screens. We have learned that the God who is always present with us and who

desires to reconnect with us has inspired us to reconnect with others,

generously sharing God’s loving presence with a suffering world.

. . . INVITATION TO RECONNECT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
How has someone recently blessed you in a personal way?
 
How can you become more personally present to bless one person this
week?
 
Test out one of the creative activities or projects mentioned in this book
for a set period to see how it changes your emotional or spiritual state.
For example, try doodling weekly for two months, join a choir for two



months, take music lessons for six months, or over the next week, play
music while making dinner.



 



I

Epilogue

f I could condense the message of this book into a simple mantra to

reconnect, it could be this:

Protect your time.

Prioritize one-on-one interactions.

Restore your spirit with daily silence.

 

If you can make space for these three practices, you’ll improve your

awareness of the ways digital technology and other elements of your day are

helping or harming you. Silence will make space for God, and one-on-one

interactions with others can challenge you to look beyond the weaker, shallow

connections of social media. Restoration is God’s gift for us, but we must make

a space for it.



 

 

 

 



 

A STARTER GUIDE 
FOR DIGITAL BOUNDARIES

WHILE I HAVE already mentioned some of my ideas for placing boundaries

around social media and technology to preserve spiritual formation, this is a

more comprehensive list that offers a variety of options for consideration.

Some of these ideas are simple.

Some of these ideas are complicated.

Some of these ideas involve technology.

Some of these ideas involve everything short of tossing your phone in a

pond.

If these ideas don’t help, then consider the “pond toss” option.

REPLACE TECHNOLOGY

Depending on your struggles with social media or compulsive smartphone

usage, consider trying at least one of these practices for at least a week, but

thirty days is ideal:

Read all news on a nonpartisan website or subscribe to a local paper rather

than social media.

Use a pocket calendar to manage your schedule.

Keep your phone out of your bedroom when you are sleeping and use an

alarm clock.



Use a paper journal rather than a note-taking app.

Write a simple thank you note to a friend or family member each week.

EASY PRACTICES FOR GUARDING CHOICE AND ATTENTION
ese are simple, free, and easily reversible. Perhaps some of these steps may

appear challenging at �rst, but I encourage you to try them. Try these practices

for a day, a week, or a month; assess how you feel; then consider if you want to

reverse any of these steps for a day, a week, or a month. ere isn’t a one-size-

�ts-all solution per se, but we did all manage to get along just �ne before

smartphones were everywhere, so these steps are worth a shot:

Set up gray scale on your smartphone. (You’ll �nd this under Settings ž
Accessibility on most phones.)

Get rid of all app noti�cations on your smartphone. (You’ll �nd this under

Settings ž Noti�cations on most phones.)

Remove all social media apps from your smartphone. (Hold your �nger

down on the app icon on your screen, wait for it to wiggle, then tap on the x

to delete it. You can add it again anytime from the app store.)

Remove all games from your smartphone.

Place all remaining distracting apps you want to keep in a folder called

“Distractions.”

As a general rule, make your phone more boring and more useless in order to

cut down on your usage.

MANAGE SOCIAL MEDIA IN THIRD-PARTY APPS
Buffer, Hootsuite, and Later all offer ways to manage social media sites without

having to fully engage in the stream of social media feeds. I manage many of

my social media postings through these apps rather than getting distracted by

the sites or social media apps themselves.

DELETE, RELOAD, AND DELETE



I deleted Instagram from my phone, but when I needed to run an ad for an

ebook promotion, I downloaded it again. I only use the app to set up an ad

campaign, and when the campaign is set, I delete the app until I need it again.

APPS FOR SMARTPHONES AND TABLETS

Freedom: Blocks the Internet completely (not on apps, though) on digital

devices and computers. I schedule an Internet block from nine in the

evening to �ve in the morning every day on my smartphone.

Moment: Tracks smartphone usage and sends noti�cations throughout the

day on my progress.

COMPUTER TOOLS

StayFocusd: A lifesaver for using social media within limits. Specify which

sites you want to use for a limited time, set the amount of time allowed each

day on those sites, and select which days you want to use the blocks. As of

this writing, I limit myself to a total of twenty minutes per day on Twitter,

Facebook, and Instagram combined.

Freedom: I set thirty-minute blocks for all websites while working on my

computer.

Tomighty Pomodoro timer: I typically set up twenty-�ve-minute stretches of

work and then take �ve-minute breaks to read, take a brief stroll, or sit in

silence.

SelfControl 2: Set longer blocks for speci�c websites, including social media,

news, or sports sites. I can still access the Internet for work, but my main

temptations can be blocked for hours at a time.

Kill News Feed: e Facebook news feed becomes a pleasant sea of white,

while allowing you to see noti�cations, messages, and group or event

postings.

Ad Block Pro: Most websites ask to be whitelisted by this browser add-on,

but it remains helpful to minimize the number of ads I see each day.



MAKE IT FEEL GOOD TO DO OTHER THINGS
I try to give myself simple rewards for my regular daily tasks. For instance, I try

to read e Divine Hours right after pouring my coffee so that I can associate

prayer with coffee at its hottest and best.

When it comes to work, a writing program called Scrivener lets me set up a

daily writing goal and a project writing goal for each session. e little bar on

the word count goal changes from red to orange to green as I complete the goal

for each session. For a �fty-thousand-word book, I aim for at least four

hundred words each day. It’s an easy enough goal to hit in twenty-�ve minutes,

a typical Pomodoro and Freedom session. Most importantly, it feels really good

to move from the red bar to the green bar because it feels good to make the

color red go away. at isn’t much, but it’s enough to make me want to block

distractions and get to work. Of course the reward of writing a book is much,

much better than seeing that green bar, but that green bar has become a simple

reward for accomplishing my work each day.

At home I try to use reading in the evening as a reward for getting the

dishes done rather than frittering time away on news sites, social media (which

is usually blocked anyway), or hockey news sites. I often feel that I’ve missed

out on something really important from my day if I go to bed without having

read on the couch a little bit in the evening—as if I’ve immersed myself in

work and household chores all day without a simple pleasure! e horror! I try

to let that drive me to get my household tasks done faster without distraction

from social media or my phone so that I can get that reading time on the

couch or in bed.

Just make sure that the reward isn’t another bad habit! A massive bowl of ice

cream or a half hour of social media use before bedtime would defeat the

purpose of having rewards!



 

A STARTER GUIDE 
FOR SPIRITUAL PRACTICES

AT THE RISK of repeating what I’ve shared in my previous book, Flee, Be

Silent, Pray, I want to offer a few practical starting points for making space for

spiritual practices and the habits that can help them stick in your life. ese

aim to provide an accessible place to begin. Over time, it is always ideal to add

more time and practices, as well as some kind of spiritual support or direction

from other Christians.

CONSIDER HOW YOU WILL START YOUR DAY
What will your �rst steps be after you wake up?

Perhaps you could read a passage from the divine hours or just pick a single

psalm or verse from the morning office. Another option is to choose a psalm

,or a verse from a psalm, and to sit with it for two minutes. Before prayer

became a more regular habit, I used the Common Prayer app because it sends

a regular reminder to pray.

I have used the Center for Action and Contemplation’s daily email (via

cac.org) as a jumping-off point for my day, especially since I have often turned

to email immediately after waking up.

Others may prefer to begin the day with two to �ve minutes of silence (with

the goal of twenty to thirty minutes eventually) or a time of silence while

walking or running. If you forget to do this at home or are unable to, consider

taking a few minutes of silence while commuting or running an errand.



CONSIDER A CHECK-IN PRACTICE

Whether praying the afternoon office, journaling, reading a spiritual book, or

sitting in silence, consider a time in the middle of the day to check in and to

reorient yourself. If it helps, make this enjoyable at �rst by starting a book

you’ve been wanting to read or buying a coffee a few times until this check-in

becomes a regular part of your day.

When my kids are at school or preschool, I have often bene�ted from

twenty minutes of silent centering prayer in the middle of the day.

CONSIDER HOW TO END YOUR DAY
e Examen offers a time of re�ection at the end of the day, asking where God

was throughout each part of the day and focusing on a source of

discouragement and encouragement. It resolves with an invitation to pray

about something from the day and to look ahead in faith and trust toward

tomorrow. I have often combined the Examen with journaling. Some also

observe �ve minutes of silence after the Examen.

While you may choose to pray the evening office or the compline at the end

of your day, this may be an ideal time to read a longer passage of Scripture or a

spiritual book.

Whatever you choose, start small, and don’t worry about missing it

sometimes or doing it imperfectly. You will gradually develop strength for these

spiritual practices, and the results will show themselves over time.

For more practical ideas about integrating spiritual practices into your life, I

go into greater detail in my book Flee, Be Silent, Pray: Ancient Prayers for

Anxious Christians.
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